29: 2, AS.
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
5 "A 10 per cent increase by the
end of January,"
some might be
thinking.
"Yes, we can do that. But
Fear
of
the
Sovereign
Jehovah
a 20 per cent peak increase by the
end of April?" Yes, it can and will be
reached if each Kingdom publisher
15th
Annual
Watchtower
Campaign
Begins
has proper
fear of Jehovah and
grasps his opportunities to serve. Let
Every Publisher
takes part in the preaching
work each publisher
now associated
with
from house to house. Will you do the companies regularly
Works
House
to House
take part
your
part
?
in the preaching work and we will
z What ! Fear Jehovah, the God
reach a 20 per cent peak over the
of undeserved loving-kindness?
Yes,
10 Per Cent in January;
1952 average by the end of April.
fear Jehovah,
admonishes
Psalm
20 Per Cent by April
New publishers
are going out into
33: 8; fear lest you displease him
Let us make 1953 an outstanding
the field regularly ; they will provide
and fall short of his glory. Fear him year for regularity
in Jehovah’s
a good margin of increase.
But
then, Kingdom publishers,
by obey- service.
By the end of January al- brothers already associated
are the
ing his commands and regularly
most every one of the 3,114 com- ones who must determine to be reguhaving a part in declaring his name panies in the United States will have lar publishers and fulfill their dedand purposes, in accord with P
salm
reached its 10 per cent increase in ication vow by preaching, especially
83 : 18.
publishers, if all associated with the
2 During January all servants who companies are ministers in word and ’ from house to house, every month.
If all do this, the great majority of
fear Jehovah will follow the exam- deed. With enthusiastic
servant
companies will exceed 20 per cent
ple set by Christ Jesus.
How? By leadership
and concentrated
effort
increase by the end of April and can
boldly
preaching
from house to through the company book studies.
write "We made it !" on their report
house! All publishers
will offer a we can reach our 10 per cent inyear’s subscription
for The Watch- crease in January.
Make this your cards.
6 Proper fear of Jehovah prompts
tower. Three booklets,
which may company’s
goal!
Companies
who
include the new booklet God’s Way make the 10 per cent increase
in all servants to be regular in the
Is Love, will he given free with each January are requested
to write on ministry, the basic feature of which
subscription.
(Awake! may also be the bottom of their report card, "We is house-to-house preaching. Will you
presented
with The Watchtower in
publish every month in 19537
made it !"
a dual subscription offer, if desired.)
A little bad weather will not prevent
those
who have proper
fear
of
Circuit
Revisions
for Expansion
Jehovah from regularly
supporting
Sunday morning group witnessing.
Assemblies
Resume
semblies in the United States. This
Individual and group activity during Circuit
will enable each circuit
servant to
the week will not be neglected either.
After
1953 World Assembly
become familiar with his new terri3 Our 14th Watchtower campaign
In order to provide for the great tory, with the various companies in
during 1952 was a real success, 264,circuit, to consider the brothers
159 subscriptions
being obtained in expansion work that is taking place the
who can be used more effectively
in
four months. This fine total was in the earth under the leadership
assembly activity,
and care
of our reigning King, Christ Jesus, circuit
reached only because we planned,
the Society finds it necessary to re- for other details pertaining to work
organized
and then had an active
his circuit. In addition to serving
part in the campaign, with Jeho- arrange the entire circuit and dis- in
trict setup in the United States. In the companies, his job during this
vah’s blessing.
Servants organized
this adjustment 26 new circuits will period will be to organize the now
company activity;
good introducbe created,
making a total of 161 circuit and keep it moving forward,
tions were prepared individually,
preparatory to the active expansion
which resulted in a proper and ef- circuits in the country, incorporated
we anticipate
following the world
fective presentation
of The Watch- in seven districts. The size of circuits assembly next summer. Brothers in
be reduced from approximately
tower at the doors. We can do it will
25 companies at present to about the various companies should coagain in 1953! We did it in the 18 or 20 companies. This will make operate wholeheartedly with the cirrecent
October Awake! campaign
particularly
in the
it possible for the circuit servant to cuit servants,
when 107,394 new subscriptions
were visit isolated persons, organize new selection of circuit
assembly locations, halls and other details necobtained in one month ! Let us apply companies and give better attention
more zeal and enthusiasm
to the to the circuit requirements in gener- essary to the success of these assemWatchtower campaign, striving
for al. Companies will be advised regard- blies.
a The Society will divide circuit
and servant.
our quota of two subscriptions
for ing their new circuit
2 These new arrangements will go funds on a pro rata basis, according
each company publisher
and 16 for
into effect February 1, 1953. From to the average publishers transferred
each pioneer.
Unquestionably
this
to another.
CirFebruary
1 until after the world as- from one circuit
will be the greatest
Watchtower
(Continued on page 3, cot. 3)
sembly there will be no circuit ascampaign if each one regularly
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"Worship Jehovah in holy array."--Ps.

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
"Publicly and from House to House"
To "worship Jehovah in holy array"
requires his dedicated servants to bear
united witness to his name. Visiting
people at their homes and talking to
them about the Kingdom is the primary way of doing this.
The 1953
"Yearbook" shows that house-to-house
preaching is vitally essential.
In Colombia a trip to an isolated
town and baptism of nine new witnesses were followed immediately by
two hours of house-to-house
preaching, with the new ones in the forefront. (135) Brazil’s report demonstrates that new publishers take hold
of door-to-door work readily.
(110)
Even a retired army officer in Libya
does not shun house-to-house activity.
(153) It is recognized as a mark
God’s true servants, as demonstrated
in the Gold Coast and Hong Kong
reports. (172, 186)
Pushing house-to-house preaching to
the forefront brings many blessings.
In Honduras the brothers find a great
increase in their service averages because of this (184) With servants
taking the lead in this feature of
Kingdom work in Jamaica good results
are forthcoming. (199) House-to-house
preaching does much to stimulate interest in the truth, even compelling
clergy to go from door to door in an
effort to counteract the good news
in Puerto Rico. (251)
For most publishers house-to-house
activity
is not as hard as for one
brother in the Virgin Islands. (253)
assemblies, too, all publishers should
engage in house-to-house activity,
as
the brothers in Surinam do. (269)
Even those who have never had contact with the company service organization see the need for house-to-house
preaching in Costa Rica (137) Indeed,
how else would the good news be
preached m all the inhabited earth?
"Gathering of OurselvesTogether"
Fear of Jehovah
as Sovereign
prompts all servants to attend his table
by giving diligent attention to meetings. This means recognizing,
conforming to and appreciating
the organization
God is using. How much
do you appreciate meetings? As much
as brothers in Costa Rica who brave
bad weather and hours of walking to
reach the meeting place? (137)
If you have been in the truth a long
time, do you have the same view at
meetings as our fourteen new brothers
in Zacapa, Guatemala, who have a
100 per cent meeting attendance? (177)
One must always guard against losing appreciation of meetings.
When you have opportunity
to attend a meeting in a peaceful and quiet
Kingdom Hall or other auditorium,
think of our brothers in the Luangwa
Valley area of Northern Rhodesia,
where the roaring of lions is great
enough to drown out their singing,of
Kingdom songs around the campfire.
(228) Do you have such threats to your
meetings?
Have you ever been impressed with
the importance of taking an active
part In meetings you attend? Has it
occurred to you how you might help
others? At a company book study in
Panama a man with poor eyesight
called upon the brothers in attendance
to comment so that he and others
might be enlightened.
(240) Another
man of good will in Panama desired
a study twice weekly, of two hours’
duration. In two weeks his questions
were answered. The third week he and
his family commenced attending
the
"Watchtower" study. By the fifth week
he was going in service. His zeal rapidly increases because he prepares
for meetings. (241) Do you appreciate
meetings that much?

With

the
Watchtower
Subscription

which it deals (have two or three
recent copies to illustrate
the wide
variety of material covered). ThinkWhat do you think of The Watch- lug people today like to have this
tower/ Do you eagerly look for each magazine come to their home regunew issue? Do you recognize it as larly. For the small contribution of
solid food for maturing your mind? $1 you will receive 24 copies, two
Do you consider it indispensable?
each month for a year, along with
Do you believe it will help others
these three booklets. May I write up
and be worth their while? If yes, 3"our subscription?"
then present it to householders with
To an excuse of "too many magazines" you may say: "Even though
that conviction
and enthusiasm.
to many other
The following has been used effec- you may subscribe
tively:
"I am calling this morning magazines, only The Watchtower difor a rather unusual purpose, and rects the mind and heart toward the
effective
remedy for world condiit has to do with the very serious
namely, God’s kingdom. For
conditions world-wide. Sorrow, dis- tions,
this
we
can’t
look to man’s opinions,
tress among peoples, races and nations-surely
these were never in- for the Bible tells us that ’wisdom
with
tended to be the lot of humankind. of this world is foolishness
Why, then, do they exist? Think a God’. In contrast, the source of God’s
Word
is
likened
to
’great
riches’
to
minute. People do what is in their
be desired by all. The Watchtower is
minds, don’t they? In turn, their
minds are filled with what they ab- designed to aid one in gaining the
sorb and meditate on. How obvious right kind of information,
based
The contriit is, then, that evil conditions re- upon Bible instruction.
is
sult from evil thinking
and im- bution for a year’s subscription
proper mental nourishment. The con- only $1."
trast is likewise true: If we fill our
In event of a subscription refusal,
minds with the truth of God’s Word, present the latest issue for a fiveThis will acquaint
then it will direct our thinking and cent contribution.
actions along a path pleasing to God people with the magazine, increase
prosand beneficial
to one another.
To placements, afford excellent
satisfy this need for proper thinking, pects for obtaining
subscriptions
the Watchtower magazine is pub- later,
besides laying a foundation
lished with its entire contents being for good back-calls and, ultimately,
devoted to Bible subjects of current Bible studies.
Remember, too, that
educational
value. You will notice
most subscriptions
are obtained in
the great variety of subjects with house-to-house work.
THEOCRATIC
MINISTRY
SCHOOL
During the week of March 15,
1953, the ministry school will complete the study of the New World
Translation
of the Christian Greek
Scriptures.
Enclosed with this Informant you will find a supply of the
new schedule with instructions
for
studying the book Theocratic Aid to
Kingdom Publishers during the coming year. A review of this valuable
textbook will be of benefit to all
brothers, for all need to be informed
and refreshed on the principles
set
forth therein. Give it good attention
and prepare yourself
well for the
weekly lessons.
It should be noted that the weekly
oral reviews will be conducted by the
school servant instead of by each
instruction
speaker, as previously.
All student talks are based on arti-

cles in The Watchtower back to 1950.
At some service meeting in February
it would be well for the school servant to review the instructions
printed on the reverse side of the new
schedule so that all brothers will be
familiar
with the procedure
from
and after March 22.
Check to see that yon have sufficient copies of Theocratic
Aid to
Kingdom Publishers
on hand. Order
only what you need.
Publications
Now Available
God’s Wag Is Lo
ve
--English
"This Means Everlasting
Life"
--Hollandish
Will Religion Meet the World Crisis?
--Hollandish
"Let Good Be True" --Indonesian
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth?
--Pampango

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Travel to the
World Assembly

Analysis of the company’s past "Watchtower" campaign activity
will focus
attention on the goal for 1953 and what must be done to meet the quota. The
It is very gratifying
to see that
discussion-interview
below will provide good points to help the company. The many circuits,
companies
and indidemonstration (second below) emphasizes the proper mental attitude on the
are responding
to the privipart of each publisher, with appreciation of "The Watchtower’s" importance viduals
and need to present offer.
lege previously
announced
of making
donations
to the Society
for the
SCENE I (6 min.)
The company
Hesitant says he can do all right with
committee,
determined
to make this
books, something he can place right on purpose of bringing to the 1953 world
"Watchtower"
campaign the best yet,
assembly
our brothers
from foreign
spot; but to place a year’s subscripenthusiastically
consider the 15th an- the
tion is something he just cannot seem lands
who otherwise
would not be
nual "Watchtower"
campaign.
By use
to
put
across
unless,
perhaps,
on
a
of the "Informant" file, past copies of really good Bible study. Servant points
able to attend.
Such contributions
"Yearbook" and company records,
they out that his trouble is in not presentshould be sent to Watch Tower Bible
delight to note continued increase over ing the offer; if he did it as with books
and Tract Society, Treasurer’s
Office,
the years. The first
campaign in 1939 he would succeed. Also, it was noticed
yielded 93,111 subscriptions,
to compare that since Brother Hesitant did not 124 Columbia Heights,
Brooklyn
1,
with last year’s bountiful
harvest of appreciate
not be included
the "Watchtower"
cam- N.Y. They should
264,159. Other points of interest
are paign,
he neglected
house-to-house
with any other
remittance
or Good
noted, with due credit given to Jehowork these
months and engaged
in
vah’s efficient
educational
and training
but should
be sent
other features of service.
Servant says Hopes donation
organization.
Attention is now directed
that
the service
meeting this
week by separate
check or money order.
to the local
company organization.
will be just the thing Hesitant
needs.
Past campaigns are considered,
with
All persons
interested
in the New
emphasis on last year’s
results
comSCENE II (10 min) Brother
at
World society
are planning
so that,
pared with the country
as a whole
service meeting gives illustrated
talk
if at all possible,
they will be in New
Did the company make its quota? How on "Watchtower"
campaign.
Shows
many publishers
actually
obtained one that marvelous
York July 19 to 26, 1953, for the
instruments
God has
or more subscriptions?
A study of the given us all play their part, but "The world assembly.
Such persons
now
Publisher’s
Record cards reveals,
gen- Watchtower"
is outstanding.
It has
prudently
begin to save funds for
erally,
that those who regularly
en- served us faithfully
without a break
gaged in the door-to-door
work met for 73 years Where would we be today
travel
to New York. Jehovah blesses
or exceeded the quota.
However, some without it? Being a periodical, its fresh,
the planning
efforts
of his servants
cards showing fair
hours also show live material
helps us meet the issues
to advance
true
worship
in the
surprisingly
low figures
for subscripthat face us every day, current issues.
tions.
Why? One of committee
sugThen speaker
recounts
some history
earth,
and surely
individual
plangests interviewing
publishers
who were of "The *Watchtower": Its first
issues
ning and saving for participation
in
successful
and from them learn what appeared in July 1879, with circulation
assemblies
of his people meets with
is necessary
in addition
to spending
of 6,000 copies; then in 1904, 25,000
his chosen
time in the field to obtain subscripcopies; 1928, 120,000; 1946, 500,000; now I his favor, Unquestionably
tions.
1,500,000
copies of each issue in 36 !people
of old had to plan, prepare
Enormous jump in circuSCENE II (8 min) Each one of languages!
trips
]n a few years
shows how and save to make the annual
committee selects
publisher
card and lation
to Jerusalem
to participate
in theohungry people are for its message.
interviews
publisher.
(Factual
interAs these figures
are discussed
other
view on basis of card would be best
cratic
worship.
It should be so tohere, if possible.)
The following points I brothers or sisters (perhaps from small day in connection
with modern asI to large in stature)
may appear with
should be brought out and established
semblies
of Jehovah’s
people.
Do
the above-mentioned
in the interviews:
1. Work from door cards hearing
figures
for each period.
not depend on others
to provide
for
to door and make the full
offer
at circulation
(Example:
size
of
1879
card,
2"
x
2½";
every door. Never get in habit of judgyou, nor expect
a miracle
to make
ing householder
and deciding
what 1904, 4" x 5"; 1928, 9" x 11"; 1946,
the trip
possible.
Plan,
save and
you think should be offered.
2. Good 18" x 22"; 1953, 30" x 38". At any rate,
presentation.
Do not wait until at the sheets of paper graduated in size will
work for the privilege
of attending.
serve to illustrate
circulation
growth.)
door to decide what isgoing to be said.
In due course
the Society
will
While these cards or sheets are being
Prepare yourself for effective
introduction. 3. Know your offer.
Be familiar
shown, the speaker
can weave in rehave suggestions
on transportation.
truths
"The
with contents so points of interest
can marks about outstanding
Watchtower" has set forth progressivebe shown to householder
to gain atCircuit
Revisions...
(Cont’d)
tention.
4. Proper mental attitude.
It ly from 1879: end of "times of the Genis the most important
magazine pub- tiles",
"millions now" hying will never cult servants,
with
the
aid
and codie," "Christ’s
enthronement,"
"higher
lished,
a blessing to those righteously
operation
of the local company serv"new name," "great
multidisposed.
5. Regularity
m field work. powers,"
should
divide
the equipment
Sunday morning
door-to-door
work tude," "fill
the earth," "princes,"
and ants,
truths of recent months owned by the various circuits
supported.
Put forth effort by being in the many vital
in the
showing us the way of proper living in same manner,
field to make offer and Jehovah blessor see that
proper
es efforts.
6. Subscription
conscious.
this wicked world. Purpose of talk will
is made. The circuit
Back-calls
and Bible studies
also open be to show vital
need of "The Watch- compensation
up good avenues.
Friends,
neighbors,
tower" for the millions
of people of servant
will have charge of this and
relatives
often
subscribe.
7. Show good will today.
will communicate
with the various
proper fear of Jehovah. ~,Ve are his
SCENE III
(5 min.) Sunday morncompanies
involved
so that this adwitnesses
and prove love by regularly
Servant calls on Brother Hesitant
engaging in service. What offer could be ing
will be completed
by the
remarks
how last
year he went justment
better
than "The Watchtower"
which who
into campaign with negative,
hesitant
time the circuit
assemblies
resume
’announces
his kingdom’.
attitude,
but now he is going to prefollowing
the world assembly.
SCENE III
(4 min)
Committee
pare,
schedule
his time for more
sums up results of discussion.Agrees house-to-house
work and go forth with
4This
new arrangement
of the
if all would have theseseven pointsin full confidence
that this is the work circuit
organization
is being geared
mind publisherswould be privilegedto Jehovah
directs
to be done at this
obtain subscriptions.Publishers en- time. Servant gets him off to a good to provide for the needs, not only of
couraged to prepare individually and start
by taking him along to hear his the brothers
now associated
with the
work closely with local company, sup- enthusiastic
presentation
at first door. organization,
but also for the great
port Sunday morning group work and After this Brother Hesistant
wants to number of people of good will whose
other local activities.Make individual go alone.
effort to do even better on subscripinterests
were stimulated
during the
tions than in recent October "Awake!"
Change of Address
unassigned
territory
campaign. These
campaign. "The Watchtower" is the
persons,
as well as others,
will need
more important instrument and should
All mail to the Society,
both for
the vital
assistance
provided
them
therefore receive even more enthusi- 117 Adams Street
and 124 Columbia
astic support.
association
with God’s orHeights,
should
henceforth
show through
ganization.
Let each one,
then,
SCENE I (3 min) Servant
calls
on BROOKLYN1, ]NEW YORK. The postal
lend himself enthusiastiBrother
Hesitant,
who was weak in
zone number for the Society’s
head- prayerfully
last
year’s
"Watchtower"
campaign.
that
at 124 Columbia Heights
has cally to this new arrangement,
Hesitant
places fair number of books quaters
Jehovah’s
name may be magnified.
to BROOKLYN 1.
but is low on subscriptions.
Brother i been changed

Choosing

New

Make

Back-Calls
on
Placements
1 It is natural and logical to yearn
for something that has God’s approval. That is why intelligent
human creatures
want life,
for Jehovah created
man with a desire to
live. He uses his servants to aid
righteous-hearted
persons to choose
his reasonable way of obtaining life,
as against
following
degenerated
man’s proposals that lead to death.
(Deut. 30: 19, 20, AS) Unitedly.
then, we obey Jehovah’s
commands
and encourage life-seekers
to learn
of his provisions
by being regular
1953

Public

COMPANY

These talks may be started
the
week end preceding Memorial, namely, March 28, 29, or as soon thereafter as possible. Three sets of outlines are being sent to each company
with this Informant. One set should
go in the ministry school library,
and two sets are to be used by the
brothers
who will prepare talks.
Isolated male pioneers will also receive a set, but pioneers assigned to
companies will work with the company copies. Please note that No. 6
talk should be assigned to the most
mature brothers.
Starting
February 8 the circuit
servant
will give the new talk
"Practical Love in a Selfish World."
Order handbills at least one month
in advance in the East, six weeks in
the West. Send your orders as soon
as possible for the new 1953 series
double-checking
each item. Write
"Handbill Order" on the envelope.
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
139,289 Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report
NovemberReport
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B.C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
213 134.2 55.6 6.9
Pioneers
6,756 90.5 30.4
4.4
,5
Co. Pubs. 123,326 9.2 3.1
Total Pubs,130,295
Public Meetings Held: 8,782
Every

Publisher

Life

readers of tile Watchtower magazine.
2 Obtaining subscriptions is an excellent avenue for starting
people
on the narrow road to life. However,
interest
we have aroused should be
cultivated.
Therefore during February we will center our back-call
activity
on visits
to magazine obtainers with a view to starting home
Bible studies.
3 Effective back-calls will be made
if we are well prepared. Enthusiasm,
friendliness,
understanding and love
lay the foundation for this feature
of work. Keeping a personal record
of things the good-will person was

Meetings

The talks for 1953 are as follows:
1. Is Interfaith God’sWayto Unity?
2. A World Government
for the People
3. Will Christ ComeAgain?
4. Does GodTake Sides?
5, WhoGave Us the Bible?
6. Making a Success of Marriage
7. World Peace--By Churchor State?
8. The Great Sign of the Times

*

World

a

Proper

ORGANIZATION

Decorum

at

Meetings

’Become holy in all your conduct.’ (1 Pet. 1:15, NW) Thus the
apostle Peter counseled Christians
not only to have godliness but also to
practice it at all times. This includes
proper conduct at the meetings of
Jehovah’s people. Reports coming to
tim Society indicate that many of us
need to be more considerate
of our
brothers by exercising
a more conscions effort to control noise and confusion at meetings.
Sometimes young children
make
noise" which they cannot be held
altogether
responsible
for; but it
remains for parents to take steps to
prevent these occurrences from causing undue disturbance.
Parental discipline,
when properly exercised,:
will minimize this disturbance
by
children.
Young children should be
seated with parents at meetings.
Attendants should lend tactful assistance in maintaining order and quiet.
i See ’Questions from Readers , December 1, 1952, Watchtower; also
July 1952 Informant,
paragraph
3
under "Company Organization".)
However, with some allowances being made for young children, it is inexcusable for those knowing better
to engage in unnecessary whispering
and noisemaking. This shows lack of
respect, denotes inattentiveness
and
demonstrates lack of consideration
for the brothers teaching as well as
for others in attendance.
Consider
the example set by the Israelites
on
returning from Babylonian captivity.
While Ezra was reading,
"the ears
of all the people were attentive unto
the book of the law." (Neh. 8:3)
Hearing,
understanding
and obey-

Regular

interested
in will aid in making a
successful
back-call.
Magazine deliveries serve as a good means of approach. If a subscription is not obtained, endeavor to leave the latest
copy of The Watchtower.
Thus an
opportunity
will be provided for a
return visit to stimulate the interest.
Demonstrate the most effective
way
of studying
the magazine.
Homo
Bible studies may be started by this
method.
4 Servants,
pioneers and mature
publishers
aid irregular
and new
publishers in the back-call service.
Aid everyone you meet to choose life
by studying
God’s Word with the
aid of The Watchtower. And remember, you meet people by going from
house to house!

House-to-House
4

ing the law meant life
to them.
a Not only do we want all brothers
associated and persons of good will
to attend our meetings, but we also
want them to feel welcome and at
home. This means we shall have to
do more than have an inward love
for them, but we should show this
outwardly.
Let us, therefore,
be
friendly,
warm and considerate
toward those in attendance.
But can
we do this if we do not share in welcoming new ones and engaging them
in theocratic conversations? Perhaps
we have a habit
of always sitting in one place in the Kingdom
Hall and this contributes
to our
knowing only a few of our brothers.
Try sitting at a different place each
time, especially toward the front of
the hall, and meet different
people
before and after meetings. Reserve
the rear seats for those coming late.
Of course, being on time shows our
consideration,
too, so do not be a
habitual
latecomer. Remember, your
company meeting habits will be reflected at circuit and district assemblies.
4 Decorum also takes into account
the conduct of the ones who speak to
us from the platform. It is fitting
that every public speaker be dressed
neatly and in the attire that is customarily used by respected speakers,
which, in the United States, preferably includes coat and tie. His talks
should likewise be well prepared and
delivered, as befitting a mature minister.
In every way the Christian
should "become an example to the
faithful
ones in speaking, in conduct, in love, in faith, in chastehess".--1
Tim. 4:12, NW.

Preacher

of

Good

News!

*

"Worship Jehovah in holy array."--Ps.
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Choosing
Present
Increase

The

New

Watchtower

House-to-House
Activity
1 It is normal and natural to love
one’s life and to work for its preservation. But man is not able to save
himself. Neither will his supporting
seemingly plausible
human schemes
bring any reward.
Jehovah alone
affords tim sure means of salvation.
In these momentous days just prior
to Armageddon, Jehovah outlines
the course of wisdom for us ill fixing our destiny: "Choose life, that
thou mayest live,
thou and thy
seed; to love Jehovah thy God."
---Deut. 30 : 19, 20, AS.
2 Men, therefore,
must know Jehovah and serve him in order to
live. But how "will they put faith
in him of whom they
have not
heard"? Rallying to the call, Jehovah’s true witnesses
accept their
commission
and move forward
in
the preaching
work. During February they will continue to obtain
subscriptions
for The Watchtower
with good-will persons, so that they
can utilize
the vital information
contained in each issue in choosing
life. For the relatively small amount
of $1 a year’s
subscription
can
come regularly
to the homes of
these people to satisfy their thirst
for good news. Did you obtain a subscription
during January? Were you
working from house to house, meeting people and presenting the offer?
Are you striving
to obtain or even
exceed your quota of two during
the campaign, by Jehovah’s
undeserved kindness?
Use The Watchtower in feeding the Lord’s sheep
and help them gain life. Search for
them by going to the homes!
3 To obtain subscriptions
means
to go out and talk to the people
at their homes, where we can point
out to them the benefits
of The
Watchtower. And do not neglect to
aid others to get in the service by
taking them with you. If you need
help in presenting
the offer and
making back-calls,
do not hesitate
to call upon the company book study

World
to

29: 2, AS.

Life
Help

Men

Choose

conductors
and more mature publishers to lend a helping hand. Let
everyone assume a personal responsibility to call back where subscriptions are placed.
4 During January the goal for
each company was to reach a 10 per
cent increase in average publishers.
Did your company make it? If so,
move forward
now to reach the
20 per cent peak by the end of April.
All companies can reach this goal
if publishers associated are regular
in the service every month and if
new ones are assisted to begin public declaration
of praise.
We are
interested
in our salvation
and we
are interested
in our neighbor’s.
Therefore it is mandatory that we
stay by these things, for by doing
this you will save both yourself and
those who listen
to you". (1 Tim.
:4: 16, N1V) How will they be able
to listen? By our studying, training
our brothers
and encouraging
one
another
to meet this objective:
"Every publisher
a regular houseto-house preacher of good news!"
Keeping

Our

20

Per

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Magazine
Subscriptions
To ensure the best possible service to new subscribers,
companies
should be certain
to forward subscription slips at least once a week.
Some companies have been holding
slips for several weeks, which means
that subscribers
do not get their
magazines through the mail for a
long period of time. Promptness in
forwarding subscription
slips cannot be overemphasized, particularly
during
a campaign when the Society’s
mail is heavy. Publishers,
too, should bear in mind that it
takes from four to six weeks before
the magazine arrives
through the
mail. It is evident from letters received by the Society,
many from
strangers,
that some publishers
promise arrival
of the magazine in
two weeks. Subscribers do not get it
in two weeks, hence they write the
Society,
complaining
or canceling
their subscription
and asking for a
refund. If publishers follow the suggestion of delivering several issues,
this matter will be cared for; but, at
any rate, do not promise the magazine’s arrival under a time of four
to six weeks.
Cent

Peak

in

View

A Reasonable
Goal
for January? Will you be able to
report
"We made it!"
for the 20
1As the planting
and watering
work continues,
Jehovah gives the per cent peak in April? Consider
reasonable
a goal we have.
increase,
true to his Word. The how
3 The potential
is great. In the
1953 Yearbook is a testimony
to
God’s blessing upon the efforts
of United States last year there were
his people to continue ’speaking the actually 146,786 publishers associThis
truth each man to his neighbor’, for ated with the organization.
it is a record of ira.tease and pros- means that every month there were,
on the average,
20,000 dedicated
perity. Encouraged by the evidence,
each servant of Jehovah should reg- servants who did not get out in the
ularly
join in the preaching
work field. What would result now if all
and also assist others who are right- published each month? A 16 per cent
for
eously disposed to offer the fruit of peak over average publishers
1952! That leaves only four per cent
their lips.--Heb.
13: 15, NW.
2 The goal is a 10 per cent in- to make our goal of a 20 per cent
crease in average publishers,
which peak. Already in this service year
United States shows more than
means reaching the quota for 1953; the
per cent increase.
So the
and, beyond this,
striving
for a anewfourpublishers
who come to the
peak of 20 per cent over the average organization
will more than account
number of publishers
in 1952. Did for the difference to go well beyond
your company report "We made it !"
(Continued on page 3, col. 8)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Present "The Watchtower"
"The Watchtower" is a great aid
in helping people choose new world
life Do you fully appreciate what it
can do for those who receive it regularly?
The 1953 "Yearbook"
report from Argentina demonstrates its
power to influence lives of persons
with honest hearts. (90, 91) In Finland
it produces good results by going into
the homes regularly.
(158) Subscriptions can be obtained if "The Watchtower" is presented even though circumstances do not appear favorable,
us demonstrated by a pioneer sister in
Egypt, who obtained 39 in one month.
(151)
The report from France tells
how
the brothers, with an improved magazine, redoubled their efforts arid obtained nearly twice as many subscriptions in the first
month of
the campaign, to compare with the
previous year. How did your company
do in January? It shows, too, the happy results
often produced in homes
even with persons other than those
who actually subscribed. (161)
There are many different opportunities for obtaining magazine subscriptions if the publishers will only take
advantage of them. Read the report
from Netherlands West Indies and see
if you can follow the example of the
brothers there. (217) In Newfoundland
one company publisher
finished
the
14th ’Watchtower"
campaign with
22 subscriptions. Incidental preaching
helped him. (218) Does it help you?
If your company had success with
the October,
1952, "Awake!" campaign, there is more reason why you
-should have success with "The Watch
tower". Are you stressing "The Watchtower" with vigor and enthusiasm?
’Let Us Return and Visit’
Are you often discouraged by lack
of results
when you make return
visits
on persons who showed some
interest?
Consider the case of the
publisher in the Azores who made visits on a Catholic lady every two or
three mouths. A friendly contact was
maintained
over a long period of
time and in due course this woman
began to appreciate the truth. Moreover, she moved her friends to take an
interest.
Was the time spent on an
occasional visit time well-spent? (72)
:Note, too, the happy experience that
resulted
from following through on
a good-will call sent by the Society.
(73)
What do you do when you call back
and find that people have not read
the literature
you placed with them?
Do you give up with a few passing
remarks? In Thailand two special pioneers encountered a situation
like
this, and it was not until the third
back-call that they were able to persuade her to take time to read a few
paragraphs. In three months she began to publish;
in six months she
entered pioneer service. Think of the
good fruits of back-calls on this person that might have never been realized if the publishers
were turned
aside because she had not read the
literature. (27{;)
Alert publishers in Uruguay follow
through on good-will names turned in
at their assemblies by visiting brothers, with good results
in producing
publishers. (281) Even a request for
Bible, properly cared for and followed
up, can produce a publisher in a few
months. (282) Keep up house-to-house
preaching with the current literature
offer, yes, but do not forget return
visits to many of these houses.

By Following
Through
on
Subscriptions
About to Expire
Many persons
allow their
subscriptions
to expire and then resubscribe
when the Society send
the "Expired
Subscription
Backcall Slip" to the company and a
publisher calls.
They want the magazine to continue to come to their
home, but they need your help
BEFOREtheir subscription expires.
If you were the one who obtained the original subscription and
the Bible study servant gives you
a slip about a month before the
subscription
expires (as he should
do, working from his S-10 sheets),
you might approach the subscriber
like this: "Hello, Mr. ------,
You
probably remember me, for I took
your subscription
for The Watchtower some time ago. I was in the
neighborhood today and decided to
drop by and see how you are enjoying the magazine, particularly
this latest issue. I certainly appreciated this article.
(Proceed to discuss some points in the latest issue,
allowing him to express himself.)
I am sure you can now see that The
Watchtower stands
in a class
by
itself
when it comes to aiding us to
understand
the Bible.
People of
good will toward God everywhere
are fast realizing
that Jehovah’s
kingdom is the only lasting solution
to our problems.
The Watchtower
announces that kingdom, teaches us
from the Bible what it is, where it
is, why it is necessary, and when it
will come. You have been receiving
the magazine for almost a year now
and your subscription
is about to

expire.
As a free service
to our
subscribers,
we call back to personally assist
them in making their
renewal. You will recall it is only a
dollar for a year, and I would be
glad to handle your renewal for
yOU."
If you were not the one who
obtained the original subscription.
you might say something like this:
"Mr. ------?
My name is -----and I am representing
the Watch’tower magazine for which you are
a subscriber.
No doubt you have
ngained much helpful
informatio
from the magazine daring the past
year, for it has indeed covered many
important topics and questions,
as
you will note from the index in the
December 15 issue. Unquestionably
you have enjoyed
some of these
(name a few prominent topics and
give person opportunity
to express
himself). Actually those issues that
you have already received compose
a library of Bible information that
is available
to you through the use
of this subject and scripture index.
Since your subscription
is soon to
expire,
I would like to encourage
you to renew it now and thus avoid
missing any copies. I would be glad
to aid you. and it is still
only a
dollar for the year."
Although the publisher
gives no
booklet
premium and cannot count
the subscription renewal on his field
report,
the joy of knowing that
The Watchtower is continuing
to
spread the message of life in the
homes of these people will bring
real satisfaction.
If you obtain a
renewal, advise the householder to
ignore the regular expiration notices in the magazine.

Correspondence
Suggestions
(Part 3)
It is not safe to send currency
through the mail; therefore
companies
should use money order,
check, bank draft or any remittance
of this type. A record of the check
number or serial number of such remittance should be kept by the company or individual.
Some companies
have been sending separate
checks
to 117 Adams Street for cash items,
literature
account, subscriptions,
etc., when one check (with properly
filled-out
remittance form) could be
sent to cover the complete remittance. Of course, separate
checks
should be sent for Good Hopes and

1953 world assembly travel
donations, but these go to the Treasurer’s
office at 124 Columbia Heights. They
should not he included as part of a
general remittance for other items.
Except when the remittance
is for
subscriptions
only or is a donation,
a remittance form should always accompany the check, money order, etc.
The company servant
should carefully look over the remittance form
before signing it to see that all entries are correct and that the total
listed corresponds
with the amount
of the remittance;
also that there
is a clear indication
of how the
money is to be applied, i.e., Literature Account, Cash Items, Magazine
Account, etc.

20 Per Cent Peak
(cont’d)
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
20 per cent. What is the answer,
The first demonstrationbelow illustrates importanceof appreciating "The then, in order to reach the 20 per
Watchtower"and handling it properly. The seconddemonstrationcovers the cent peak? Simply regularity on the
.makingof back.calls on newsubscribers
part of those already dedicated and
Appreciating "The Watchtower"
experienced in the field.
How many
and ink to be full of rich thought,
(5 min.) Conductor makes introresult of hard work; and on to m your company are among the
ductory remarks on importance
of athelong
through the mails, looking 20,000
each month? Check your
each publisher’s appreciating value of attractiveride and
full of high hope--now
heWatchtower".
T
Attention
given
to be read and appreciated!What a cards and help irregular publishers !
to study of it, carefulness and diliWorkingfor It
conclusion!
Whata worth-while
gence in handling and distributing
it joyful
existence[
If onlyeach companypub--these indicate the value we place fisher
4 First,
each publisher
should
would
see
to
it
that
all
his
upon it. He introduces four brothers fellow issues shared this usefulness[
definitely
arrange to have part in
who represent recent issues of "The’
field service each and every month.
Watchtower".
They begin talking
Calling Back
Secondly, all should co-operate with
about their contents,
value of the
SCENE
I
(2
min.)
Bible
study
servmagazine, great amount of research in ant is at Kingdom Hall looking over the local
company servants,
who
gathering
and preparing
material,
his S-10 sheets and Publisher’s Record will arrange systematic field work
time and energy spent by brothers
Somepublishers, he notes, have so that all publishers can share and
who produce printed material (1953 cards.
obtained subscriptions in January but be assisted.
"Yearbook" page 69). Each tells story. have
Sunday morning housereported
back-calls thus far.
(2 min.) First is a "Watchtower" Why? It wouldnoseem
publishers
lack to-house witnessing will be a part
who goes to country under iron-curtain
appreciation
for importance of mag- of each company’s arrangements,
ban. He tells of great risks under- azine
to the reader. He
taken by brothers
to get him and decidesandto itstalkvalue
in addition
to a publisher about for two hours at least,
distribute his valuable spiritual food back-calls on subscribers.
to such midweek group witnessing
("Yearbook", page 169). He relates
SCENE
II
(6
min.)
Publisher
comes
as
is
practicable.
Fine
results are
is sometimes torn apart and taken into hall far meeting and is approached
one page at a time to be studied; and by Bible study servant and asked if forthcoming
from use of company
sometimes he is even copied off by he has, as yet, had opportunity
to book studies
as service
centers
hand or
typewritten
and passed
visit subscribers with latest issues.
where the arrangement
is really
around in that form. The majority
he has not. Then he says negaof his fellow issues
who try to "No,"
The study conductively, "There is no use bothering to used effectively.
get through by mail are taken by the call
they will get the maga- tor should be alive and as much
censors,
so he must go through by zines back;
in time. The Society always interested in the field work of those
private means. A tough job[
sends the magazines." Bible study associated
(2 min) Second is "Watchtower"
as in their attendance at
servant
is concerned over this attitude
from home of U S. publisher.
He reHis enthusiasm
points out interest must be kept the book study.
counts sad experience of being stacked and
warm.
When
a
fire
is
kindled,
fuel
should
fire
the publishers
to cowith other issues and neglected.
He must be added or it will shortly go
operate on Sunday morning in houselooks forward to being eagerly grasped out. The same applies to placements.
and read, but literature
is plentiful
calling back could cause the spark to-house work. Through the study
in this country and, for the most part, Not
of interest shown by these people to
assistance
will be given
he is not welcomed as he should be go out, even with fuel before them. conductor
Often he is thrown around and forgot- "Oh, no, the spark of interest will not to those who need it. They will acten, getting wrinkled and dog-eared; die out if they have the magazines cept this loving help and enjoy a
and sometimes all the attention
he
the publisher says. Bible part in making public confession for
gets is two trips to the "Watchtower" coming,"
servant points out that interest
study. He bemoans fact that all his study
NW.
may
die
if
it is not fanned and helped salvation.--10:10,
5 Thousands of home Bible studwonderful contents
are imprisoned
to grow into a bigger blaze. "But backand hidden instead of being read and calls are too hard for me," argues the ies are being conducted. Encourage
put into hands of the public.
publisher. "They only seem so because them to join with you. Start them
(2 ram.) Third says he is much you have not tried making calls,"
properly by taking them from house
worse off than first
two. He was so says servant. Publisher and servant
happy to be a subscription copy, but agree to go together on initial call, to house with you. From the start
publisher was careless with address and they discuss plans. They will
house-toon subscription slip. So he was thrown discuss various features of magazine they should appreciate
house activity
as the basic method
in pigeonhole in musty post office,
to
emphasize
its
real
purpose.
there to be joined by fellow issues
SCENEIII (7 min.) Bible study of preaching the good news.
in same predicament.
He remembers servant and publisher
call at home
Now Is the Time
overhearing a conversation right after and when admitted publisher introhe came off the big press back at the duces servant as a fellow minister.
6Memorial
falls
on March 30.
factory
showing how much it costs
They have brought latest Issue. They Shall we wait until then to work for
the Society to print him and his fel- ask householder if, when reading the
low issues,
and how much reproach
copy left with him before, he noted the 20 per cent peak? No; let us all
and loss of prestige is suffered by his the various features and types of arti- start
now. We know our goal, and
good name when subscribers
of good cles. First of all, the purpose of the the potential
is there. Diligent efwill fail to get magazines. If only pub- magazine
as shown on the front
lishers would take an extra minute or cover, the short articles pointing out forts in working for it will bring
two and be accurate about his ad- the hopelessness of present conditions, Jehovah’s
blessing.
So now is the
dress. But they did not, and now he yet giving hope for those who love time to unite our efforts
with deand some of his fellow issues are back Jehovah; the articles on traditions of
looking to a new allat the factory waiting to be sold as some peoples in contrast
to Bible termination,
scrap, and the Society had to pay teaching. Did he agree with the an- i time peak in our company at the
for their return. What a sad end!
swers to the questions from readers?
(4 min.) All turn to fourth "Watch- Bibles are brought out and texts deal- latest by the end of April. That will
tower", who is very happy. He looks ing with certain points in the main mean more than 15t),000 publishers
marked up and well-handled.
Why? article are read and briefly discussed, in the United States.
Ah, that’s the reason he’s happy. He A question is brought up and some of
is subscription
copy who got to sub- the fine points of the article
are UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
scriber He relates how publisher put shown. The practicalness
of the maga139,289Publishers
him, nice and clean, into hands of zine for our life is seen. A friendly,
person at door. He tells what pub- tactful
and considerate attitude
is Monthly Field
Service
Report
lisher said about him, how subscripshown and householder readily agrees
and great care to another discussion next week. After
DecemberReport
tion was obtained
exercised in filling
out subscription
leaving the home, publisher and servAv. Av. Av.
slip.
Now he has been joined by ant discuss the merits of initial backPubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
fellow issues of "The Watchtower",
call on subscriber, and publisher notes Sp’l Pios.
204 139.6 58.8
7.1
who arrived
through the mail. Why howeasy it is. Servant points out they
6,890 91.8 31.2
4.5
does he look so well-handled?
Pub- will bring study copies of "Let GodBe Pioneers
lisher called back and demonstrated
True" next week, for householder
Co. Pubs. 124,401
8.7 3.1
.5
how subscriber
might get the most knowslittle about basic doctrine. They Total
Pubs. 131,495
out of him. From forest to paper mill, may be needed for reference in disPublic MeetingsHeld: 8,120
to press where he joined with words cussing "Watchtower" material.

Keeping
Prepare

for

Big

the

Flock

Memorial

Week
End
There is good reason
why the
flock must be kept clean. It does not
belong to any man, but belongs to
God. For this reason Isaiah says,
"Cleanse yourselves,
ye that bear
the vessels
of Jehovah."
(52: 11,
AS) The best way to keep clean is
to keep busy in Jehovah’s service,
conforming
to his Word. Improve
your personal ministry by putting
into practice helpful suggestions.
The month of March affords
us
a splendid opportunity
to push the
advancement of clean worship, because it is the Memorial month.
How Important

is

Every

Publisher

COMPANY

a

Draft

Proceedings
Illegal

Held

Plan now to have a big week end in
service on March 28 and 29, to be
The United States Court of Apfollowed
by the Memorial celepeals has recently held that the use
bration on March 30. Let every pub- of the F.B.I. secret investigative
lisher put forth the effort to get out
in the house-to-house
work during report, in eases where the conscienthat week end. It is entirely
pos- tious objector claim has been denied
given
sible for the United States to reach and 1-A or 1-A-O classification
new all-time
peaks in March and by the local
board and also tim
April if all brothers show appreciaappeal board, destroys and nullifies
tion for the house-to-house ministry. the entire draft board proceedings.
Extend a warm invitation
to every Brothers registered
with the draft
person who has a Publisher’s
Record who desire information
on this may
card in the file, and those with whom obtain it by writing the general
studies are being conducted, to visit
counsel for the Society, Hoyden C.
homes with you.
124 Columbia Heights,
Keep before the people the Watch- Covington,
Brooklyn 1, New York.
tower. Talk it house to house.

the

?
World
Assembly
to You
Most important? It should be so.
It was important for the ’sons of
God’ to assemble before Jehovah,
for the Israelites
to assemble under
the law arrangement,
for the early
Christians
at Pentecost,
and it is
important that every one of Jehovah’s witnesses,
who now recognize
the New World society,
attend the
world assembly if at all possible.
That important?
Yes! Come, see
and hear for yourself
and at the
same time be richly-blessed,
for
Jehovah has many blessings in store
for his people.
Whether new in the truth
or a
servant
of many years;
young or
old: rich or poor; district
servant,
circuit
servant, pioneer or company
publisher; whether located in, close
to or many miles from the assembly
city,
supporters
of the New World
society have heard Jehovah’s assembly call for July 19 to 26, 1953, and
are directing their affairs so as to be
in New York city. It means planning
vacations,
saving that penny here
and dollar there, utilizing all available and possible automobile transportation to the full, assisting others wherever possible
and, yes,
many other things so as to be able
to attend.
Important?
Indeed, so
much so that God’s servants
are
willing to make great sacrifices
and
adjustments to attend!
The world assembly
will be of
sufficient
importance to far outweigh the efforts required of you to
attend. Set in motion your arrangements now. Think, plan and work
to be in New York in July! It IS
important to you!
*

Clean

ORGANIZATION

Pioneer
Co-operation
1 The full-time minister of Jehovah God not only has the obligation
to meet the regular pioneer requirements, but he also should co-operate
closely
with the company with
which he is associated.
He can enjoy the benefits offered by the company organization and, in turn, will
reciprocate
to the mutual welfare
of all in the congregation.
2 The pioneer
assigned
with a
company should co-operate
in all
company activities
in so far as possible. He attends and participates
in all the various meetings arranged
and adjusts his schedule in order
to support the company’s field service activity,
particularly
on week
ends. Also, he may have opportunity
to take the lead in midweek witnessing on certain days. The pioneer
can be of much assistance
in help
ing and training
new and inexperienced publishers.
3 Where possible it is a good thing
for the pioneer to support the company book study, both as a meeting
and service center.
If the pioneer
holds a home Bible study on that
night, such persons may be invited
to go along to the company book
study and thus have the first
contact with a small unit of the organization. A well-planned schedule will
permit the pioneer to aid good-will
persons and publishers alike through
co-operation with the company.
4 The somewhat limited
time of
the company publisher
for service
should not prevent full pioneer cooperation.
When publishers
accompany pioneers into the service, they
should prepare
to stay a little
longer, if possible,
realizing
that

Regular

House-to-House
4

the pioneer, besides lending assistance, has certain hour obligations to
meet. When company service
arrangements
are made, the pioneer
will ascertain how he can give loving help and share the companionship of his brothers in God’s service.
5 The pioneer
has more blessed
experiences
and more happiness "in
unselfishly giving more of his time.
However, there is no difference
between him and the company publisher in that both are servants of
Jehovah, both are required
to do
their best to honor Jehovah’s name,
and both work together
to promote
the peace and progress of the company organization.
Thus the company will not load down the pioneer
with responsibilities
that can and
should be handled by the servants
or other publishers,
or expect the
pioneer to do all the many things
necessary around the Kingdom Hall,
or expect him to use his equipment
in Kingdom service without giving
him some assistance
where expense
is involved. In turn, the pioneer will
not feel that the company owes him
something special
or should show
him deference in any way. Rather,
both will feel the need of working
together as members of a body do,
as one man.
6 The pioneer will arrange for his
needs in the matter of literature,
copies of the Informant, territory,
etc., through the company, as well
as turn in reports on Bible studies
held during the month. With all
members of the congregation
keeping in mind at all times the unity,
peace and growth of the organization, the blessing and approval of
Jehovah are sure to be manifest,
resulting
in joy to everyone.

Preacher

of

Good

News!

*
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"Worship Jehovah in holy array."--Ps.

29: 2, AS.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

141,532
Publishers
in U.S.in January!
message, which is
New
Highof 91,235Subscriptions
ReportedKingdom
and pure. Thus we regularly

1,058 Companies Say
"WeMade It!"

z Yes, by Jehovah’s
undeserved
kindness we reached and surpassed
our 10 per cent quota in January.
Not since April of 1951 had we hit
an all-time
peak. And now, in a
winter month, despite much sickness
throughout the country, we are off
to a splendid start toward our goal
of 150,000 publishers
before the
world assembly in July. Some companies actually
achieved a 5O per
cent increase in January. What will
your company do in March? Will
you be able to report "We made it"
for the 20 per cent peak by the end
of April ?
e Another heart-cheering
fact is
that January was the best single
month in any Watchtower campaign
to date. In 1952 we obtained 71,540
subscriptions
in April, but now the
grand total is 91,235 for January.
Without question the reason for this

1953 Unassigned
Territory Work
The summer months
of June,
July and August will again afford
opportunity
for publishers
to work
in unassigned
territory
to some
extent at least. We feel that a great
deal can be accomplished in view of
the letters
and literature
the Society sent into these areas following
last summer’s work. Enclosed with
this Informant you will find a letter
dealing with the unassigned territory activity
for 1953, along with
an application
form and a list of
counties not worked at all last year.
In most instances
companies will
wish to go back to the territories
they visited last year. and we urge
them to do this wherever possible.
The follow-up
work will be most
profitable,
as reported by brothers
who are already doing some of this
work. Give the matter careful consideration
and send us your Application for Unassigned Territory
on
or before April l, 1953.

marvelous increase is that Jehovah
is blessing the efforts of the brothers everywhere to get out in the
field and preach the good news from
house
to
house.
You must
meet
people to talk the truth to them, and
you must meet people to place sub[ script)dos.
So keep right on meeting
people by regularly
working from
house to house. If you did it during
January, there is more reason to do
it during
March and April!
Let
everyone keep his eye fixed on 150,000 publishers
before convention!
Keeping

the

Flock

Clean

God’s flock is clean and everyone
who remains part of this flock must
keep clean in his worship. (Isa.
52:11, AS) It is possible
to keep
clean in this world only by recognizing the directions of the Flockowner,
Jehovah. and partaking of his loving provisions for it. Regular activity as a house-to-house
preacher
keeps our minds fixed upon the

clean
concleanliness
of

tribute
toward the
God’s flock.
Two months of the 1953 Watchtower," campaign have gone by. Did
you reach one half your quota: 1
subscription
as a company publisher,
or 8 as a pioneer? Remember,
it is 2 and 16 by the end of April
One company of 79 publishers
reported 178 subscriptions
for January: another of 90 publishers
reported 325 subscriptions.
House-tohouse preaching by all publishers
will help reach the quotas.
Do not forget the special activity for Memorial week end, with
brief but interesting
programs arranged for the mornings of assembly at the Kingdom Hall. But get out
finto the field the very first week o
Marchand help irregular
publishers
to do likewise.
By Memorial time
each company should have a grand
new peak. Will all of you who were
publishers
in January
help in
(Continued
on page 4, col 2)

Plan
Enthusiastic
Memorial
Activity
Work for
the 20 Per Cent Peak

1 Each year at Memorial time we
take special note of our great privilege of worshiping the Sovereign
Jehovah.
We are moved to review
our dedication responsibilities,
the
wonderful and yet serious position
we occupy as devoted preachers
of
the good news. We are moved to
"worship Jehovah in holy array"
with renewed vigor and apply ourselves to thoroughly accomplish our
ministry.
There could be no more
grand and glorious
opportunity
bestowed upon us now. Do you fully
appreciate it?
2 Do you see that there is now the
possibility
of making 1953 an outstanding year for worship of the
true God? The world assembly will
do much in this regard, but we add
emphasis to it by diligent efforts in
the field.
It would be a wonderful

’thing if we were to reach 150,000
publishers
in the United States
sometime
before
July.
What a
splendid setting this would provide
for holding the world assembly!
Last year there was a total of more
than 146,000 publishers in the field.
If right now all would determine
to get out in March and be regular
publishers,
we would go beyond
150,000 in March and April.
Will
you help ?
3 Besides being a regular
publisher
and expanding
your own
ministry,
why not receive greater
joy in the service by aiding others
to go with you? With 3Iemorial approaching, the servants in each company should make definite
arrangements to assist
everyone who has
reported service in the past. Then
there is another aspect of Memorial
activity
that must receive diligent
consideration
if we are going to
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
HomeBible Studies
Bible studies generally lead to dedication, baptism and a new publisher
of good news. (Acts 8: 26-40, NW)
While most frequently
conducted in
homes, it is possible to conduct them
m many different
places and under
By Helping
Obtainers
of
unusual circumstances, if publishers
are alert to start studies. Consider the
Individual
Magazines
1953 "Yearbook" report on Korea for
an example. (83) Lack of space often
to Subscribe
requires the conducting of five studies
simultaneously
at the Kingdom Hall
At
one
time
you called on these
in Hong Kong. (187) Do you have such
perhaps on Magazine Day.
a handicap to overcome? Studies can people,
be conducted with all kinds of people, You told them The Watchtower is
as in Portugal. (85)
Howdo people of good will react to a journal that will help them get
to Bible questions
and
theocratic
instruction
at the home answers
Bible study2 Consider the report on lunderstand
d
the reason for wor
the Bahamas (103), and the report distress ; that it will give them hope
from China (133), and the one from
for the future. They took an indiHashemite Kingdom of the Jordan.
(208) See what one new publisher
vidual copy, and you had in mind
Japan is doing. (202) In Peru home a return visit.
Time has passed and
studies in "The Watchtower" produce
you are ready to call hack. A subgood results. (244) And some publishers use tracts to start studies. (245) scription
is what you want, but how
Do you have the obstacles that the
and what will you
brothers in China must overcome in] will you start,
order to conduct home Bible studies? say? Perhaps something like this:
(131) What would you do if you had’
"Mr. Smith? Good evening, sir.
to produce your own books in order to You will recall that I left a copy of
start studies? What are you doing now
with the splendid books you have? The Watchtower with you a short
Does your zeal measure up to that of time ago. I would very much like
your brothers in China?
Check this issue of the "Informant" to have your opinion of the jourand see what the U. S. national aver- nal." (Person may say he did not
age is for home Bible studies. Is your read it, or that he read some and
company keeping Dace with it? Are magazine is good. Having previousyou making progress toward maturity
by striving to do better in this re- ly selected an article of general inspect7 Consider the "Yearbook" reterest,
you proceed.)
"You know,
port from Hawaii. (182)
The Watchtower
always contains
Public Meetings
helpful information.
Take, for inThe 1953 public meeting series starts
on March 29. Has your company made stance, this January 15 issue (page
plans to have a full share in public 39). It gives splendid counsel to
meetings this year? If you do not plan married persons, saying: ’Because
for public meetings every month, you
in mental, physical
will be missing a blessing in advanc- of difference
ing Kingdominterests,
as illustrated
and emotional make-up, each needs
by many reports
m the "Yearbook".
In Argentina the number of new per- the other, each can supply a lack
sona at public talks (most of these in in the other, each is made to be a
private homes) always exceeds the complement to or counterpart
fro.
number of publishers present, despite
the other. But to mesh all these
the fact that only private invitations
qualities
harmoniously
requires
are given. (91) In Jamaica the results
are very good too. (200) Fifteen publishers counted 500 at a public meeting Correspondence
Suggestions
in the Philippine
Republic. (247)
Brothers in Costa Rice and Bolivia
(Part 4)
experience splendid results with publie meetings, notwithstanding inconAll remittances
for literature,
veniences and bad weather. (138, 109) magazines, supplies, etc., should be
Public lectures can be given in many
made payable to Watchtower Bible
places, often under unusual circumstances, if the effort is put forth to and Tract Society, Inc. (exactly as
arrange for them. In Austria a kitch- written
here) and should be sent
en was used. (100) Some brothers
Brooklyn l,
in the British Isles used the vestry to 117 Adams Street,
of a chapel with success. (118)
N. Y. Remittances not made pay’0)le
Cuba the national prison was used for to the Society must be endorsed by
a talk, as well as a theater and park. the original
payee. Figures
and
(139) One public talk in Chile went
out over the city public address sys- written amounts on checks often do
tem throughout the town. (129, 130) not agree, so they shoutd be careJesus talked by the seashore, and our fully
compared
by the company
brothers
in Newfoundland use the
wharves to deliver public lectures as servant.
The company servant
they visit coastal towns by boat. (219) should also see to it that the necesThe reports from the Gold Coast and I
or sigwttures
are
British West Indies demonstrate how sary signature
good-will persons will often help in on each check; otherwise the check!
advertising a public talk if given the must be returned.
a check is
opportunity. (122, 172) Are you some- written, be sure thereWhen
are sufficient
times discouraged by having only a l
few persons attend your public talk? funds in the bank to cover it. FreConsider the work of the brothers in quently checks are returned to the
Israel.
(80) Keep up the good work
funds
with public meetings! Let every com- Society because of insufficient
in the company bank account.
pany share!
2

each one to play the role assigned
by God. Neither can grasp at the
other’s duties.’ ’"
Then you relate
how the magazine deals with Ephesians chapter
5, which given some of God’s requirements
for husband and wife.
This is certainly practical for everyday living,
because it helps make
a success of marriage, which brings
joy. And you call attention
to the
cheerful note on which the article
ends, pointing
out new world opportunities
now before every married couple. This is just one of the
many good articles
appearing
in
every issue.
Missing one copy is
like missing a tasty meal. "We have
an arrangement
whereby yon can
receive the magazine regularly
by
mail, and the cost is only $1 for an
entire year. I would be very happy
to take your subscription
and give
you these three booklets free. In all
the world there is no dollar investmeat that
will bring
you more
pleasure or greater lasting value."
Emphasize the Watchtower subscription;
however, both subscriptions may be offered.
If you have
not kept a record of obtainers
of
individu’d
magazines,
do so in
March and follow through in April.
These people are acquainted
with
the journals
and provide
good
prospects for subscriptions.
Be prepared to discuss one or two good
articles
when you call.
You will
thus aid many to begin to "worship
Jehovah in holy array".
Coming

Literature

Offers

May: Booklet
Campaign
June, July, August :
Three bound books.
Out of Stock
Theocratic
Aid to Kingdom Publishers will be out of stock until
further notice. Brothers will have
to share copies in order to have
sufficient for the ministry school.
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR
1953
139,289Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report
January Report
Av, Av. AV.
Pubs. Hrs. B.C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
191 144.2 61.1
7.6
Pioneers
6,962 96.2 34.1
4.6
Co. Pubs. 134,379
8.9 3.2
.5
Total Pubs. 141,532
Public MeetingsHeld: 8,224

YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
HomeBible studies can be conducted in "The Watchtower", or "The
Watchtower"can be used as a steppingstoneto a Bible study, as illustrated
,n the first demonstrationbelow. The seconddemonstrationprovides a review
of procedurefor obtaining subscription renewalsand for following throughon
expiration slips forwardedby the Society.
Starting HomeBible Studies
SCENEI (3 min.) Conductor discusses importance of home Bible studies. Many studies can be started by
making return visits
on "Watchtower" subscribers;
or, "The Watchtower" can be used as a steppingstone to lead into a study of "Let
God Be True", m order to consider
the basic doctrines in a simple and
easily understood way. How can this
be done?
SCENEII (9 min.) Publisher and
servant who made last call, as outlined in February "Informant" demonstration,
are seen making return
visit upon householder who subscribed.
After friendly
greeting and brief
discussion of day’s events, conversation turns to more weighty matters.
Servant points to physical facts in
evidence that fulfill Bible prophecy.
Using February
1, 1953, "Watchtower" (asking householder to get
his copy), he turns to article "Deliverance to a Righteous World". After
asking question and briefly commentrag, first paragraph is read. Attention
is called to clear and direct way
question is answered; also to scripture
text, which publisher quickly locates
and reads. Householder is asked how
that sounded, and he indicates
approval. Servant then reads next question and asks for householder’s
thoughts. He ventures quiet and hesitant comment, while disclaiming any
real knowledge. At servant’s suggestion he reads paragraph. Servant and
publisher are friendly to householder
and encourage him, though he is a bit
embarrassed by his rather poor reading. Servant tactfully assures him it is
well done and encourages
further
participation.
This time better response is noted from householder.
Another paragraph or two are considered, with publisher, servant and
householder taking turns at reading
paragraphs and scriptures.
The fifth
sentence in paragraph
seven prompts householder to ask a
question about the end of the world.
Servant replies briefly and then takes
from his case study copies of "Let
God Be True", turning to the chapter
on "The End of the World". He points
out that many persons have asked the
same question and then asks householder to read first paragraph. He exclaims that this is just what he wants
to know. The question on paragraph
two is read, and householder is really
engrossed
by answer and comments
on paragraph. Seeing householder’s
keen interest in subject, servant continues study in book as several more
paragraphs are considered. when hour
is up, publishers prepare to go, after
arranging to continue discussion next
week.
SCENE III
(3 min.) Conductor
summarizes, pointing out that transition need not wait for householder to
raise question. Publisher can inject
"Let God Be True" and introduce
book at any appropriate
point. You
have placed "Watchtower" subscription and will want to deal with that
when you make first return visits. But
if, after a discussion or two, it appears
desirable to take up basic principles,
a regular study in "Let God Be True"
or any other book can be started as
outlined above.

Plan . . . Activity
(Cont’d)
reach the 20 per cent peak. Last
year 196,266 persons attended the
Memorial celebration.
At least 50,000 of these persons did not publish
at all in 1952. How can we help
Memorial attenders
in 19537 Here
is where diligent
planning
will
come into play.

Another Opportunity
SCENEI (3 min.) Bible study servant in discourse points out that many
Two Big Week Ends
"Watchtower"
and "Awake!" subscribers fail to renew each year. We
4 Beginning with the first
of
should try to obtain renewals from March. work toward getting everyas many of these people as possible.
The week
The proper time to renew is while the one out in field service.
subscription is still active; hence So- end prior to Memorial (March 28
ciety encourages Bible study servant and 29) will be one of special activto use Subscription
Record Sheet
iS-10) and, one month before sub- ity from the Kingdom Hall. Then
scription expires, give name and ad- before Memorial organize your servdress to publisher who made original
study conductors
and good
call so that he may obtain renewal. If ants,
Make them responsible
publisher does not succeed, within publishers.
four months Society will send Ex- for meeting and getting acquainted
pired Subscription Back-Call Slip for with new persons who-occupy cera further call. Bible study servant
suggests arrangement be reviewed so tain rows of seats in the Kingdom
all will understand it.
Hall on Memorial night. Introduce
their names and
SCENEII (5 min.) [Use of S-10 yourself; ascertain
form] Several publishers
have been where they live.
Make arrangegiven slips for subscriptions about to ments, if possible, to take them out
expire. One is now Interviewed for in field service. One servant, study
results and he is enthusiastic
about
arrangement. Of five subscribers called conductor or publisher
might take
on, three renewed. He states it is easy care of two persons in this way. So
to get renewal while subscription is organize to talk to them all!
still active. He briefly relates one ex5 The speaker will tie in faithful
perience where he used suggestions
offered in February "Informant" to service
with the meaning of the
obtain renewal. One subscriber seemed
Memorial.
Concluding
announceto lack interest
in ’Watchtower",
so he introduced "Awake!" as differmeats will include service the week
ent type of magazine and obtained
subscription. Bible study servant quer- end of April 4 and 5, which should
ies, "What do you think should be also be a special week end of activdone with subscriber
who will not ity with everyone assembling at the
renew when called on by publisher
Kingdom Hall. Two big week ends
who originally
took subscription?"
The reply,
"Why not have another
of service
at Memorial time, with
publisher make a call when Society
diligent efforts made to help everyforwards the expired
Subscription one into the field! Use your autoBack-Call Slip!" Next scene shows
mobiles to best advantage in helphow.
SCENEIII (6 min.) Bible study ing persons attend the Memorial,
servant has expired subscription slips and then get them out in the servfrom Society. He calls another pub- ice. Keep the 20 per cent peak in
lisher and asks him to make call and view and work for it!
give former subscriber another oppor6Great numbers of people are
tunity. Publisher expresses willingness
but is net sure what to say. Bible now associating
with us. Our big
study servant demonstrates.
"Good evening, is Mr. ---- in? . . . job is to show them how to really
How do you do, sir. My name is Mr. "worship Jehovah in holy array"
----. I’m a minister visiting
some by talking
about the Kingdom. We
people in the neighborhood and would must help them publish.
Do not let
like very much to talk to you for a
few minutes. I was just advised by the this Memorial go by without a dilipublishers that your subscription for gent effort to help everyone who at’The Watchtower’ has expired.
Appreciating
the great value of this tends. If we plan and then do our
magazine myself, I believe you will part conscientiously,
we can easily
want to have it continue. Most people reach 150,000 publishers. Will you be
do. Take this issue of March 1, for at the task, making every possible
example, with the article ’The World’s
Integrity on the Wane’. It shows from effort? (A Memorial report card is
the Bible why there is so much cor- enclosed.
Report total attendance,
ruption, scandal and evil-doing in the number partaking,
and attendance
world. (Continue and show interesting
points of this issue.) I feel sure you at the public meeting on March 29.
will want to resubscribe,
knowing Mail your report immediately after
now how great a help ’The WatchMarch
tower’ can be. The cost is only $1 the Memorial celebration,
(about 4 cents a copy) and you receive
these three booklets free." This pres- 30.)
entation
should be well prepared.
Now Available
We realize
that at one time he did Publications
have interest,
which has now apparCan You Lice Forever in Happiness
ently cooled. Perhaps he never really
read and understood the magazine.
on Earth? --Cinyanja,
Ga, Ibo
Give him another opportunity to keep "Let God Be True"
--Twi
it coming. Any subscriptions obtained
Life"
slips (L-15) are "This Means Everlasting
from expiration
--Arabic, Ibo
counted as new.
3

Maturity
Final
Month
Subscription

to

by the

Reach
Quota

The existence
of all things is
dependent upon Jehovah as Creator.
For reasoning human creatures
Jehovah instructs that there be a constant growing to accurate
knowledge of him and hence to maturity
of understanding
by means of his
spirit.
Christians are thus required
to do more than profess belief ; they
must "press
on to maturity,
not
laying a foundation again, namely,
repentance
from dead works, and
How Are You Traveling
the
World Assembly?

Spirit

faith toward God."--Heb. 6:1, NW.
All Christians pressing on to maturity
are invited to demonstrate
their active faith by sharing in the
presentation
of The Watchtower
during the final month of the campaign. Particularly
should we obtain subscriptions by calling at the
homes of the people. By our diligently sowing the seeds of truth and dispensing the spiritual
food stemming
from God’s Word, he will Mess the
feeding
of the other sheep, and
more and more will there be an influx into his organization.

to

COMPANY

ORGANIZATION

Reporting
Field
Service
1Each passing
day brings
the
world assembly closer. The next few
1 Every individual who rejoices in
months will speed by and then it
the truth is moved to participate
will lie time to leave for the as- in field
service
activity.
He is
sembly site at Yankee Stadium. Do thus obeying Jehovah’s instructions
you have in mind how you will
found at Romans 10: ]0, NW. Regtravel?
Are you working out mat- ularly,
every month, his mouth
ters so you will be ready to go when should be used to speak the truth
July comes? Now is the time to to others. Such a person is a regmake your arrangements.
2 Automobile travel will undoubt- ular publisher.
2What constitutes
field service
edly be used by most conventioners.
activity
that should be reported by
All cars should be filled,
travel
Primarily house-toexpenses
determined,
day of de- all publishers?
work, making back-calls,
conparture
to and from New York house
ducting home Bible studies,
street
worked out, and other important
store-to-store
work.
matters considered.
By each one’s witnessing and
witnessing to salesmen,
knowing what is expected of him, Incidental
business associates,
friends, etc.,
full co-operation
and a pleasant
may also be reported.
Those who
trip will result for car groups.
are unable to actively engage in reg3 Commercial transportation
will
ular field work due to physical limibe limited
and lacking from many tations
are especially encouraged to
points
this summer due to other
seize opportunities
for incidental
large conventions and heavy tourist
preaching, as well as write letters,
travel.
However, our convention
use the telephone and take advantravel will not be unduly interfered
of other means to have part in
with if individual arrangements are ]rage
work every month. Time
made immediately.
It simply means :Kingdom
in such essential
service as
making your reservations
BEFORE spent
the sick, working around
other travelers
make theirs.
If you visiting
Kingdom Halls, etc., is not reported
intend
to use train or airplane
field service.--See
Counsel on
travel, make your round-trip reser- as
Theocratic Organization, ¶ 31.
vations now.
3 Parents having a keen interest
4in a few short months tens of
in their children will be "bringing
thousands of Jehovah’s
witnesses
up in the discipline
and auwill be New York bound. It is sug- them
advice of Jehovah",
gested that you arrive here on the thoritative
18th of July and schedule departure
141,532 Publishers . . . (Cont’d)
for the 27th or 28th. The time to March? You will find joy in doing so.
plan and arrange is Now l Room re6Do not forget return visits
to
quest forms are coming with your homes where persons subscribe. Only
April Informant.
(Companies charby reading and studying The Watchtering buses will fill out and return tower with the Bible will people gain
the enclosed bus questionnaire
to information
necessary to cleanse
the Transportation
Desk, 117 Adams themselves and join with the clean
Street,
Brooklyn l, N.Y., by April
flock of God in singing his praises.
Only with the aid of return visits
15, 1953. )
*

Every

Publisher

a

Regular

House-to-House
4

During April we have two primary goals to reach: attaining
the
20 per cent increase in publishers,
and obtaining our individual
quota
of subscriptions
for the campaign.
Do not forget the new publishers
and persons
of good will
who
could share this privilege
with
you. With everyone,
servants
and
publishers,
working toward aiding
all associated and those who attended the Memorial to publish during
April, every company will reach the
20 per cent increase in publishers.
Think of it; if we reach this goal,
we will have over 150,000 publishers
of the good news! Let us do our
best to reach it by pressing on to
maturity.

which includes training in the ministry.
A young minister will start
turning in field service reports when
ghe understands
what he is doin
and is able to give a reasonable
answer for the hope within him.
4 When a new publisher
is taken
in field work, preferably from house
to house, he should be invited to report his time. But to turn in a report at the end of each month for
new individuals
who might have
’had an incidental
discussion hardly
makes them publishers.
A new publisher should engage in at least one
of the regular features of service,
and he should appreciate
the work
!he was privileged to do to the point
of wanting to turn in his own report. Publishers are encouraged to
turn in a field report at least once
a week.
5 By the third day of each month
the company servant should receive
from the assistant
company servant
the report card containing the company’s total field service report.
After checking and signing it, the
company servant will see that it is
put in the mail, at the latest by midnight of the 3d. If the company is
to submit an accurate and complete
report to the Society, all publishers,
moved to joyfully
participate
in
field service activity,
must promptly
turn in field service and Bible study
reports.
will they appreciate that Jehovah’s
blessing comes with faithful service
as a part of his clean flock. Therefore, let us press on in the greatest
Watchtower
campaign
yet! Keep
clean by right thinking.
Do good
works in the field as a regular publisher, to God’s praise. This is clean
worship!
What joy we have ’worshiping Jehovah in holy array’.

Preacher

of

Good

News!

*

"WorshipJehovahin holy array."--Ps.

APRIL, 1953

February

Report

Shows

143,004

29: 2, AS.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Publishers!

April? Engage in house-to-house
preaching; present the subscription
offer enthusiastically
; seek out
Evidence
of
simply means making up your mind every remaining avenue for helping
to get out and witness from house others, including those on whom we
Maturity
by the Spirit
to house. April can also be an allmake back-calls
and with whom we
1Love! Joy! Faith!
These are
time high subscription
month if all
conduct Bible studies,
by having
fruits of the spirit, reflected in an servants demonstrate their maturity
them receive The Watchtower durefficient,
devoted and mature min- by publicly giving God praise.
ing the coming year;
encourage
istry with a constant
increase
of
4 We made an increase of 12.9 per newly interested
persons and pubpreachers
of good news. Jehovah’s
cent in February.
Will the April
lishers
needing assistance
to join
servants are ever alert to the neces- report show that we made the rewith you in public praise; co-opersity of working in harmony with maining 7.1 per cent? Do not forget
ate with the company organization
his spirit,
which means using his to mark your company report card,
to the full.
Thus you will demonWord and following
its righteous
"We made it !" if you reach the 20 strate a mature appreciation
of Jeprinciples,
directions and examples. per cent peak in April.
hovah’s provisions and a desire to
Jehovah’s spirit
is directing
his
5 How can we shoW maturity
and submit to the direction of his spirit
people today. To conscientiously
follow the spirit’s
direction
in in this time of the end.
strive
to improve one’s personal
ministry and advance in knowledge
of the truth is to seek maturity by
Request
Rooms
for
the
World
Assembly
the spirit.--Heb.
6: 1-3, NW.
What a joy it is to see another
Accept
Assignments
Made
new all-time
peak of publishers
in
to persons of good will. Many who
February!
This second peak for
1"Where
will
I stay
in New were householders
in 1950 are now
1953, coming in a short
month,
York?" is a question of major con- publishers
as a result of the good
shows that publishers
are striving
impressions you made while staying
cern to each publisher.
The matter
for maturity.
Can we go beyond
in their homes. If you fail to show
can be cared for NOWby planning
150,000 in April? A recent check of your requirements
up for your room, the householder
and returning
circuit assembly reports for the last the Room Request
may regard all Jehovah’s witnesses
Form accomsix months in the United States in- panying this Informant. Fill out the as inconsiderate
and irresponsible.
dicates
that there are more than form completely after carefully con- Householders frequently
go to con150,000 publishers
associated
with sidering the instructions
rooms,
attached to siderable trouble furnishing
the companies.
If all get out in the form. These instructions
should postponing vacations, obtaining new
April, we will easily go beyond our be reviewed
linens,
cleaning
and painting
to
at an early
service
20 per cent goal. Let each person meeting, as though they were part
make your stay pleasant.
a If you cannot possibly arrive on
who reads this Informant ask him- of the Informant, so that all will be
self whether he is mature enough to familiar with what is essential. It is the day designated, be sure to notify
put forth some effort
to publicly
far better to fill out and return the the householder direct as to when
praise Jehovah during April. If he Room Request
you will arrive, even if it is the very
Form designating
loves Jehovah, rejoices in the truth accommodation needs than to write
next day. Bear in mind that it is
and has faith,
what can stop him a letter.
Letter writing hinders as- primarily in the homes where a witfrom manifesting
these fruits
by signments rather than facilitating
ness will be given and where so
communicating his happiness to oth- them. Mail your room request
so
to much good can be accomplished,
ers? Nothing can stop him from Watchtower
and thoughtful.
If
Convention,
557 W. be considerate
preaching the good news !
you prefer to look for your own ac157th Street,
New York 32, N.Y.
commodations when you get to New
a April has often been a peak
2The New York brothers
will
York, you may do so; but if the
month, and it is hoped that April
obtain thousands of rooms in pri1953 will see a grand new peak of vate homes at moderate prices,
as
Watchtower Convention
obtains
a
I50,000 or more publishers.
It can noted on the request
PLEASE TAKE
form. When room at your request,
IT. Each request will be given inbe done, but much depends on the you write for a room in a private
attention
in an endeavor
mature activity
of each and every home, let it not be just as a safety dividual
dedicated servant. You will rejoice
measure in case you cannot find a to take the best care of your requirements.
to know that a total
of 179,942
place for yourself.
When an assign4 The rooming department
has
subscriptions
were obtained in Jan- ment is received, be certain to stay
uary and February.
Did you share
in that home, for the householder is quite a number of good hotel accommodations listed,
although none are
in this wonderful
activity?
You expecting you. In 1950 most brothwithin walking distance
of Yankee
still have April left to take part in ers accepted assignments willingly
the 1953 Watchtower campaign. It
and had rich blessings in witnessing
(Continued on page 3, col. 8)
Will

April

See

a

20

Per

Cent

Peak

for
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Around
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with Jehovah’s

World
WTtnesses

’Increasing and Yielding Fruit’
Increase of true worship is inevitable! Therefore we properly look for
this increase and work for it. (Mark
3: 8; 2 Cot. 9:10, NW; Hab. 2: 14)
How do you view the 10 and 20 per
cent goals? With faith and determination to do your part toward pushing
the advance of true worship? It takes
diligent work, as demonstrated by the
"Yearbook" report from Haiti, where
a 41 per cent increase was made in
1952. (178, 179, 180) Do you have the
same zeal? Despite difficult conditions,
Colombia made a 29 per cent increase
in 1952.
(133,134)
Koreais makingits contribution
toward the expandingof true worship
with tremendous increases
in publishers, but it takes diligent work. (81)
Has your company yet experienced
the joy of expanding, as have the congregations
in Bermuda and Hong
Kong? (73, 186) Expansion must come
for all healthy companies! Egypt has
seen an increase of nearly 400 per cent
in the last five years, but it took work.
(150) What has been your increase
over the last five years? Eastern Germany achieved a 33 per cent increase
last year despite persecution. (170)
An increase in publishers does not
necessarily result in a drop in service
averages if maturity and regularity
are properly stressed. The Gold Coast
report illustrates this point. (32, 170,
171) Compare the United States’ report for January (11.7 per cent increase) with the December report and
note the increase in averages too.
Increase depends to a great extent on
maturity of the brothers and active
servant leadership in the field.
Attending Assemblies
Have YOU decided to attend the
world assembly? Are you weighing
the matter carefully?
When you consider the cost, do not forget the blesslugs! The brothers in British Honduras attend assemblies at great effort
and expense. (115) Will you have
walk 440 miles to attend the assembly,
as brothers in Northern Rhodesia are
willing to do? (227, 228) Do you feel
that financial
circumstances simply
will not permit you to attend? The
brothers in Italy are very poor, too,
but they put forth the effort to attend
assemblies. (196) Perhaps you should
reconsider and plan more carefully,
though it may mean a sacrifice
in
other directions.
Much depends on your appreciation
for assemblies.
Review the "Yearbook" account
m the report
from
Tanganyika and ask yourself whether you appreciate assemblies as
much as those brothers do. (231)
The Kingdom work in Northern Rhodesia is growing by leaps and bounds.
Undoubtedly it is due, at least in
part, to the great appreciation for,
and support of, assemblies. (227)
Do not underestimate the effect of
assemblies both upon those who attend and ’upon those who observe,
hear or read about such gatherings.
The report from Nigeria illustrates
the point. (224) Encourage good-will
interest to attend. In St Helena a boy
and his father attended an assembly,
their first meeting of any kind, and
the boy said, "’It was not as if we
were on St. Helena, but in another
world." Good results followed, (265)
In faraway Chile the brothers immediately determined to be represented at the world assembly. (130)
Will your efforts match those of the
Canadian brothers? (128) Will you
be there?

By Expanding
Magazine
Distribution

!5c. (Both magazines may be carried,
in the event they are needed.)
a Most companies
have much
1 Since Magazine Day was inhouse-to-house territory
that is not
troduced
in March 1949 magazines
frequently
covered. Have you tried
have been gradually replacing book- working some of this territory
on
lets.
Companies were instructed:
Magazine Day with two magazines
"One day a week will be devoted to for 10c? Territory
can be covered
the distribution
of The Watchtower quickly and many magazines placed.
and Awake! on the streets,
from The quick working of this territory
house to house, store to store and with magazines can be co-ordinated
in other ways." Pioneers and com- and interchanged
with the regular
pany publishers
supported
Maga- witnessing at other times so that no
zine Day activity.
What has resultconfusion results.
Repeating on the
ed? The English Watchtower printsame territory,
perhaps in several
ing has increased
from 584,000
months,
offering
two magazines
copies each issue to over 1,000,000
again will result
in placing many
today:
and the English
!
Awake
magazines. Rather than covering the
from 545,000 to over 800,000. Has same store area every week or two,
Magazine Day been successful
in why not branch out and include
carrying
the good news to many house-to-house
territory
? When
thousands? Most assuredly.
Splencompletely covered with magazines
did work Is being done, Kingdom it will be counted as a territory
publishers i
worked and should be marked as
2 However, there can be further
having been done with magazines.
expanding of magazine distribution,
Territory
and advertising
servants
and all companies and individuals
can co-operate
in arranging
for
are invited
to have a full share
working territory
in this manner.
in this activity.
Most companies are Such magazine coverage should not
using Saturday for Magazine Day, interfere with the regular literature
with house-to-house or store-to-store
offer on Sunday and at other times.
work in the morning and street
sit is suggested
that company
work in the afternoon and evening.
book study groups use magazines
If Saturday is not convenient,
an- in house-to-house
work before the
other day may be selected.
Re- study, offering
a Watchtower and
member, too, store-to-store
and Awake: for 10c. Why not let magahouse-to-house
work, the main feazine work from house to house betures
of Magazine
Day, may be fore the study be a regular part of
done one day and street
work an- the company book study arrangeother.
ment? Many who cannot participate
3 Some publishers
find that rein Magazine Day activity
will be
sults
of street
work on Saturday
able to share in magazine distriafternoons are rather limited.
Have bution through this arrangement.
you tried house-to-house
distribuT Whether young in the truth or a
tion on Saturday afternoon?
Might seasoned publisher,
Magazine Day
it not be that you will place more activity
is very enjoyable and an
magazines at the homes than on the easy avenue of service.
Regularly
streets?
Why not try it and com- join in offering
The Watchtower
pare results? Our object is to place and Awake/ from house to house
magazines most effectively,
and in and store to store. It will increase
your area working at the homes the flow of good news to millions
may be the way to do it Saturday
of potential
"other sheep".
afternoon.
4 Some publishers,
because it is
not possible to get back to homes or UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
139,289 Publishers
stores every week, might find it advantageous to offer both The Watch- Monthly Field
Service
Report
tower and Awake: on a contribution
February Report
of 10c. The two are readily placed
Av. Av. Av.
on giving a short witness. Others
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
have been successful in establishing
Sp’l Pios.
203 140.3 59.0
7,5
routes with regular weekly visits,
Pioneers
6,792 93.4 33.8
4,7
and these brothers
may continue
Co. Pubs. 136,009
8.7 3.3
,5
with such. However, when engaging
in street
work, feature
only the Total Pubs.143,004
Public Meetings Held: 8,571
latest
copy of either magazine for
2

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

Request

Rooms...

(Cont’d)

However,
they are easily
The first
demonstration below should be used as early as possible in Stadium.
by convenient
subway
April, possibly at the first service meeting. It supports striving for the 20 per accessible
cent peak. The second demonstration may be considered in connection with
transportation,
requiring
only 15 to
the notice on "1953 Vacation Pioneers" on page four.
30 minutes
traveling
time.
RememWorship in Holy Array’
ber that prices
for hotel
rooms are
SCENE I (4 men.) Company servsomewhat
higher
than in 1950. In
Vacation Pioneering
ant talks about recent Memorial celethe event you have written
the SoSCENE I (6 min.) Opens with pubbration.
Attendance
figures
are com- lisher
who has been assigned
to preciety
or a hotel
for
rooms and
pared with number of publishers.
It
pare
talk
on
vacation
pioneering.
He
is evident
many who attended
Me- is talking
they referred
you to the Watchout loud as he looks over
morial are in need of closer associatower Convention,
we suggest
that
and reviews material
he has selected
tion with Jehovah’s
organization
to
and prepared thus far. Before him are
you fill
in the Room Request
Form
join in "holy
array"
worship,
lie
April 1, 1950, "Watchtower" and April
designating
your requirements.
Usucovers
what has been done, or can
1951
"Informant",
etc.
Quoting
exbe done, since Memorial night to help
ally letters
are too incomplete
for
cerpts
from "More and More Pioneers
these new ones. This calls for love on of Good News", he proceeds
assigning
rooms.
to review
the part of mature servants,
a desire
briefly
points
covered
in
article
dealto assist
men of good will to right
ing with urgency
of times
reasons
worship. (2 Ki. 10: 15-28) April will
Trailer City Space
Society issues call for more pioneers.
be a busy month, because
all com5 The request
form for trailer
and
He
remembers
example
set
by
Christ
panies
are working
for the 20 per
Jesus; recalls
others. Then he relates
cent peak. It can be reached if all
tent space is on the reverse
side of
conditions
and
requirements
for
entry,
servants,
publishers
and pioneers enthe Room Request
Form.
If you
courage
and help one another,
as just who is urged to take up pioneer
and what must be considered
are making
plans
to stay
in the
well as new persons.
Survey is made work
before taking
up pioneer
work. Also
of company’s potential
to reach the
camp, please fill
out the form giving
discusses
how
divine
support
is
forth20 per cent peak. Cards are compared
COMPLETE
information.
coming, how Jehovah provides
and dewith number of publishers
for JanNext comes the matter
of
uary,
February
and March. How many livers.
youthful
publishers
who can and will
Volunteer Service Opportunitie
s
were irregular,
did not report
each
be pioneers,
how they can be assisted
month? What can be done to assist
8 Much work will be required
in
the benefits
that
come from
them ? That is the matter for the com- and
doing this
most favored
work. Inpany to work out.
It requires
cogetting
rooms
and
preparing
for
the
creases
are noted in number of vacaoperation.
convention.
However,
the Society
tion pioneers:
1959, 858; 1951, 1,256;
SCENE II (7 men.) Assistant
com1952,
1,807.
What will it be in 19537 requests
that only those who receive
pany servant
raises
his hand and is
How many will
come from our comnotice
proceed to New York
invited
to come forward to tell
what
any? To help them, perhaps it would official
p e well to have an interview
he is going to do during April. First,
Others,
of course,
of some ahead of time.
early in April, he will give each com- who were successful
vacation pioneers
will remain in their
respective
aspany book study conductor
a list
of or are prospective
vacation
pioneers.
signments until
the time of the conpublishers
who did not get out in
M arch. Then later
SCENE
II
(4
men.)
Same
person
is
on in April,
bevention.
seen talking to ones selected for intertween the 15th and 20th, another list
with them.
7 Most of the work will
be done
will show all who have not turned in view and is rehearsing
(Here companies
that
have not had
a report thus far for April. This will
one, two and three
days before
the
any vacation
pioneers
may interview
provide study conductors
information
convention
opens,
and during
the
with which to work. A company book any who contemplate
taking it up this
study conductor
then raises
his hand year, or, if none, interview
regular
convention
period.
In order to know
and comes up to tell
what he is going pioneers.)
A series of short questions
who will be willing
to share in this
to do. On receiving
the lists
he will
which will perplan activity
for his group, for he may be propounded
theocratic
service,
a supply of the
mit
material
in
Scene
I
to
be
highwants to do his part.
He will be at
Application
for Volunteer
Service
by answers given in person’s
contact
point
to take the lead and lighted
will call on and assist
as many as he own words.
form is sent with this
Informant.
can. In fact,
he makes clear this is
SCENE III
(5 rain.)
In closing,
these out completely,
deto be done not only during April but brother will ask vacation pioneers Please fill
every month, for it is his desire that
noting
the type of work yoU are
to
relate
experiences
demonstrating
all associated
with his study become
of doing,
or in which you
regular
publishers.
Regularity
is im- blessingsthat come from this field of capable
portant.
(Heb. 13: 15, NW) A ma- service. (If none locally, use "Year- have had previous
experience.
Turn
ture publisher
next puts his hand up book", pages67, 96, 158, 234.) In con- these
forms
in to your
company
clusion
he
points
out
that
such
exand asks, "Brother,
what can I do to
He will check to see that
assist?"
He, too, is invited
up and periencescan he the lot of those who servant.
can put in more time as pioneers. they are completely
filled
out and
company book study conductor
disThen
in
summary
he
outlines
who
can
cusses with him how the two can work
then mail them to Watchtower
Conenter
this
work:
young
and
old,
boys
together
and assist
many. (Work in
557 W. 157th Street,
New
and girls, men and women, yes, vention,
pioneers
too, if you have them.)
housewives too. All are encouraged York 32, N.Y. In 1950 more than ] 5,SCENE ill
(5 men.) Is this
arto try vacation
pioneering.
Vacation
000 volunteers
were needed.
Many
rangement practical?
Company servpioneer requirements:
1. Must be im- more will
ant interviews
publishers
who have
be required
this
year.
mersed,
2.
Publisher
for
six
months
been assisted
in this manner. Those
Will you be one of those
who will
who have become strong
relate
how (before or after immersion), 3. Devote
at_ least two months. How can this be serve
your brothers?
(We have enthey now arrange
time each month to
convention
forms
equaling
be regular publishers
and, having been done with a world assembly coming up closed
in July? By planning
now, starting
assisted,
desire to assist others.--Acts
approximately
one third
the number
early,
striving
for maximum of hours
20: 35; Rein. 15: 1, 2, NW.
of copies
of the Informant
you refrom very beginning.
Many schools
SCENE IV (4 rain.)
Company servclose in the last part of May, thus givceive. In most instances
this will be
ant admonishes all publishers
to make ing all of June, July and August. It
sufficient.
However, write to Watchextra effort
during April and months
can be done, and it is worth the effort.
to follow
to help newly associated
tower
Convention
for more if you
Will we have more vacation
pioneers
ones, Memorial attenders
and those
in 1953? The answer lies with you.
need them.)
being studied with, to come into closer
fellowship
and join regularly
in worshiping
Jehovah in holy array.
More
of the Kingdom Hall
is now well
Bookmarks Discontinued
than a report
is desired,
as pointed
fulfilled
by the public meeting handout in the March "Informant".
’MinThe Society
is discontinuing
the
bills.
Orders
now on hand will
be
isters for the issue’ is our goal. Join
printing
of bookmarks,
because
the filled,
but no further
orders
are
in "holy array"
worship during April
being accepted.
and assist
others.
purpose
of furnishing
the address

sembly comes in July. You will still
1953 Vacation Pioneers
be able to devote much time to
Last year there were more than field service and a great deal can
1,800
vacation
pioneers
enrolled.
Tremendous
be accomplished.
Send for your apMany are wondering about the ar- plication
now, stating that you wish
Booklet
Campaign
in May
rangement this year, in view of the to enroll as a vacation pioneer. Fill
1 The servants
of Jehovah God world assembly.
The Society
en- it out completely, sign it and then
enjoy a special relationship
to him. courages all persons who can do so return it immediately with a letter
to enter the ranks of vacation pio- of recommendation giving your serv(1 John 4: 16, NW) From the perfect example set by Jehovah him- neers this summer. Doubtless some ice activity for the past six months.
self we learn how to manifest our can start as early as June 15, or Act now to avoid delay.
love to others,
by making known perhaps June 1. If you can start
Guard Against Pretenders
his way. All devoted servants may early, so much the better. If you can
start
July 1 and pioneer for July
demonstrate
that they appreciate
Reports persist that persons preGod’s loving way by taking part in and August, we invite you to send tending to be in the truth visit comfor
a
pioneer
application
blank.
In
the activity arranged for May.
panies to borrow money and pass
2 A booklet campaign will be car- other words, all those who wish to bad checks. This notice is published
may be on guard
ried on by all companies and pio- pioneer this summer are welcome to so that brothers
neers, and effort
will be made to do so, even though the world as- against such persons.
place the oldest booklets first.
Combinations
may be made up with any
booklets in stock : ten booklets for
15 cents; five for 10 cents; or two
Servant Leadership
ly coming to meetings, though necesfor 5 cents. Appropriate
wrappers
(Part 1)
sary, is not all that is required. So
for five- or ten-booklet combinations
Leadership initiates
with Jeho- he wants all to be regular in exare being sent with this Informant.
pressing their faith and devotion by
Five wrappers may be given to each yah and his King-Son, Christ Jesus.
company publisher
who will use To servants in the congregations the preaching in the field. Hence, deftcharge is given, "Pay attention
to nite arrangements are made for all
them,
and the remaining
ones
and to all the flock,
to share.
The assistant
company
should be divided equally among the yourselves
which the holy spirit
has ap- servant should check his records.
pioneers working with the company. among
you overseers,
to shepherd twice a month, about the 1st and
In most instances
this will give pointed
the congregation
of God." (Acts
the 15th, to find out who did not
pioneers quite a few more than five.
publish during the previous month
are thus
s If you need booklets, order now, 20: 28, NW) Overseers
charged with leadership
and, be- and who have not been out during
marking your order plainly
"For cause so much depends upon their
the present month, and who otherBooklet Campaign". Listed below diligence,
enthusiasm and example, wise need help because of low servare booklets
we can supply from they cannot neglect to perform their
ice activity.
A list of these should
Brooklyn. If we run short of some, duties without its resulting in hurt be made and furnished to appointed
substitutions
will be made unless
study conductors so they and other
to the congregation,
you specify otherwise.
can give needed
To the extent that servants in a mature brothers
Can YouLive Forever In Happinesson Earth/
assistance
to irregular
publishers
congregation
work together,
organEvolution versus The NewWorld
activity
and othize for the ministry
in harmony in house-to-house
God’sWayIs Love
with the Society’s instructions,
and erwise. This way you will help itGovernment
and Peace
regular
publishers
early in the
Hripe
take the lead in preaching activity,
Loyalty
Thus we see
to this same extent will Jehovah month and again later.
Religion Reapsthe Whirlwind
the study is only
bless the activity
of the congrega- that conducting
RighteousRuler
tion. Progress and theocratic
in- part of a company book study conSafety
crease will result. Making field serv- ductor’s responsibility.
Supremacy
4 This help is not to be rendered
ice arrangements and preparing conWIll Religion ?
Meet the WorldCrisis
structive
and educational
meetings in a cold, unfriendly way, nor in a
All booklets
shipped will be are important,
but are really only manner that will embarrass brothcharged at the regular rates. How- part of a servant’s leadership.
When ers. Efficient leadership in organiever,
for this campaign company it is time to engage in the preaching zation does not mean this at all.
publishers will be given all booklets work, he should be at the Kingdom Rather, in a loving and considerate
at one cent per copy, and pioneers
Hall or home meeting place on time. way each one’s particular
problems
at a half cent per copy. Companies After the text is discussed
and and obstacles
can be given attenwishing to do so may request credit
prayer offered, servants (including
tion. Sometimes they may be more
at the end of May for booklets
study conductors)
should execute!fancied
than real,
but the servant
placed at these rates from their
well-planned arrangements for giv- can help each one to overcome these
stock. Send one credit request form ing assistance to those needing help. by regular
encouragement
and by
for literature
placed with pioneers Territory
lined up ahead of time pointing out the responsibilities
and a separate request for booklets will be entered promptly and all
resting
upon all Jehovah’s people
placed with company publishers
at publishers
will be encouraged
to !to publish the good news regularly.
one cent per copy.
stay in the field at least two hours Prove yourself to be a real servant
for house-to-house witnessing,
of your brothers,
for "you must
3 The servant rendering
assistPublications NowAvailable
assist those who are weak and must
ance to the congregation
does so bear in mind the words of the Lord
"This Means Everlasting
Life"
with Christian
love and sincere
Jesus, when he himself said, ’There
--Italian
concern. He knows that ’all that has is more happiness
in giving than
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
breath must praise Jehovah’ to have there is in receiving.’ "--Acts 20: 35,
on_ Earth?
--Shangaan
his favor and everlasting life. Mere- NW
.
God’s

Loving

Way

COMPANY

ORGANIZATION

Every
Publisher
a Regular
House-to-House
Preacher
of Good
News!

"WorshipJehovahin holy array."--Ps.

MAY, 1953

29: 2, AS.
World

God’s

Loving

Encourage
New Publishers
A Booklet
in Every
Home
1 Happy indeed is the man who
dwells in the light of God’s love. Remaining in such love with zeal and
integrity testifies to one’s unity with
his Creator. Love, therefore, is made
perfect by freeness of speech. (1 John
4:]6, 17, NW) If we have freeness
of speech, fear has been defeated
by a righteous
desire to serve Jehovah. How? By freely proclaiming
new-world
blessings
offered
by a loving God. Freeness of
speech will permit nil of
God’s servants to let their
light shine. Many of the other sheep, tossed to and fro on
the turbulent
sea of oldworld propaganda, will thus
have created
within them
a thirst for quiet waters of
Shiloah, which go softly.--Isa.
8:6.
2 Granting the stranger his rights,
publishers
will show love during
May by offering
booklets
packed
full of refreshing truths, capable of
bringing real hope and starting
a
good-will person on a steady course
toward new-world
living.
Where
possible,
work with and stress ten
booklets for 15c, thus distributing
the greatest variety of booklets. If
you do not have ten. then work with
a combination of five booklets for
10c. Attractive
wrappers have been
supplied
for these combinations.
Where five different
booklets are
not available, place two for 5c; and
bear in mind that you want to place
at least one booklet in every home.
However, publishers
will find it
easy to place a five- or ten-booklet
combination,
including some of the
older booklets in each combination.

Way
in

Booklet

Activity

vite new ones to come along in booklet work. Train them to stand on
their own feet and express true love
toward others. Bring them into the
conversation
and invite
comments
from them as they accompany you
from house to house. Let them get
used to hearing their own voice and
talking to strangers.
Let them make
a presentation
from time to time,
with you standing by to assist
if

needed. As they grow in freeness eli
speech, share equally with them the
grand privilege
of witnessing
by
permitting
them to talk at every
other door. Be patient
and considerate,
and always counsel constructively.
Everyone a Preacher
4All publishers,
young and old,
newly associated
and those mature,
have a splendid opportunity to demonstrate
God’s loving way to others during this booklet campaign.
Servants, let each study conductor
know at the beginning of the month
who need assistance;
and on the
15th of the month make another
check and render further
aid to
those needing it. Make it possible
for all to get the benefit of God’s
loving organization.
With this most
attractive
offer and with increasingly greater numbers of publishers,
there is little doubt that this will be
Train NewPublishers
3 With such grand increases takthe greatest booklet campaign in the
ing place, much training
is needed history of God’s people. Do not let
by new publishers.
This booklet of- this campaign pass without doing
fer lends itself well to field work your part. Remember, our love for
Jehovah shows us to be in union
by these new brothers.
Therefore,
him, and this union is proved
organize group service through con- with
by our unity of action with his
gregation book studies and let every- organization.
(Congregations
that
one share in door-to-door
activity
run short of booklets may, if posduring May. Evening witnessing can sible, arrange cash transfers of bookbe arranged. Do not hesitate to in- lets from nearby congregations.)

BROOKLYN, N.Y.
Assembly

Rooming

Work
Under
Way
On the evening
of April
25
thousands
of Kingdom publishers
from the 41 units in New York city,
along with 21 other congregations,
will joyfully
assemble together.
Ten months have sped by since we
were advised
that the world assembly will be held in New York,
July 19 to 26 Now it is time to
start obtaining rooming accommodations. Suggestions and instructions
will be given and the next morning,
Sunday, everyone will be out looking for rooms.
From now until
world assembly time publishers will be going from door
to door in NewYork city, happy indeed to be privileged to
find rooms for their brothers.
2 Householders in 1950 were
very favorably
impressed
with the commendable conduct of Jehovah’s witnesses and a good response
can be expected
now. Why, some
have already
been heard to comment: "What, Jehovah’s
witnesses
coming again! That’s fine. Yes, I
have a room"; or, "Oh, I’d like to
have some of Jehovah’s
witnesses
stay with me again."
More rooms will be required this
year than in 1950, but do not fear
that there will be no room for yon.
The greatest
search for rooms that
New York has ever seen will be
under way, with all publishers
applying themselves
with diligence
to this labor of love. Hotels are cooperating well, and we are confident
that everyone will be adequately
cared for in the matter of accommodations.
You Can Help
4Would you like to help in this
big job7 You can by filling out your
Room Request Form carefully
and
completely,
and then mailing it at
once to Watchtower
Convention,
557 West ]57 Street,
New York 32,
N.Y. This will enable the convention to know how many accommodations will be needed so that the
rooming work can be directed
accordingly. (Do not forget to fill out
the Application for Volunteer Service and give it to the congregation
servant for mailing.)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Youngand Old Can Preach
It was predicted
that Jehovah’s
spirit would move many to praise his
name in the last days, including young
persons and those old in years. (Joel
2"28; Acts 2:16-18,
NW) In Poland
we find this fulfilled,
even under difficult
conditions,
as shown by the
"Yearbook" report, in publishers as
old as 100 and as young as 16 years.
(?49) Are you too old to imitate a 74year-old pioneer in the Bahamas who
devotes 90 to 130 hours to preaching
each month? (103) Think of the 75year-old publisher in North Borneo
who conducts a regular home Bible
study. (257) Do you sometimes feel
that people to whom you witness are
too old to get the truth and rejoice in
it? Examine the report from Venezuela and ask yourself whether goodwill persons with whom you study
are older than the woman mentioned.
(284)
And what about youth? Well, persons take notice that the organization abounds in young people today,
as evidenced in the report from the
British Isles. (117) Also, youngfolks
the truth are more than listeners
they are workers. Consider the young
publisher
who combines witnessing
with her school activities
in Guadeloupe (77) Even a 13-year-old houseto-house publisher is not abashed at
meeting persons with strong but misguided feelings
against Jehovah’s
people. Have you ever been confronted
with a situation like this young publisher in Finland? (158) Young ministers are ready to give an effective
witness no matter what the occasion,
as demonstrated by the 16-year-old
publisher
in Fiji who spoke to 40
people. (96)
All persons,
the very young and
those very old, can have part in
preaching the good news regularly, if
they wish to show love for others as
Jehovah has shown love for them.
Incidental Witnessing
While everyone should take part in
house-to-house preaching, publishers
can often supplement their regular
activity
by taking" advantage of opportunities for incidental witnessing.
Often excellent results follow. Consider
the "Yearbook" report on the brother
in Brazil whotook opportunity to withess while delivering coal. He started
a study. Soon, because of the attendance, it was made a congregation
study; and, finally, it reached a climax
with 100 persons in attendance (110,
111) Incidental witnessing" to one person will often open up the way to talk
to many other persons, as shown by
the report from Ecuador. (148)
Did you ever consider handing a
tract to your storekeeper? See what
happened in E1 Salvador when a sister
did this, incidental to making a purchase. (156) Brothers who have secular occupations that keep them on the
move from place to place can also find
opportunities
to preach. (183, 184)
Sometimes a publisher’s
occupation
brings him in contact with people
only too glad to have something to
read, as reported from the Netherlands
West Indies. (217) Incidental witnessing to employers, coupled with faithful service to them, can produce good
results,
too, as shown in Southern
Rhodesia. (268)
Bear in mind that there will be
many opportunities for incidental witnessing while traveling to and from
the world assembly in July. Will you
be prepared to seize opportunities that
present themselves? Be sure to report
time spent in incidental preaching.

By Distributing

Booklets

Every Kingdom publisher,
new
ones and those for a long time in
the service,
will want to have part
in the May booklet campaign. It will
be a pleasant change, furnishing an
opportunity for publishers to distribute a great many booklets Attractive wrappers have been supplied,
and the information
on the wrapper can be used in your presentation
of the booklets. You might say something like this:
2 "I am calling to aid people of
good will to come to a more accurate understanding
of God’s purposes as contained in the Bible. Perhaps you have tried
reading
the
Bible and have become discouraged
or lost interest because all the scriptares on one subject did not appear
in one place in the Bible. To help
you, I am presenting this miniature
Bible library
of ten pock6t-size,
easy-to-read booklets on a contribution of 15c. Each booklet has assembled the scriptures
on the" subject under consideration,
and these
booklets include answers to many
of our everyday questions concerning the Bible and present
world
conditions.
Thus busy people may
obtain the good news contained in
the Bible in a short time. I am sure
that, regardless of your religion, no
matter what your position,
whether you are rich or poor, you will
find this Bible library very helpful."
3 If the first and last booklets are
turned so the titles can be seen, you
might use them as specific examples
of the type of information presented
in the booklets. You could say this
British
Edition
of No. 10 Bible
Brothers
have inquired
about
availability
of the British edition of
our No. 10 King James Version
Bible. This edition, which has been
in use for several years now, is the
same as the No. 10 Bible printed in
Brooklyn, except that it is somewhat thinner and has a softer cover.
It is available
in black, blue, maroon and brown, at $2 per copy.
Where possible, we prefer to receive
orders for lots of five or more,
which will be mailed direct
from
the British Isles, five Bibles to q
package.
If you order more than
five, expect the packages at short
intervals. Orders for the British edition should be sent to the Society
in Brooklyn.

to the householder:
"I am a volunteer worker in this community, calling at the homes of the people to
stimulate a study of the Bible. In
these busy days of strife,
turmoil
and confusion
there is not much
good news available.
But the Bible
contains much helpful information
about everlasting
life in a new
world of righteousness,
and to aid
you in obtaining
this good news
these ten booklets have been prepared and are being distributed
on
a contribution
of 15c. AS you can
see, this first one asks the question,
Can you live forever in happiness
on earth? and it presents the answer the Bible gives. The last booklet illustrates
how this miniature library will appeal to all members of
the family, for its title is Evolution
versus The New World. This booklet
is for the scientific
mind that wants
logically
proved facts on this subject and reasonable proof of the reliability of the Bible. Other booklets
in this set are equally informative
and educational.
I am sure you will
enjoy reading this worth-while information."
4 This is an offer that even the
most inexperienced
publisher
can
present, so be sure to get all newly
interested
persons out in the booklet work. Strive to place a full set
of ten or five booklets. If you cannot do that,
drop to two booklets
for 5c. Endeavor to leave one booklet at every home on any contribution. We can put Kingdom literature
in hundreds of thousands of homes
during May. Will you go forth and
enjoy this activity? You will be glad
you did !
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
139,289Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report
March Report
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B.C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios
.
232 145.5 60.5 7.0
Pioneers
6,620 99.5 35.9
4.7
Co. Pubs. 142,649
9.4 3.5
.5
Total Pubs.149,501
Public Meetings Held: 10,418

Publications
Now Available
Permanent Governor of All Nations
--Icelandic
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth?
--Siamese
Where Are the Dead? --Slovenian

New Report
Slip
for
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
Congregation
Publishers
Publishers should manifest a positive, optimistic attitude relative to attending the world assembly, realizing its importance and encouragingone
With this Informant you will find
another and good-will personsto attend, as shownin the first demonstration several
specimen copies of a new
below. The seconddemonstrationemphasizescarefulness to details in apply- report slip
to be used by congregaing for roomsand the proper thoughtful attitude towardthe householderwith
whom
you will stay in NewYork.
tion publishers
in reporting
their
field service. This slip is designed
SCENEI (3 min.) Publisher calling
quite a long time after the 1950 as- to show the publisher’s activity for
on good-will person encourages attendIn one letter
she told of
ance at world assembly.
He shows sembly. calling
entire week, running from Monon her. A study was an
1950 convention report and demon- someone
day morning to Sunday evening.
started
and
now
she
is
attending
strates
enthusiasm for forthcoming
So you can see why I’m so Entries can be made daily, and then
assembly in New York. Good-will per- meetings.
to meet the people I shall
slip can be totaled by the pubson, interested,
asks about rooms, anxious
with. At my earliest convenience the
transportation.
Publisher helps by stay
and turned in Sunday evei’m going to write and let them know lisher
showing Room Request form, then
received this assignment in their
ning. Activity for each month will
offers a place in his car for trip to we
home
for
the
eight
days,
and
that
we
and from New York, stating the cost plan to arrive on Saturday afternoon,
be kept separate,
however.
For
for traveling.
July 18, and are looking forward to example: June ends on Tuesday the
meeting them. The telephone
num- 30th. A slip will be made out for
SCENEII (3 min) At congregation
meeting good-will person talks to pub- ber is on this card, too, so I plan to Monday and Tuesday, June 29 and
her when I arrive in NeWYork. 30. But a separate
lisher about possibility of attending the call
slip will be
assembly, but this publisher has nega- Say, Joe, what is the matter with
made out for Wednesday to Sunday,
tive attitude. "What!" says Negative, you? You look sort of glum about
"travel all the way to NewYork when something."
July 1 to 5, so that activity for July
a little later on you will get the same
Joe answers, "Well, I got a card
in the June
things right here at home? I was there too, but not that kind. Mine is a card will not be included
last time and once is enough for me. marked ’INSUFFICIENT INFORMA- report of the congregation.
That city is too big and too crowded, TION’. Apparently
I did not take
Publishers
are encouraged to reand I Just simply can’t find my way enough time to fill out my Room Re- port field service once a week as far
around by traveling
in the subways quest form, because this card shows I
for this will make it
like a mole! No, sir, not for me this failed to give the date I expect to as possible,
time !" Good-will person is taken aback arrive in New York, and I did not much more convenient to total the
by negative talk. Congregation serv- cheek the price I desire to pay for a congregation
report.
Of course, a
ant learns of incident and decides to room." Brother Brown looks at the
give talk at next service meeting for card and says, "You will have to write publisher may turn in a report for
benefit of the few who lack full ap- to the rooming office right away and one day’s service at the end of that
preciation.
give them the necessary information.
if he wishes to do so, using this
Did you see this notation too? It says day
SCENEIII (8 mind Servant, in talk to
new slip. It is suited for daily rethis card with your letter."
at service meeting, shows purpose of Joe,enclose
says, "I guess it will porting as well as weekly, but weekassemblies and how necessary it is to take discouraged,
two weeks or more now before I ly reporting
is encouraged.
Howhear Jehovah’s call to assemble. He re- get my
room
assignment.
my, and ’ever, it is always
calls Israelite nation, with God’s com- we wanted to be together Ohtoo,
better to get one
but
mands to attend assemblies, not once no doubt this will mean we’ll have
report than none at all; therefore,
but regularly.
They made advance
do not be dogmatic in insisting that
preparation
and put money aside to to be separated."
Brother Brown assures him not to publishers
attend. (Deut. 14: 22-26) They had
use it weekly.
worry
about
that
part,
because
it
probfarms and cattle to leave in the care ably will be necessary to use the subInasmuch as there are quantities
of someone, but arrangements
were
way anyway to get to and from the of the old field service report slip
made so they could go to Jerusalem.
Children
were taken along, even stadium. "I remember three years ago (S-4) on hand in the congregations
Society suggested we use the subthough primitive travel methods meant the
these should, to avoid waste, be
long, hard journeys. (2 Chron. 30: 5- way because of the extremely limited
used up before the new slip is put
11) But all of Jehovah’s people ar- parking space around the stadium.
You know, when I got on one of those to use. The Society will continue to
ranged to attend and marvelous blessings resulted. (2 Chron. 30:21-27; 31:1) things I had no idea where I was send out supplies
of the phi slip
Think, too, how happy the 3,000 were going. Everyone seemed to be racing
who were present at the assembly at somewhere, and no one paid any at- now on hand until these are gone.
Pentecost. What it they had missed? tention to me. I finally asked a man Advance notice is given now of the
how to get to the stadium. He stopped new S-4 slip so that publishers will
--Acts 2: 41, NW.
and very pleasantly
gave me the
SCENEIV (4 ram.) Publisher talks
directions.
So, no matter where we know how to use it.
to good-will person as they ride home stay, we can just arrange to meet at
from meeting. He briefly
refutes
some location
in the stadium. You
objections
that negative publisher
that we both volunteered to Correspondence
Suggestions
brought up and outlines proper view- remember
work in the salad-making
departpoint toward the world assembly. He ment of the cafeteria,
(Part 5)
so
we
will
see
points out that one must plan to get each other there."
Various forms are furnished by the
greatest spiritual benefit while at conSociety for the efficient
price hanvention by attending all sessions. It
SCENEII (4 min) Shows publishers
is illogical to make long trip to New arriving in convention city on July 18 dling of congregation correspondence,
York and then not attend the sessions
(in the afternoon).
They both call
well as to best meet your needs
of the assembly. If he wishes to see their householders and are directed to as
records.
other sights, he can do this before or their respective
homes, one to the in keeping congregation
after the convention. Good-will per- Bronx and the other to Brooklyn.
These forms should always be used,
son agrees that vacation time and Publishers
meet householders
with to avoid confusion and delay; and
money will certainly be spent best by very pleasant and friendly greetings
forms should be
attending world assembly.
and briefly discuss arrangements for only the latest
used. Use each form only for its incoming and going each day.
tended purpose, following the printSCENEIII (4 min.) The brothers
SCENEI (10 min) Brothers Jones
on the form and
and Brown meet at the Kingdom report at salad-making department in ed instructions
filling
it out completely. Both the
Hall Brown has just received
his kitchen and while working relate their
experiences.
Brother
Brown
has
pleasroom assignment card and is quite
Society and the congregation will be
elated. He says, "Weare all ready for ant room, and householder has agreed
the assembly now, because we have to come to public meeting. Jones is aided by careful adherence to corsuggestions
made in
received our room assignment. I hope similarly pleased even though located respondence
from Brown, Brother
this one turns out as well as the one some distance
the Informant,
and Kingdom interin 1950." He tells of the good time Brown called householder he stayed ests will be more adequately served.
had talking to householder every eve- with in 1950 and learned she is now a For general information
on letter
ning after sessions and how impressed publisher with Upper Bronx unit. Ar- writing, see Lesson 44 of Theocratic
rangements were made to meet at the
she was on. being taken to public
Aid to Kingdom Publishers.
stadium one day of the assembly.
meeting. "You know we corresponded
3

Sharing

in

the

Offer

Three
Bound Books
and
Work
Unassigned
Territory
1 As a part of happy living, everyone desires to be blessed with prosperity. However, many selfishly seek
only material prosperity
and thus
fail to attain real happiness that
comes with the spiritual
prosperity
of God. Jehovah’s servants display
wisdom by centering their affections
on the blessings of spiritual
prosperity
that Jehovah now showers
upon his constantly
increasing
organization.
With unmatched zeal
they now invite
other lovers
of
righteousness
to share in the prosperity of God’s people at this critical time.--Ps. 106 : 4, 5, AS.
2 Again it is the privilege of God’s
servants
during
the next three
months, June, July and August, to
call on persons living in unassigned
territory.
The offer will consist of
any three bound books with three

to

"Theocratic
Aid
Kingdom Publishers"

This book is out of stock at Brooklyn. We do not know when we shall
have time to reprint it. If ally of
the congregations
have extra copies in stock it would be good to get
them into the hands of brothers
who need them in other congregations.
If nearby congregations
do
not need your extra stock, please
write to Brooklyn and let the Society
know how many copies
you
would like to ship to someone else.
Talks
on Bible
Characters
The ministry school talks on Bible
characters
should be developed in
harmony with the principles
of Lesson 4 in Theocratic Aid to Kingdom
Publishers.
Since there have not
been specific articles in The Watchtower on some of the characters,
it
will be necessary for the student
to do research in various issues to
obtain ample information
to give
rounded-out
talks.
This means
searching the indexes (subject and
scripture)
of December 15 issues to
ascertain
where this information
can be found in The Watchtower.
For example, information
on the
Bible character Achan can be found
in the March 1, 1952, issue of The
Watchtower. The various issues discussing the Memorial and its celebration give information-on
Judas
Iscariot
and his betrayal of Jesus.
*

Every

Publisher

service activity.
Where some are unable to go into unassigned territory,
they can concentrate on working the
or little-covered
sections
booklets, on a contribution of $1.50. scattered
in their regular congregation terriPlan to use tracts
extensively
during this period, leaving one or tory.
4 Unassigned territory
work last
more at every home. They will conyear resulted in many rich experitribute
toward ’scattering
seed’,
which may later bear fruit.
ences and blessings
for Jehovah’s
a Preliminary arrangements should servants. The organization has prosfor many isolated
now be made for all who can do so pered spiritually,
persons have taken up the preachto engage in the unassigned terriing work and are now sharing
in
tory work. There can be a full
month of this activity
before the the prosperity of God’s, people. Let
convention in July. All publishers
us invite still others to have a share
will want to participate
in regular
in this heart-satisfying
prosperity.

Prosperity

a

of

God’s

People

CONGREGATION
Servant
Leadership
(Part 2)
1 In order that the needs of each
congregation
might be cared for
orderly and efficiently,
Jehovah has
through his organization
appointed
the more mature ones in each congregation as servants to their brothers. They are set in various positions, "some as missionaries,
some
as shepherds and teachers,
with a
view to the training
of the holy
ones for ministerial
work." (Eph.
4: 11, 12, NW) This gift to direct
and oversee the activities
and welfare of a congregation is thus from
God and must be cultivated
in order
to be used in the proper manner.
"In proportion as each one has received a gift, use it in ministering
to one another as the right kind of
stewards."--1
Pet. 4: 10, NW.
Some may feel, because of lack
of education or due to natural incapability,
that they are not very
well qualified to lead in Jehovah’s
service.
They may feel they do not
have the ability.
But did Moses.
Noah, David and other faithful
men
allow a feeling of incapability
l
to prevail?
No; they accepted
their assignment
with faith,
and
Jehovah
backed them up. Jehovah knows a person’s limitations.
When he sees fit to appoint one to
serve through his organization,
the
individual should accept the assignmeat as from Jehovah
and move
forward with faith.
Being charged
with responsibility
causes the appointed
servant
to get busy and
learn all there is to know about his
job so as to properly shepherd the
flock of God. It requires his being
out front in theocratic activity and
really leading the brothers in organized service. The congregation servgant takes the lead in plannin

Regular

House-to-House

ORGANIZATION
and supervising
activities,
while
assistant
servants contribute
their
parts. With all working together no
feature of service will suffer and
the best over-all results will be obtained.
Paul mentions that it is proper
for one to ’reach out for an office of
overseer, since he is desirous of a
right kind of work’. But with the
position comes the responsibility
to
continually
measure up to the qualifications
of an overseer. It is not
just a position
of honor. He is,
among other things, required to be
irreprehensible,
moderate in habits.
orderly, qualified to teach, reasonable, not a lover of money, not a
drunken brawler,
and one having
favorable testimony from people on
the outside.--1
Tim. 3: 1-13, NW.
4 Where a servant is married, he
must preside over his own household in a right manner and have his
children in subjection
with all seriousness.
For, "if indeed any man
does not know how to preside over
his own household, how will he take
care of God’s congregation?"
One
who does not lead his children consistently
in ways of righteousness,
which include
attending
meetings
regularly and participating
in field
service to the extent possible, would
hardly be competent to lead the flock
of God in these same requirements.
Servant leadership is, therefore,
required in all fields. His personal
affairs
must be arranged
to give
greatest possible attention to Kingdora interests.
He contributes
to
meetings by preparing his parts well
and commenting at studies.
He is
¯ m. example by being regular
in
field service and he strives to aid
others to share in and improve their
ministry.
He is a real loving shepherd of the congregation
of God.
Do you as a servant seek to meet
these requirements?

Preacher

of

Good

News!

,

"WorshipJehovahin holy array."--Ps.

JUNE, 1953
New
Have

World
You

Society
Completed

Carefully
Consider
Details
In just a few weeks now the
long-anticipated
world assembly will
be a reality.
Will you be there all
eight days to share in its blessings
to the full? Why not determine now
to be among the great crowd of witnesses that will be headed toward
New York in July?
For many it
will be their first international
assembly ; and, indeed, for some it will
be their very first
assembly and
meeting
with the New World society. Do not overlook inviting goodwill people in your territory.
Perhaps they can accompany you. The
assembly will be a joy to their
hearts,
and they will catch the
spirit
of unity that pervades the
New World sectary.
Let everyone
plan to assemble, giving careful consideration to convention details set
nut below.
Rooming
2 There is still
time to obtain
rooming accommodations,
but we
suggest that you write to Watchtower Convention immediately.
The
Rooming Department will have accommodations
for you, as there
will be sufficient for all. The rates
in private
homes are reasonable.
While most of the room assignments
will be mailed to publishers,
a few
may not receive them before they
leave home. That need not be a
major cause for concern,
because
upon reaching
New York you may
go to the Rooming Department
at
convention headquarters
(557 West"
157th Street) and get your accommodations.
The Rooming Departmeat will function
from that address up to and including Friday,
July 17. Note, however, that beginnine" Saturday morning, July 18, the
Rooming Department will be located
under the bleacher section of Yankee Stadium at the corner of 161st,
street
and River avenue in the
Bronx. While you will have a rooming accommodation card, you should
write the address of your room in a
notebook or on a slip of paper and
put it in your wallet; those staying
with you should do likewise.
Then

Assembly
Plans

to

of

29: 2, AS.

Jehovah’s

BROOKLYN, N.Y.
Witnesses

Attend?

do not try to contact your landlady
but wait until after eight in the
morning.
there will be no question
about
Pioneers will he given the benefit
being able to locate your rooms.
You should carry this address dur- of the most reasonably priced rooms
ing the convention,
because it is but should not expect free ones, as
easy to forget a house address. Do all these, if we have any, will be
assigned to brothers from foreign
not trust
your memory. In times
If you have received an
past some publishers lost their ad- countries.
assignment please accept it, because
dress and did not know the location
the householder
expects
you. In
of their
room, in which was all
many instances they put themselves
their luggage.
out considerably
to make your stay
It is most advisable to arrange
for a daylight arrival in New York, comfortable; in fact, sometimes riley
move out of their
own rooms to
and then the first
thing you will
When
want to do is to locate your room. make space for our delegates.
If you arrive at an unreasonable
you receive
your assignment,
it
hour, that is, between eleven o’clock
would be a very nice gesture on your
at night and eight in the morning.
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)
U.S.K

Says

"We

153,624
Publishers
in April
Exceeds
20 per cent Peak
The increase
is on! The great
crowd is assembling!
There were
131,495 publishers
in December! In
January, 141,532! In February, 143,004’. In March, 149,501! And 153,624 during April! Not by twos, tens
or hundreds, but by thousands tim
other sheep are listening
to the
Kingdom proclamation
and then
sharing in the prosperity
of God’s
people.--Ps. 106 : 4, 5, AS.
2 What a grand crowd, indeed!
But have all been assembled? No,
for Jehovah commands his witnesses to continue sharing their prosperity, true riches, the knowledge of
God’s kingdom, with others. :Rest as-*
sured many more thousands will yet
join in worshiping Jehovah in holy
array as they are assisted to prosper with God’s people.
Were you
assisted
by having books placed
with you? Thousands have been,
and many more will be helped during June when three
books and
three booklets will be placed on a
$1.50 contribution.
Every publisher
is invited and encouraged to share
in unassigned or regular territory
work during June.
3 How many sets will you place?
Much will depend upon the amount

Made

It!"

I
of time spent in field
work. can
congregation
publishers
aim for at
least one set during the month, and
!pioneers
a minimum of four sets?
Try it and work for it. Do not forget
to leave tracts where they can supplement your verbal witness. Tracts
may also be left with persons of
good will who desire to share in
passing on prosperous knowledge to
others.
UnassignedTerritory WorkBegins
4 Congregations requesting unassigned territory,
as outlined in the
Society’s letter of February 15, 3953
(which should be reviewed),
have
received their assignments.
Many
have also received back-call slips.
Most of these persons will probably
have three books from last year.
Show them how to study with the
Bible and thus reap maximum benefit from the publications
and share
in the prosperity
of God’s people.
Encourage them to subscribe for The
Watchtower
and Awake! so they
will receive information each week
that will prosper them in the way
of life.
Groups receiving unassigned territory not worked in 1953 will concentrate
on the three-book
offer.
However, no names will be submitted to the Society,
but publishers
(Continued on page 4, col. )

World Assembly
(Cont’d)
part to drop a post cart] or note to
the householder,
giving the time
of your arrival.
5 If you have received
a hotel
accommodation, you should bear in
mind that reservations
are held only
until 6 p.m., unless you definitely
advise them that you are coming
late, or have made a deposit in advance. For those who have hotel assignments, it would be well to bear
in mind that street parking of cars
is not permitted
in midtown or
downtown hotel areas. Garage parking is about $2.00 per night; and
$1.00 to $1.50 per night for leaving
your car in a parking lot.
Trailer City
6 The trailer
and tent camp is
located
on the Butterworth
and
Marks farms on Old New Brunswick road, near New Market, N.J.
We suggest that you keep the hottom portion of the trailer
and tent
form, as it contains detailed
instructions on how to get to the camp
when traveling
toward New York
from the south or west; and also
how to get from the Trailer City to
the stadium. The Society is not expecting to arrange for bus service
between the Trailer
City and Yankee Stadium.
The matter will be
handled similar to the way it was
in 1950, when all who wished were
able to crone in by ear groups. It
was found that there were always
enough cars coming to New York
each clay to accommodate those
desiring to attend sessions at the
stadium.
7 While all the programs from
Yankee Stadium will be transmitted
by telephone lines to the camp, those
staying at the camp will unquestionably want to come to the stadium at
least a few times during the week.
Deaf Mutes
8 There will be an interpreter
for
our deaf brothers
in the box-seat
area of Section 24 in the lower
stands.
Lost and Found
9 Any items that you find can be
turned in to the Lost and Found
Department. If you lose articles,
go
to that department for them. If you
have been separated
from someone
in your group, especially
children
from parents, you should go to the
Lost and Found Department
and
wait at that location.
Personal announcements will not be made over
the loud-speaker system.

expect the convention to provide such
aid after they get to New York.
Information
11 The Information Department is
making plans to assist the brothers
in finding their way to and around
New York city.
For example, there
will be information booths operated
by Jehovah’s witnesses and identified by signs reading,
"Jehovah’s
Witnesses-Convention
Information,"
on the main highways coming into
Holland tunnel and Lincoln tunnel,
as well as the routes approaching
George Washington bridge.
These
will be located at prominent filling
stations so the brothers will be able
to get maps and information as well
as gas, which is cheaper in New
Jersey than in New York.
2 If you are traveling
on U.S.
Routes 1 and 9, you will find the information booth at the large Esso
Servicenter
at the traffic
light at
North Avenue in the northern outskirts of Elizabeth, N. J., just before
Newark airport. Or, if you are driving on U.S. Route 22, the information booth will be located at the
Atlantic service station in Hillside,
N. J.. just after you pass the BristolMyers fat.tory.
It is approximately
ten miles from the Holland tunnel.
13 If you use N. J. Route 3, the information booth will be at the same
Thompson’s Esso Servicenter
as in
1950, located 1.8 miles after the
junction
with N.J. Route 20. You
will see a large sign on the station
saying, "Last Esso Station Before
New Jersey Turnpike,
Interchange
17.’"
14 There are three main routes
leading to the George Washington
bridge. If you use U.S. Route 46, the
Sunoco service
station
two miles
past the last exit to the New Jersey
turnpike
and two miles from the
bridge in Fort Lee, N.J., will give
you information. You can identify it
by the huge Sunoco billboard
sign
above it. If you come in on N.J.
Route 4, you will see a large Shell
service station about two miles before the bridge. It is called "Fort
Lee Shell".
Many coming from the
north will use Route 9-W, and the
information
booth will be at the
same Rustic Cabin Esso station
in
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., as in 1950,
two miles before the bridge.
15 If you are traveling
by bus,
train or airplane, you will find information booths at the Greyhound,
Pennsylvania
and Grand Central
stations;
also at Newark, LaGuarElderly
Persons
dia and Idlewild airports.
10 If elderly publishers and those
16 In the event your rooming asincapacitated
require assistance
to
signment
card shows a Brooklyn adand from Yankee Stadium,
they
dress,
and you are coming in on
should
make arrangements
with
those they know from their local con- U.S. Routes 1, 9 or 22, take the
gregation to assist them, rather than Holland tunnel;
cross Manhattan
2

and take the Brooklyn or Manhattan bridge.
If your card shows a
New York city
address,
such as
Astoria,
Long Island City, Sunnyside, Woodside, Maspeth, Elmhurst,
East Elmhurst,
Jackson Heights,
Corona, Forest Hills, College Point,
Whitestone,
Flushing,
Broadway,
Kew Gardens,
Jamaica,
Richmond
Hill, Hillside,
Hollis, St. Albans,
Springfield,
or Laurelton, it will
save time to come into New York via
the Lincoln tunnel on N. J. Route 3.
Then cross
Manhattan
and take
either
Queens-Midtown
tunnel
or
Queensboro bridge to reach your
destination.
7 When the postal
zone number
with a New York address is 14 or
under, it would be best to come in
through
the Holland
tunnel.
If
between 15 and 29, the Lincoln tunnel would be most convenient.
18 If yourroomingassignment
card
shows New York zones from 30 and
up, and you are coming from the
west,it wouldbe to your advantage
to come in via the GeorgeWashington bridge.
Field Service
19 Thousands of territories
are
being made up so all can share in
field service.
Remember, everyone
should be a publisher in July. Territory will be available
not only at
Yankee Stadium but also at Kingdom Halls throughout the city.
To
determine the contact point (Kingdom Hall) nearest your room, look
on your room assignment card and
you will notice a territory
number
that is preceded by two letters.
The
letters indicate the location of the
contact point nearest you. For convenience, all contact points are listed below.
Symbol
Location
AS 47-02 31st Ave., Astoria, L.I. S, N.Y.
1542 Fulton Street, Brooklyn 18. N.Y.
BE 2225 65th Street, Brooklyn 4, N.Y.
Bit 136 Colombia Heights, Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
BR 421 5th Ave , Brooklyn 15, N.Y.
Y
B
424 Bainbridge Street, Brooklyn 33, N Y.
526 S6th Street, Brooklyn 9, N,Y.
1529 Pitkin Ave , Brooklyn 12, N.Y
1-3 West 1254h Street, NewYork 27, N.Y.
1488 Washington Ave , New York 56, N.Y.
C
E
1361 5th Ave , New York 29, N.Y.
EM 1487 1st Ave , NewYork 21, N Y.
EX 4511 Park Ave., NewYork 57, N Y.
FB 1469 Flatbush Ave, Brooklyn 10, N Y.
FC 1542 Fulton Street, Brooklyn 16, N Y.
L
F
135-14 Northern Blvd., Flushing 54. N.Y.
46-19 Greenpoint Ave.,Sunnyside, L L 4,N.Y
IA 95-36 1604h Street, Jamaica, L I., N Y.
KC 274 West 145th Street, NewYork 39, N Y.
L6 2230 8th Ave.. New York 27, N Y
LM 35 East 2nd Street, NewYork 3, N.Y
250 West ll6th Street, New York 26, N.Y.
MD 2225 654h Street, Brooklyn 4, N Y.
MT 241 East 144h Street, NewYork 3, N.Y.
MX 1140 Teller Ave., NewYork 56, N Y.
514 Main Street, NewB0chelle, N Y.
1361 5th Ave., New York 29, N Y.
RW 247 Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn 37, N.Y.
SB 421 5th Ave., Brooklyn 15, N Y.
SC 1542 Fulton Street, Brooklyn 16, N,Y.
SU 46-19 Green!eclat Ave, Sunnyside, L.I. 4, N Y.
SX 1140 Teller Ave., NewYork 56, N.Y.
tic 274 West 1454h Street, NewYork 39, N.Y.

ux 4511ParkAve.,New
York57, N.Y.
WE 7438th Ave, NewYork36, N.Y.
WH 557West157thStreet, New
York32. N.Y.
Blvd., Ozone
Park, L.I ,N.Y.
O 94-11Rockaway
W
Y 100ElmStreet, Yonkers
2, N.Y.
Volunteer Service
20 We are all familiar
with how
much work is required for the success of the many departments at the
convention. Many volunteers will be
needed, so we would suggest that all
brothers who have not as yet filled
out an Application
for Volunteer
Service form do so and mail it to
the convention headquarters.
If you
have volunteered
for cafeteria
or
maintenance work, it would be well
to bring appropriate
clothing.
A
number of craftsmen,
such as
plumbers, electricians,
carpenters,
tinsmiths, etc., will be needed during the week just prior to the assembly. If you are able and willing
to come in ahead of time, please
note such information
on :tour Application
for Volunteer
Service
form.
Music
21 A small orchestra
is being
planned and those who are experienced and capable musicians, and
who wish to share, should also mail
in Application for Volunteer Service
forms. Obviously you will need to
bring your instruments.
m
Baptis
22 All those planning to be immersed should be prepared by bringing bathing suits and towels.
First Aid
23 Please take note of the fact
that chronic ailments will not be
treated
at the First Aid Departmerit. This department is set up for
the immediate aid of those requiring
first aid due to an injury, accident
or some condition that needs immediate care. Space is too limited to
establish a hospital.
Mail
24 There will be no bulletin hoard
with its generally ungainly appearance. Instead, for yore- convenience,
there will be a post office where you
can leave notes or mail for others,
If you expect notes from anyone you
should call at the post office.
You
will be able to procure stamps at the
post office. If you expect to receive
mail from friends at home, please
use your personal
room address
rather than have your mail sent to
the stadium. In fact, it would be
well to leave your personal
New
York room address with someone at
home in the event an emergency requires immediate contact with you.
Contact with you at your room address will be much more satisfactory.
Toilet Facilities
25 While Yankee Stadium has increased its toilet facilities,
they are

still limited. If you are traveling to
the stadium by subway, it may be
advisable to use the subway public
toilets before entering the stadium.
Photography
26 Official pictures will be taken
by the Photography Department and
no one else will be permitted to take
pictures on the field. It will be all
right
to take pictures
from the
stands, however.
Recording Machines
27 Thousands have made request
to bring recorders to the assembly.
Since adequate facilities
are not
available,
the convention has made
another arrangement
as an accommodation to the brothers.
Tapes
will be made of certain portions of
the sessions, each tape containing a
two-hour program. All tapes will be
of high quality
with the program
being recorded at 3-3/4 inches per
second. The cost of these tapes recorded will be $4.50 each, which
-is approximately $1.00 less than re
tail price for good plastic
tapes.
Handling it in this manner will
mean better recordings
for all
28 The convention
program will
list the different sessions of the convention that will be recorded. When
you arrive at the convention, select
the tapes you want and place your
order
( accompanied
by remittance) with the Public Address Department, the location of which will
be shown on the program.
Tapes
may not be ordered by mail. If you
will not be at the convention and
yet desire tapes, you must arrange
for someone else to procure the
tapes for you. Those staying in the
trailer
city may place their orders
at the Public Address Department
there. The tapes will be available
one or two days after the program
presentation.
You may also pick up
tapes on Monday, July 27, at the
convention tents. Then if yon have
not obtained all your tapes before
you leave New York, they will be
mailed to your address (within the
United States).
29 No wire recordings
will be
made : they will have to be obtained
by individual publishers
from someone who has tapes of the different
sessions.
Do not bring your own
recorders or tapes. This will answer
the inquiries
of those who have
written to the convention.
Sound Cars
30 Those who have sound ears
should write to the convention office
informing
them what equipment
they have and whether it is in good
condition.
You will be notified
if
your sound car is needed.
Transportation
31 If you are traveling
by rail,
you should make your reservations
3

immediately! Travel is going to be
heavy throughout the United States
this summer. In the event you are
traveling by bus, automobile or airplane your plans should be pretty
well complete by now.
a2 Careful
planning
and forethought will mean a much more enjoyable convention
for you. Consideration for others will show love
for your brothers.
Patience, kindness and diligent attention given to
the convention program will reflect
your desire to conform to the righteous requirements
of the New World
society. You want to enjoy the convention to the full: but help others
to enjoy it too. Hell) make this assembly a tremendous shout to Jehovah’s praise by everything you do
while in New York city. (Take this
Informant
with you to New York
so that you will have all the necessary details. )

Car Signs Available
Those traveling
by automobile
will be interested
in knowing that
the Society is making signs that can
be used on the back of cars en
route to New York. The sign will be
approximately 4½" x 20" in size, attractively
designed with fluorescent
colors and will provide identification
and advertising while traveling.
All
that is necessary to apply the sign
is to remove the protective paper on
the back and stick it on any cleon
surface, such as the bumper or rear
window. It will not harm these surfaces. The adhesive is latex material
that will readily stick to irregular
areas. If desired, the sign may be
applied to a board and fastened to
the bumper. These signs will be
available
for ten cents each and
should be considered as cash items.
As soon as this Informant
is received, the congregation
servants
may order the quantity needed from
the Society at 117 Adams Street,
Brooklyn 1, N.Y. All orders must
be in not later than June 10.

Legal Notice
All men released on bond in draft
cases who are planning
to come
to the convention cannot leave their
district
without consent of the federal judge. The government may forfeit the bond of any man who leaves
without
permission.
This means
that the bondsmen will have to pay
the full amount of the bond. All
expecting to make the trip to New
York in July should obtain permission from the federal judge before
leaving.
The request may be made
to the judge in writing, by telephone
or in person.

Assembling

with

the

Everyone
a Publisher
in July
1 The world assembly
at New
York is in view! In a matter of a
few short weeks Jehovah’s servants
from all parts of the earth will be
assembling.
It is right and good
that we do so, for it is God’s command. (Heb. 10:25)
Will you
there as a publisher
of good news?
2 During July the offer will continue to be three bound books with
three booklets on a contribution
of
$1.50. For most publishers there will
be two full weeks at home before
leaving for the assembly. Will you
get out in the service and report
as a publisher
in July even before
you start for New York? Being convention-minded should stimulate, not
deter, Jehovah’s servants in working toward continued progress and
increase.
If you have been helping
good-will persons in the service,
help them to get out: before the convention, and see that they report.
3 En route to New York, by car,
plane, train or bus, there will be
many opportunities
for incidental
preaching.
Take some literature
with you, especially
magazines and
tracts,
so that you can preach the
good news and leave something with
people whom you meet. Keep an accurate record of all this time (30
minutes here, 15 minutes there) so
that you can report it for July.

New

World

Society

Also, do not forget to report time
spent in the field at the convention.
4 Each congregation
servant will
arrange for someone to receive field
service reports at home. If for some
reason you will not be home by the
end of July, mail your reports to
that person. If the congregation
servant thinks he should wait until
the 10th of August to collect
all
the July reports,
that will be all
right, because the Brooklyn office
will be closed until then. But if
you hold it open that long in order
for the conventioners to return and
make out their reports, [)lease send
your July report by air mail. Brothers from countries
outside
the
United States will air-mail
their
July reports hack home. Let everyone be a publisher in July, without
fail.
5 It is a joy to see so many sheep
coming into association
with the
New World society.
Let us continue
to work for expansion and increase.
Keep regular by being a publisher
in July!

1953
Watchtower
Campaign
The 1953 Watchtower subscription campaign was an outstanding
success. United States publishers reported 92,165 more subscriptions
this year than in 1952, or a total of
g56,324.
The fact that approximately the same number of subBrooklyn
Bethel
Vacation
scriptions
was obtained in each of
The Society’s offices, factory and the four months of the campaign
that publishers
were out
Bethel home in Brooklyn will be indicates
each month.
closed from July 31 to August 10 in the field regularly
Keep up the good work by continufor the annual vacation. The Bethel
as a regular publisher.
Bear in
family will also be occupied with ing
mind, too, that if you are alert to
assembly matters from July 19 to present the magazines where inter26, although the home and factory
est is manifested,
many subscripwill be open for four days following
tions can be obtained for both The
the convention,
July 27 to 30, for
Watchtower
and Awake! throughinspection
by visitors.
This means out the year.
that,
in the period from July 19 UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1953
through August 10, very little
mail
139,289Publishers
will be handled and few orders will
Monthly Field
Service
Report
be shipped. Moreover, there will be
April Report
an unavoidable
delay of several
Av. Av. Av.
weeks after August 10 due to acPubs. Hrs. B-C BI. St.
228 143.3 60.5 7.1
cumulation of mail. Anticipate your Sp’l Pios.
6,311 99.2 34.9 4.7
literature
and. handbill needs now Pioneers
Co. Pubs. 147,085 S.8 3.2
.5
and place your orders immediately.
Total Pubs. 153,624
Public Meetings Held: 10,465
Memorial
Report
A
total of 1,365 congregationsre1953
1952 ported
"WeMade It! for the 20 per
Memorial Attendance 213,991 196,266 cent
peak in April, somegoing over
NumberPartakers
100
per
cent. These congregations
8,527 8,968
the United States well beyond
Pub. M’t’gs Held
2,207 2,166 carried
national 20 per cent peak of
Pub. M’t’g Attend.
118,007 112,050 the
151,951.

Order
Badges

Convention
Immediately

Every conventioner can share in
the assembly advertising
by using
one of the neat celluloid
badges
being prepared.
The badges announce the convention, identify the
delegate and invite people to hear
the public
lecture.
They may be
worn by all conventioners
from the
time they leave home until the convention is over. People along the
way may ask about the convention
and so a good witness will result-.
-"On the colorful
card inserts
space is provided to type or print the
name of the person and the congregation represented.
American delegates will show the city and state.
Others will give city and province
or country. The typing or printing
should be done neatly under supervision of the congregation servant.
If there is a good penman in the
congregation,
he should be called
upon to do tim printing.
Keep in
mind that neatness will add to the
convention advertising.
By each delegate’s showing where he is from.
all should become acquainted more
quickly and be enabled to meet delegates from various countries.
3 The badges will cost five cents
each. Full remittance
must be sent
with all orders.
Congregations
should order immediately
for all
convention delegates that want this
badge. Get the orders in by June
15 at the latest.
Delegates
from
overseas
will be able to obtain
badges at Yankee. Stadium.
4 The Society is not going to stock
these items for future assemblies.
They are special for this year. But
they may be useful later on at other meetings, so we suggest that all
publishers
retain the badges after
the convention.
Order now.
U.S.A, Says . . .
(Cont’d)
may correspond with interested
persons if they wish. Individuals
and
congregations
not participating
in
unassigned territory
work are encouraged to witness in areas not frequently covered for one reason or
another.
6 June will be a month full of acstivity
for all Jehovah’s servant
Activity in unassigned and regular
territory,
world-assembly arrangemerits--all these things will require
time, but all signify the great prosdperity that is ours. How else coul
we be happy except by sharing in
the prosperity of God’s people ? Demonstrate your joy by being a houseto-house preacher in June, Continue
to work for greater prosperity! .....

"WorshipJehovahin holy array,"--Ps.
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You

Ready?

day, July 26, will be tremendous.
The greater the number of helpers,
the lighter
the task. Why not plan
to stay Sunday night and Monday
after the assembly and aid in this
work? Be sure to have appropriate
clothing with you.
Field Service
6 In addition
to witnessing
en
route,
each associate
of the New
World society will be sure to include
field service in his schedule in New
York. Let us all add to the witness
given
to New Yorkers
by continning to be regular house-to-house
preachers at the assembly. The current offer of three books and three
booklets, on a contribution of $1.50,
will be used at the assembly.
A
good supply of literature
will be
(Continued on page 2, col. 1)

Wear Badges
En Route
a Room Request form, do so now.
1d By now all congregations
an
We can still
take care of your
individuals
should know exactly
needs,
though you may have to
what they are going to do relative
obtain your assignment in New York.
to attendance
at the New World
Volunteer Service
Society Assembly of Jehovah’s Wit4 Many of the brothers are sendnesses. Attention and interest
are
being focused
on New York. Ar- ing in their volunteer service applirangements at the convention city
cations, and in this way are aiding
are being carefully
and diligently
the convention to organize the work.
completed so that you will be able Why not plan to join them in this
to enjoy all the assembly. Are you labor of love by sending in your
carefully
planning your personal
volunteer service application
Now.
matters to take full advantage of When you receive
notice of your
the assembly?
Make notes now of assignment to definite duty, stick to
the little
things that will be neces- it and be dependable, rendering servsary for full and comfortable particice as to Jehovah.
5 The task of dismantling the asipation in the assembly, so that you
do not forget
them at the last
sembly after the closing session Sunminute.
2 Have you decided on appropriate
Assembling
with
the
New World
Society
clothing
for warm weather?
and
work clothes
for your volunteer
The Offer
Be a Publisher
in July
service
assignment?
Are you pres Three books with three booklets,
pared to witness
en route to and
1Jehovah’s
people never tire of
will confrom the convention?
Take literaassembling together. In accord with on a $1.50 contribution,
tinue to be the offer. Did you place
ture,
especially
magazines
and Jehovah’s
command at Hebrews
tracts, for this purpose. Do not for- 10:25, members of the New World one set during June? Make that your
again this month. Time in the
get to wear your convention badge society
assemble at the Kingdom goal
field will result in placements, which,
from the time you leave home, for Hall for instruction
and counsel
these will prompt questions en route several times each week, and period- in turn, will lay a foundation fro’
assistance
to people who may
and furnish opportunities to witness ically they gather for circuit
and giving
later join in assembly with Jehoto others. Badges should not be worn district
assemblies. But this month, vah’s
people and walk in the way
in New York city until
one week in addition to these regular meetbefore the convention. Will your car ings, all members of the New World that leads to life.
4Circumstances
may not permit
sign be firmly fixed in a conspicuous society who can possibly do so will
associated
with the New
0lace? Will you trove your room as- assemble
at Yankee Stadium
in some
society to assemble at Yankee
signment card ? Yes, make notes now New York for the greatest
of mod- World
of the things to be done just before ern Christian gatherings.
Distance, Stadium. If that is your lot, bear
you leave. Also, bear in mind the age, station in life, color, language in mind that Jehovah knows your
heart’s desire to be with his people.
points set out below.
--none of these things will interYour brothers at the assembly will
fere with the personal attendance
Rooming
endeavor to keep you posted of conby all who can arrange to travel
3 The rooming work is progressvention high lights.
Regular meetto New York.
ing well in New York and there
and field work, arranged by the
2 With assembly dates being July ings
will be plenty of private home accongregation servant in accord with
commodations for everyone, at rea- 19 to 26, most publishers will leave local conditions,
will be supported
sonable rates. If you do not receive their home territory
between the by those remaining home. This will
your room assignment
before you 10th and 18th to arrive in New York enable them to keep busy in Kingleave home, do not let it worry you. at the proper time. Therefore each dom activity
and will be a source
You can pick it up at the Rooming one will have at least
of blessing to those at home.
the
first
Department
at convention
head- i ten days of July at home before
5 En route to and from New York,
quarters,
557 West 157th Street, up
well as during the assembly, a
for the assembly.
Proper as
to and including
July 17 and from leaving
mighty
witness will be given as pubthe 18th on at the Rooming Depart- i planning will enable all within the lishers utilize
all opportunities
to
to have part in field
ment under the bleacher section of congregation
preach. Take literature
with you for
the stadium, 161st Street and River service, so that every publisher can incidental
witnessing en route. Do
Avenue. If you have not forwarded
turn in a report before leaving home.
(Continued on page 4, col. 2)

World Assembly...
(Cont’d)
available at the stadium, as well as
at the other contact points at Kingdom Halls throughout the city.
For
further information about field service and location of the contact point
nearest you, see the June Informant.
Traffic and Parking
7 Many thousands of persons will
use every means of transportation
to assemble with the New World society at Yankee Stadium. Room requests show 70 per cent will be coming by automobile. It is much better
to allow plenty of time to travel
than to wait until the last minute
and depend on breakneck speeds to
arrive
on time. Slow down! Drive
carefully !
s Upon arriving in New York city,
watch traffic
and parking
signs.
Parking regulations
are strictly
enforced.
There are many one-way
streets,
and these should especially
be watched. If you need directions
in addition to those given you at
the Society’s
information
booths
(see June Informant for locations),
it is best to ask a policeman. They
are always courteous and helpful.
The police department has suggested
that, to avoid theft, cars should be
locked at all times and valuables
should never be left visible inside.
9There is very limited
parking!
space near Yankee Stadium.
That
which is available
ls run by commercial garages and parking lots.
These are quite expensive, generally
$1 a day. If you patronize
these
garages or lots, check to see if the
price covers twenty-four
hours or:
if there is an extra charge after a
certain time limit. Prices and time
periods are posted, and these signs
should be noted carefully.
10 Most hotels and private
home
accommodations are easily accessible to Yankee Stadium by subway.
With a ten-cent fare, you will appreciate that it is by far the cheapest,
and it will generally be the fastest
method of transportation.
In harmony with this point,
many will:
wish to park their car for the eight
days of the assembly and ride the
subway. For those who wish to park
their car off the street during the
assembly,
arrangements
are being
made with a large open-air parking
lot about three miles from the stadium. The cost will be approximately $3 for the eight or ten days,
representing
quite a saving over
parking near the stadium. Parking
tickets can be obtained at the Parking Department of the convention.

En Route to
and from the Convention
1 By automobile, by bus, by plane,
by train, by ship--yes, by all modesof
travel, Jehovah’s witnesses in July
will be converging upon NewYork city
from all directions. Time will be consumed in travel, both to and from the
convention, but will there not be opportunities
to witness on the way?
Yes, by all means!
2 Traveling by auto there will be
stops at service stations, motels, restaurants, etc. Perhaps you could begin your conversation to the manager
of a motel this way: "We’re on our
way to Yankee Stadium,
New York
city, to attend the world assembly of
Jehovah’s witnesses.
Over 100,000
people will be coming from all parts of
the world and will assemble for eight
days to receive instruction
from the
Scriptures and enjoy the fellowship of
one another. All are looking forward
to the time when God’s new world
will be established and there will be
peace and prosperity
in the earth.
Here are three books that Jehovah’s
witnesses are presenting to help others to learn of this new world and its
blessings. By studying them carefully,
you will learn that the hope of living
in a new world of God’s making is
not some utopian dream, but belief in
the true promise of God. [Demonstrate
the features of each and show their
helpfulness
in understanding
God’s
purposes.] The three, including these
three booklets,
can be had for a
contribution of $1.50."
3 Then there will be the times you
will stop for meals or other needed
items. Without seeming to impose
upon them, speak to attendants, managers and waiters at appropriate
times. You might begin this way: "I
know you are busy and I do not wish
to take up your time, but here is a
tract which I am sure you will enjoy
reading very much. It discusses our
need of the Bible in these difficult
times. Read it over carefully and I’m
sure it will deepen your appreciation
for the good things contained in the

and Gun Hill Road. After unloading
on 161st Street near River Avenue
at the stadium, buses should proceed as follows: From Yankee Stadium turn left
(north)
on River
Avenue to 167th Street.
Turn right
(east)
on 167th Street to Webster
Avenue. At Webster Avenue turn
left (north)
and proceed to Fordham Road. Turn right
(east)
Fordham Road to Boston Road, then
left (north) on Boston Road to Baychester
Avenue. Then turn right
(east) on Baychester Avenue to the
parking location
between Givan and
Gun Hill Road.
12 Definite arrangements for bus
departure
after
the assembly are
Buses
1 Arrangements
have been made important to all in the group. Each
with the police department for park- bus will have a brother acting as
ing buses on the street during the as- captain
of the group, and every
sembly. The location for bus parking group will have decided where to
is Baychester Avenue between Givan meet for departure after the assem2

Scriptures."
(After these few words,
you win be able to observe whether it
would be fitting to extend your witness. If interest
is shown and the
person is not busy at the moment,
you can continue your brief discussion.) Latest copies of the magazines
can also be used in this manner. Be
sure to take along a supply.
4 While traveling by public transportation facilities,
there will be
times you can talk to fellow passengers. Almost everyone will agree we
are living in serious times; why not
use this as an opening? To the person
sitting
next to you, who has just
finished reading of calamity and woe
in the newspaper, you might say: "It
certainly seems that times are getting
worse and worse, doesn’t it? If a person does not have hope that God will
take a hand in matters and soon restore sanity to the world, he has
every reason to expect only a very
bleak future. But, you know, Jehovah God has not purposed
that
these conditions should continue forever, nor is he responsible for them.
In fact the very worsening of world
affairs is an indication that we have
reached the time for ushering in his
new world of righteousness.
How
about reading over this little tract on
God’s new world and let me know
what you think about it?" Later you
will be able to take up various points
raised.
5 One opportunity
for witnessing
that definitely should not be neglected
is the time we will be able to talk to
the householders where we are staying in New York. This should be done
in addition to regular field witnessing.
In the evenings after coming home
from the stadium or in the mornings
before leaving, there will be much to
talk about and many questions to answer. Bring them to the stadium during the week. Whet their appetites for
the grand climax to come on the closing day, when the public talk will be
delivered. Invite them; yes, help them
to attend and enjoy some of the blessings of the New World society.
Be
sure to report the time spent witnessing to your home congregation.
bly. In view of the program schedule,
it would be appropriate
to arrange
for your departure
sometime after
9 p.m. Sunday evening. The proper
place to load for departure will be
161st Street near River Avenue. Patience will be required, as all cannot load and depart simultaneously.
If care is taken to arrange
your
departure details ahead of time, no
difficulty
will be encountered. Those
in each group should realize
that
their brothers are waiting for them,
and they should be on time at the
designated location.
The Society is
writing a letter of instructions
to
each congregation
that submitted a
Chartered Bus questionnaire.
Taxicabs
13 If you use a taxicab in New
York, remember that the price on
the meter is the total fare regard(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

World Assembly...
(Cont’d)
less of how many people are in the
The first
demonstration below emphasizes showing appreciation and kind cab. No more is required
unless you
consideration of others at the world assembly, so that no disturbance interferes
the driver,
which is
with enjoyment of the assembly. The second demonstration
deals with wish to tip
There is no charge
for
parental responsibility
toward children in connection with the assembly. customary.
Consider both demonstrations before leaving for New York.
ordinary
suitcases
that you take in
there
m
to children
at the assembly itself.
I the cab with you; however,
SCENE I (3 min.)
At Yankee Staan extra charge of 50 cents for each
dium two publishers
are sitting
side
They must be well-mannered
and at-i
by side listening
to lecture.
Daisy
tentive
to what is going on; and it is trunk.
If the driver
puts baggage
nudges Mabel, saying,
"Mabel, Mabel! up to the parents
to make this
asor on the back
There*s Jane sitting
over there.
You sembly a lasting
impression
on the in the cab trunk,
provided
for that purpose,
know, we have not seen her in three
child’s
mind and to look after
him. carrier
years.
Let’s
go over and say hello
a tip is expected.
Do not ride with
SCENE II (8 min.) Father,
mother
right now, because if we wait we will
and two children
sit at table
with
the driver
with the understanding
lose her in the crowd."
Mabel: "Sh- maps, notebook
and copy of July 1, that he is to take you to your dessh-sh-sh."
She tries
to quiet Daisy
1953, "Watchtower."
They discuss
I
and at the same time continue her own routes to be taken and points
tination
for a flat
rate,
not using
of ininterest
in the lecture.
But Daisy says,
terest
to
be
seen;
what
must
be
done
the meter, as this is illegal.
"Well,
if you are not going,
I am to the car;
what clothes
they will
anyway."
This scene is accompanied
take,
etc. Children
speak up and say
Pioneer Registration
by waving and gesticulating
by Daisy.
what a good time they are going to’
z4 Meal tickets
will be provided
SCENE II (5 min.) Conductor points
have running
around
underneath
the
out commotion
that
was caused
by stadium stands and around the cafewho were on the list
teria
tents.
They can even play games for pioneers
Daisy and Mabel. disturbing
those
before
January
1, 1953, and they
by running from one side of the stanearby. Finally Daisy reaches the section where Jane is sitting
and goes dium to the other in the stands.
But may obtain
such tickets
at convenfather
says "No !" There is something
through the same upsetting
procedure
headquarters
(557 West 157th
for them to do, which I tion
of making people stand
while she I more important
up to and including
July 17.
squeezes past to reach Jane. Then they I is the reason for going all the way to I Street)
on quite a conversation
about
New York. The way children
act at: From the 18th on they will be availIcarry
not
having
seen
one
another
for
three
¯
an,assembly
is
the
way
the
parents
let
Iyears and what has been happening:
section
of
the children behave in their own King- able under the bleacher
the stadium,
near the Rooming Dein each other’s life.
Having lost the i dom Hall.
Bad children
bring a reentire
theme of the lecture
by this
flection
on the parents.
partment.
If you lose your meal ticktime, and feeling it is about over anyHe takes
out July 1 "Watchtower"
et, no other
will be issued.
Meal
way, Jane suggests
they get up and] and turns to article
"Showing Appretickets
should be considered
just as
head for the cafeteria.
If they do not] ciation
at Assemblies",
the subheading
there will be such a crowd they will]
"Supervising
Conduct of Children".
though
they
were
money,
and
miss out on their
meal.
] A discussion
ensues between
father
treated
as such.
The meal ticket
An attendant
sitting
nearby and I and mother, and with children,
bringwill also serve as identification
for
observing the entire
disturbing
corn-I ing out various
points
in "Watchmotion reminds them of the Society’s!
tower" article.
Some parts are read.
obtaining
literature
at pioneer rates.
suggestion
that publishers
remain in! The children
are shown the reason
Those who entered
pioneer
service
their seats,
quietly
paying attention
ableness
of the points
made; how it on or after
January
1, 1953, must
until the program is finished,
rather
will help them to become better
servthan be in a big hurry to get to the ants of Jehovah;
and how their
conhave their pioneer
territory
assignforming to the conduct outlined
will ment card or pioneer
cafeteria.
He reminds them there will
appointment
help everyone else enjoy the conven-.
be plenty for all.
letter
(in
the
case
of
vacation
pioParents must instruct
children
Jane begins to understand
and shows tion.
with neers)
in order to obtain
campaign
remorse about the entire
episode
and and then back up that instruction
firm supervision of their conduct. There literature
the fact that she caused so much disat pioneer
rates
at the
will be plenty
to see and hear anyturbance.
From now on she is deterThey will not receive
Here is where convention.
mined to be mindful
of not only her where in the stadium.
the really
lasting
impressions
must a meal ticket,
own comfort
and desires,
but also
however.
mind.
those
of persons
near her. In the be made on the child’s
meantime the meeting is dismissed and
SCENE 111 (4 min) Father
and
Programs
Daisy says, "You know, I think it is mother, toward the latter
part of the
15 While there will be a good supa good idea to remain in our seats
convention,
are discussing
success they
for ten or fifteen
minutes until
the have had in properly
caring for their
ply of programs,
please
do not ask
big rush is over. We can be comfortchildren
They took them along wherfor
a new program
every
day of
able and this will give us an opporever they went; had them sitting
quietthe assembly.
Keep your program
tunity to finish our little
visit."
Time ly during
meetings;
did not permit
goes by quickly,
and a half hour has them to disturb
others
by running
with you at all times for reference
elapsed.
They are now ready to leave
around or continually
going in and out. to sessions
and as a guide around
and enjoy their meal at the cafeteria.
They make mention of how busy this
the stadium.
It will
be a permaof their
SCENE I11 (7 min.) Conductor sum- kept them, but the fruits
of the assembly
too.
have been well rewarded
by nent souvenir
marizes by bringing out the points in labors
noticing the benefits the children have Do not lose your program!
July 1, 1953, "Watchtower"
article
received by paying close attention
to
"Showing Appreciation
at Assemblies".
Father
remarks,
"I never
Mabel, Daisy, Jane and everybody
in lectures.
First Aid
their vicinity
would have profited
by before realized the importance of keeping a close
check on our children
16 Do not forget
that this departapplying
these
suggestions.
There
rather
than permitting
them to run ment is set up only 1or first
would be no running
around
during
aid or
sessions,
no leaving before sessions
at random." He recalls
the advice of
emergency
cases.
No chronic
cases
that "the greatest
are ended.
Rather,
there
would be "The Watchtower"
heritage
one
can
leave
his
children
is
careful
attention
by all,
making the
will be treated
by the doctors
presassembly enjoyable
and profitable
to the desire to become an active minisent. If individuals
need special
atthe full.
(In summary, do not go be- ter to Jehovah".
To this
end, these
for chronic
ailments,
they
yond the subheading "Supervising
Con- faithful
parents appreciate
the impor- tention
duct of Children"
in the "Watchtower"
city doctors
in the same
tance of seeing that their children get may contact
article,
as this applies
to the next
all they can out of the convention.
manner
that
they
would
do anydemonstration.)
where else. Please notice this change.
SCENE I (3 min.)
Conductor
gives
New Talks for Circuit
Convention Decorum
brief
talk about trip to convention
and District Servants
showing need for planning
In every
17 The majority
of our brothers
way. Condition
of the family
car,
On and after
September
6, 1953,
will be traveling
many days to worroutes to be taken, economy, clothes,
literature---all
these things must be circuit
servants
will speak on the ship Jehovah in holy array
at this
considered.
But trip offers
wonderful
subject
"Happiness
in a World of assembly.
We can best realize
the
educational
opportunities
too. Children
purpose
for
which
we came by
must get the most out of the trip in Gloom". At the same time district
every way, en route
and at the conbeing in our seats
when the sesservants
will start
giving the talk
vention.
Scenic and historic
spots
sions begin. If the stadium is filled,
entitled
"What Is Your Destiny?"
along the way will contribute
toward
(Continued
on page 4, col. 1)
accordingly.
education, but attention must be given Please order handbills
R

YOUR SERVICE

MEETING

TheGreater
Happiness
of Giving
a Spiritually
stimulated as a rethe New World Society
all publishers will be anxious to go to work. As August will
end the 1953 service
year, let us
make it a very good month. Everyone should be alert and alive with
the spirit
of the assembly.
The
New World society
is moving forward: Its King rifles:
There is
much work to be done! Servants
take the lead in giving, with love
for all. Regular and vacation pioneers,
determine
to exceed your
service
quota in August. With cooperation on the part of all, August
could be the best month of our
service year.
4 Did you enjoy working toward
the 10 and 20 per cent increases
in 19537 Of course you did. Do you
want to have further share in givuing to others? We are certain
yo
do. Then move ahead with Jehovah’s organization
during August
and continue to experience the greater happiness of giving.

Continue
sult
of
Unassigned Territory Work Assembly,
1Jehovah gives abundantly
and
constantly.
He gives as no one
else cant His great power, wisdom,
knowledge and love he unselfishly
gives
in abundance.
We as his
servants are the thankful recipients
of his innumerable blessings.
To be
in tune with Jehovah’s
wonderful
quality of love, his people humbly
and eagerly seek to give, in compliance
with his will and Word.
--Acts 20: 35, NW.
2 Knowing that the greatest
happiness of giving comes with zealous,
diligent
service,
we will all move
forward during August by presenting three hooks and three booklets,
on a contribution of $1.50. Generally speaking, August will be the final
month of the unassigned territory
work; however, those who wish to
continue this work on into September may do so. Let all have part,
in home or unassigned territory.
World Assembly...
(Cont’d)
seats may not be held after fifteen
minutes prior to each session. Any
articles
left in seats for this purpose after that time will be taken
to the Lost and Found Department
and the attendants will direct others
to such seats.
18 Some make a habit of leaving
their seats before the session is
over, to avoid the crowd. This greatly interferes
with those who desire
to obtain all the spiritual
food presented. Regardless of the motive for
doing so, such as to be first in line
at the cafeteria
m" to get to the
subway before the crowd, it certainly does not justify
the inconvenience and lack of consideration
shown others.
There will be few
compelling reasons for leaving in
the evening before a concluding
prayer of thanks
to Jehovah.
If
you come to obtain the greatest
amount of benefit from the assembly, you will not be found milling
around the passageways and outside
the stadium during sessions. To facilitate
smooth, orderly operation of
the assembly, please follow directions of the attendants.
Let each
publisher give careful consideration
to the article
"Showing Appreciation at Assemblies", in the July 1,
1953, Watchtower.
SurplusMaterials
19 Potted flowers at the platform
and surplus food items at the cafeteria kitchen (at both the stadium
and Trailer
City) will be disposed
of at the conclusion
of tim assembly. A considerable
saving can

be effected
on many items.
Many
pieces of convention equipment will
be sold after their use at the stadium. If the circuits
or congregations will plan their
needs now
items such as trays, plastic
cups,
sound amplifiers
and ]turns can be
obtained at a good price.
Visit Bethel Homeand Factory
20 You will be interested in knowing that the factory at 117 Adams
Street
and the Bethel
home at
124 Columbia Heights, in Brooklyn,
will be open for visitors
from Monday through Wednesday following
the assembly, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. You
are invited to visit Gilead, also
WBBR’s transmitter
site on Staten
Island, before or after the convention.
21 Jehovah’s servants worship him
"in holy array" in this great day
of his vindication.
Such worship
marks them apart from any other
people on the face of the earth, a
people for his praise. As a part of
the New World society,
let your
convention
activity
and decorum
contribute to the great praise that
will reflect upon Jehovah’s name because of this assembly. (Take this
Informant to New York with you.)
Assembling with...
(Cont’d)
not fail to get out in the field while
you are in New York. thus contributing to the mighty shout of praise
in that city.
And do not forget,
if you will not return home before
the end of July, to be sure to send
your completefield servicereport
to your congregation.

Do you trove in mind caring for
all details before you leave for the
world assembly? You will care for
your home and see that gas, water
and electricity
are turned off; that
doors and windows are locked, and
plants, pets and livestock left behind are properly provided for. Are
you going to give the same thought
to theocratic interests left behind?
Servants,
will you provide for
publishers
and people of good will
who cannot get to the assembly?
Will you arrange
for the Watchtower study, service
meeting and
ministry school where they are required and can be operated, even if
in modified form? Will someone take
oversight of field activity
and receive service reports, so that everyone will be a publisher
in July?
Field service should continue on the
part of those who remain at home.
3 Remember that congregation
correspondence,
the Informant and
magazines will continue to arrive
while you are gone. Arrange for
someone to take care of these matters so that material will not be returned to the Society.
Magazines
should be distributed
to those who
can use them. It might be well to
mention to your postman that you
will be gone a short while and that
you have arranged
to have your
mail cared for. If you are expecting
a literature
shipment from the Society, leave definite
instructions
showing how this should be handled
so that costly storage charges will
not be incurred.
4 Check carefully
on all details
and see that everything is in order
before you depart for New York.

Denial of Parole
For brothers
in prison
denied
parole, furnish the legal office the
following: full name, how long associated,
date immersed, name of
congregation with which associated,
ywhether married and whether an
children,
date and length of sentence given, location of court, where
incarcerated,
any known reason
why parole denied.
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953
139,289Publishers

MonthlyField Service Report
May Report
Av, Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B.C Bi. St.
$p’l Pios.
222 145.4 54.8 6.9
Pioneers
6,334 96.2 31.8 4.4
Co. Pubs. 144,104 9.5 3,0
.4
Total Pubs.150,660
Public MeetingsHeld: 10,560
Bookletsplacedin May:5,465,941

AUGUST, 1953

"WorshipJehovahin holy array."--Ps.

29: 2, AS.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Pioneer
Service
for You?
Each year more and more are
enrolling
as vacation pioneers and
are experiencing
the many Joys and
Show New-World
Appreciation
by Service
blessings that can be theirs as they
engage in this most important of all
Publishers
with Full Hearts
praise
to Jehovah by each one’s
work. By the end of June this year
having
a
part
in
the
service.
Do
not
Return
to Work
over 1,149 publishers
had applied
fail
to
preach
from
house
to
house.
for vacation pioneer service.
In1 Pause, take time to consider:
Establish
a
goal
of
one
set
of
three
Who upon this planet have greater
creasing in numbers each year are
books
for
each
congregation
pubcause for gratitude
than Jehovah’s
those vacation pioneers who find it
and four sets for each pio- possible to transfer to regular piowitnesses and their good-will com- lisher,
neer.
panions? At the recent New World
neer service. Perhaps you can do so
Society Assembly the great happy
Finish Your Territory
this year.
5 Some of you have unassigned
Giver of the universe,
Jehovah,
2 As part of the New World soopened the windows of heaven and territory to finish. Others have rural ciety, young and old, male and fepoured out upon his people a blessterritory
that has not yet been male, these happy life seekers are
ing beyond their capacity to con- worked. Now is the time to go into putting their time to most profitable
tain. Truly there are no people on such territories.
You will encounter use when engaging in pioneer servearth so blessed as we are.
farmers
who are harvesting
an ice. Those who can do this work ad2 However, this bountiful blessing
abundant
crop and they may not vance and improve their service to
places a great responsibility
upon want to listen to you. Point out in Jehovah when they take the actual
us. Are we going to emulate the a nice way that Jehovah is the great step of enrolling
as a pioneer and
great and happy Giver, Jehovah, by Benefactor of all men. Suggest that then put forth the diligent effort.
reflecting
to others that which we they show their gratitude by obtainnecessary to increase not only the
have seen and heard at the as- ing a greater
knowledge of him. quantity
but also the quality
of
sembly? We know there is no salOthers will have had their crops de- their work. Such are greatly blessed.
vation
anywhere apart
from the stroyed by storms, pests or other
Encouraging
and stimulating
are
New World society.
Into this great
calamities.
Comfort these with the the blessed experiences had by these
sheepfold Jehovah Is gathering his hope of the Kingdom. Some congrefull-time publishers.
Knowledge, unother sheep and we have an obligations are limited
to their own derstanding and appreciation
of Jegation to see that they are searched city territory,
but they will be just hovah’s Word, spirit
and organizaout. properly received,
nourished
as active. "There is more happiness
tion grow as one puts forth an inand strengthened.
With this in view, in giving than there is in receiving
.
" creased effort to proclaim the newat the assembly
he wonderfully
So let each one give by being a world message.
equipped
us for the work. We publisher in August.
3 Pioneers who write in express
will receive greater happiness by
themselves enthusiastically
about
thus administering
to the needs of Six Months of Happy Giving
the unequaled privileges
that were
these other sheep. Are we now livtheirs after they first took the iniSince January, ]953, publishers
ing up to theocratic responsibilities
the United States have had an tial step to turn in the application.
that this
assembly
placed upon in
happy time in preaching
They tell of difficulties
that seemed
every dedicated servant of the theoc- especially
the good news. We have all enjoyed to suddenly
loom up; how other
racy? This question should be caregreat blessings
at Jehovah’s hand problems crept in, obstacles
and
fully weighed by each of us.
because,
since January,
we have hindrances
that made it seem albeen well above our national quota most impossible to continue on; and
Present the Offer
3 During August the chief presenof 139,289 publishers.
Starting in then how their
perseverance
reJanuary we took a big Jump to 14],sulted In overcoming such, and of
tation to the people will be three
that followed.
It
books and three booklets, on a con- 532; then to 143,004; to 149,501 and the blessings
tribution of $1.50. If the person to then to 153,624. In May we had 350,- means work, but It is a happy life
whom’you are presenting
the offer
660 and in June 145,345, still well for the brothers wire stick with it,
above our quota. Surely we all ap- worth every effort that one puts inwill not take the Initial
presentation, then it will he all right to preciate this marvelous expansion,
to Je- to it.
drop down to one book. But the and the Society is grateful
Vacation Pioneers Stay on List
hovah
for
the
opportunity
of
servservants of Jehovah should always
4 Parents,
children,
youths and
present first the combination sug- ing and working with so many hapaged alike testify
to the grand opgested. By doing this we show our- py givers. May we continue together
afforded them as they
selves to be mature servants
and in our joyful service and, by Jeho- portunities
These
vah’s undeserved kindness, let us engage in pioneer service.
anxious to follow instructions.
4 August is the concluding month push the good news into every cor- have devoted themselves unselfishly.
setting
an example, encouraging
of our service year. Let us make it ner of this earth until our great
~Continued on page 3, col. 3)
a high note of thanksgiving
and Godsays it is done.
The

Greater

Happiness

of

Giving

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
UnassignedTerritory
Truly "there is more happiness in
giving than there is in receiving," and
publishers around the world experienced this to a large measure in working unassigned territory. (Acts 20: 35,
NW)In the United States last year
tremendous expanse of territory
was
worked with thrilling results. (64, 65)
In Canada more than 80 per cent of
available territory was assigned last
summer and many
persons were
greatly helped. (127)
The working of unassigned territory
often requires traveling over great distances,but the results achieved in scattering seed are well worth the effort.
Consider the report from the missionary schooner "Sibia." (87) In working
unassigned territory
do you have to
travel 1,000 miles from your home congregation? They do in Australia, but
the results are splendid. (93, 94)
In British Guiana brothers working
unassigned
territory
had to wade
Waist deep in water to push their
boat over rapids and reach the people,
but they were rewarded with sincere
appreciation for their efforts. (113)
France it was remarked that the
brothers were working like the apostles, twelve having gone to one town.
French publishers slept in barns and
bartered in placing literature,
but
much territory was covered. (162, 163)
South Africans hitchhiked and walked
to unassigned territory when no other
means was available. (259)
Publishers in Austria worked overtime to earn money for trips into unassigned territory.
(100) See what the
brothers in Cuba did to reach their
territory. (139) Are you having part
the unassigned territory
work in
August?
Choosing New.WorldLife
Everywhere people are looking toward the new world and taking their
stand for it. They see the issue quickly and realize their privilege of preaching the good news about the new
world. In Ethiopia newly interested
persons bring others to meetings with
them on the third day after they
themselves
hear the message. And
some, having had only a few weeks’
contact with the organization, take the
seed to interior parts of the country.
(74) In places where heretofore there
were no native preachers,
they are
now springing up and taking a strong
stand for the truth, as in Guam. (78)
Often it takes only a reading of the
publications to enable them to see that
they must become Dart of Jehovah’s
organization.
(79, 134) In some instances persons need only one contact
with Jehovah’s witnesses to see their
privilege of taking part in the preaching work. (167, 195, 208)
Even some religious leaders are seeing the necessity to abandon their
former false teachings and come over
to the side of the truth, as the Korean
report shows. (81, 82) The same is true
in the Gold Coast. (172) In one case
was the congregation chart with all
its figures that stimulated a religious
"elder" to take a real interest in the
truth. (260)
The work Jehovah’s servants do in
isolated places also bears fruit in helping persons make the right choice.
(127) And special pioneers often have
great joy in seeing people break away
from false religion and take a firm
stand for the new world, despite oressure to do otherwise. (101)

In Unassigned
Territory
Our approach in presenting
the
offer to a householder
should be
based upon the idea that we want to
give a short sermon or talk.
Bear
in mind that these people do not
hear the truth very often, but they
do know what is going on in the
world and how bad world affairs
are. So, introducing
yourself in a
pleasant
manner and telling
where
you are from, you might call attention to the troubles that have been
afflicting
the world since 1914; and
point out that all man’s efforts,
no
matter how sincere,
have failed to
improve conditions.
Inquire as to
whether they ever had opportunity
to compare world conditions
with
the prophecy of Jesus regarding the
turbulent
and distressing
state of
affairs that would exist just prior
to the caning of a new world of
righteousness.
Open your New World
Translation.
to Matthew chapter 24
and read a few verses:
then make
appropriate
comment. What does it
all mean? Well, these three books
help you to gain an understanding
of the situation.
Remarks can be
made on the three hooks and their
various features and subject matter,
strawing
bow they aid in understanding the Scriptures.
Urge their
obtaining three on a contribution of
$1..50.
We placed
literature
in many
homes last year and, with these
persons
cus
s
and others, we will dis
interesting
and enjoyable
truths
found in God’s Word. Now, since in[
most instances we cannot return for]
studies, our object should be to obtain subscriptions
for The Watch-

tower and Awake! In this way the
magazines will regularly visit homes
we cannot reach. Our approach in
getting such persons to subscribe
might be something
like
this:
"These truths we have been discussing are very absorbing, aren’t they?
Just like a well of cool sparkling
water that satisfies a thirsty person,
so the Watchtower and Awake! magazines are filled with truth that is
refreshing,
enlightening and healthful. I personally never miss an issue.
Why not have these two magazines
come to your home just as they are
coming to many hundreds of thou8sands of other satisfied readers in 3
different
languages? They are only
$l a year for each," etc.
Perhaps you will find many persons who received literature
last
year and who are quite interested it,
the truth.
Encourage them to take
part in spreading the good news to
their neighbors, relatives
and others. Suggest it this way: "No doubt
you lave wanted to tell a friend,
neighbor or someone else about the
wonderful
hope you have gained,
how the truth has thrilled
you and
bow precious it has become to you.
Well, you can do it very nicely with
these little tracts. ,Just look at the
different subjects they cover, giving
a short and effective sermon on each
topic. I’ll leave some of them with
you if you would like to pass them
out as you have opportunity.
Should
you want more, you may obtain a
supply of 200 for 25c by writing to
the Watchtower Society."
Then, in
a month or two why not write that
person a brief note of encouragement with the offer to supply additional tracts?

Legal
Notice
The federal court of appeals at
Denver held on June 26, 1953, that
Jehovah’s witnesses are conscientious objectors.
The court said it
is improper for draft boards to give
one of Jehovah’s
witnesses
Class
I-A. Any brother who filed a conscientious
objector
form and was
classified I-A by either his local or
appeal board may obtain a copy of
the court’s opinion by writing to
Hayden C. Covington,
General
Counsel for Jehovah’s witnesses, 124
Columbia Heights, Brooklyn 1, New
York.

Request
Special
Memorandum
Brothers classified
I-O by local
board and then I-A by appeal board
should write to Hayden C. Covington, General Counsel for Jehovah’s
witnesses,
124 Columbia Heights,
Brooklyn 1, New York, for special
memorandum covering procedure in
such cases. Those not given I-O by
local board need not request such
memorandum.
Also brothers classified
I-O by
appeal board and thereafter
I-A by
the president should supply Brother Covington complete information
concerning the matter.

Pioneer Service . . ,
(Cont’d)
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
the
The first demonstrationbelow is a refresher on the assemblyand howthe others and generally assisting
good things received there might be used in our service particularly with congregation to carry out its responpersons of good will. The seconddemonstrationbelow w 11 present talking sibility
to preach and teach. Among
points on the three-bookoffer.
the vacation pioneers are many who
ConventionBenefits
another in prearranged sequence each will not be going back to school and
publisher representing a book utilizes
SCENE I (5 min) What good d
obligations
minutes of time. :Each publisher who have no Scriptural
the convention do you? Will it help four
orally outlines the main features and to keep them from engaging in fullyou bear good fruit
in Kingdom attractions
publication be repre- time work. Looking forward to inservice? Let us look at the Bible’s sents. Also, ofeach
in mind that creased privileges
description of an assembly of old, with he is an integral keeps
of service
as
part of the threeits results. (2 Chron. 30 24-31: 1) Thin book combination and,
along with the pioneers many of these will want to
scene may be a father speaking with two other books, comprises
a power- be recipients
of Jehovah’s favor as
his family, or a speaker may give a
talk, reviewing briefly some of the ful Spiritual fighting force against this they seek to increase their service
world’s darkness. Definite advantages by staying on the list,
blessings of the New World Society
thus bearing
Assembly at New York, and showing must be shown in having each book,
the great impetus given to the ad- as well as the entire set of three, in much fruit.
vance of Jehovah’s
worship by an the homes of persons of good will.
How about you? Are you one of
An outline can be adapted for each
assembly.
the vacation pioneers this year? Are
book. Example: "My name is ’Let
SCENEII (5 min.) Let us watch God Be True’. Do you know that over
one of many who received
an
how two different publishers are af- 11½ million copies of ray two editions you
at the New World So-fected, One makes a back-call.
Con are in the homes of people of good application
ducting a Bible study, he ends it and will? This maybe due to the fact that ciety Assembly? If so, what have
the good-will person asks him how he Jehovah’s witnesses are very familiar
you done about it? Have you turned
fared on his New York trip. He then with my contents and use me extenmentions how many were there,
that sively, and also that I try to present in it in as yet? Have you taken the
there were some very good speeches
very practical and logical way Scrip- time to count the cost of pioneering?
and that it was a wonderful trip. Then atural
truth on doctrinal teachings. I And also the cost of not pioneering
he tolls a little about NewYork sights.
am designed for both personal and (that is, if you can Scripturally
do
He promises to bring a printed report group study, trying at all times to keep
later. No real, specific truths or en- the mind centered on specific material so) ? Why not do something about
couraging facts are brought out. It arranged in topical order. I’m printed the matter right now? Do not put it
was just another convention to him in 30 different
languages,
have 26
as far as the good-will person can see. chapters and over 3O0 pages of pure off. Send in your application; or, if
To another publisher it was a real
Bible truth, verified by quotations
you did not get one at the assembly,
milestone of theocratic activity. He is from 10 popular Bible translations.
I write for full information on reganxious to close his study and tell
endeavor to present the truth logically
about the convention. With his notes and plainly. People who are interested
ular or vacation pioneer service.
he gives some outstanding high lights
in knowing the 13ible’s viewpoint on
--statements made, new truths, things subjects such as What Is Man?’ ’Why Specify which.
the good-will person can understand Evolution Cannot Be True ’ ’The King6 If eligible,
the Society will be
and apply. He describes the harmony dom of God,’ ’Resurrection,’
as well happy to enroll you, work with you
and the orderlyoperation
of the var- as 22 other basic doctrinal truths
will
iousdepartments,
the greatadvertis find my contents to be comprehensive
it
ing done.He showssome of the new and accurate. To get the most out of and render whatever assistance
releases. The good-will person is much me, I suggest that all who study me can at all times. Feel free to write.
encouraged and now desires to attend use the questions at the bottom of my Be among the ever-growing
ber
num
the congregation meetings.
pages and verify the Scriptural referof full-time praisers.
Be a pioneer!
ences
made
in
their
personal
copy
of
SCENEIII (10 min) In order
Bible. I must admit that I work
help publishers, brothers can be used the
efficiently
alongside
my two
to comment on things they got out of most
Braille
Literature
companions.
Use us together and you
assembly that were striking and that will find us spiritually
helpful and will
The Society has a limited number
can be used to get good-will or im- learn to cherish us among"
your
prized
mature persons to act, to help them possessions." Next book, represented
of copies of Can You Live Forever
to start associating with a congregapublisher, should present its points in Happiness on Earth? in Braille
tion and to engage in service. Broth- by
appeal, and then the third. Tie in raised characters for reading by the
ers may comment from floor, or se- of
lected ones may give brief comments the threebooksworkingas one unit. blind. These are available
on loan
from platform. All may be encouraged
SCENEIll (1 min) Conductor gives
to bring assembly features to those concluding comments, Help people who to blind persons for a period of two
who were unable to attend as vividly
have righteous hearts to have truth
after which they must lie
as possible. Assembly can be topic of at their fingertips. Aid them by know- weeks,
all gatherings and all conversations of ing the value of the books’ contents mailed back to the Society for use
Jehovah’s
witnesses
for
months,
by someone else. Return mailing inwhether at congregational meetings or and presenting them enthusiastically.
structions and a return-address label
other times of association and fellowship.
will be found inside the front cover
New Year--New
Quota
of each Braille booklet. Care must
September
starts
the
1954
service
Present Three Books
be taken not to damage these bookSCENEI (2 min) Conductor sets year, and the new quota should be lets. The cardboard sleeves in which
the theme, gives the facts and figures placed on the congregation
chart.
on the local congregation’s progress When the August report has been the booklet is received must be used
with the three-book offer thus far, and
for the remailing; consequently care
emphasizes all-out effort in August, posted, ascertain
the average numlast month of 1953 service year, of ber of publishers each month for the must be taken not to tear these
everyone to be a publisher.
New
opening the package. There
World Society Assembly spirit should past year and add :10 per cent to when
will be no charge for the loan of
nowreflect itself in the field service.
the new quota.
Points out most sets are placed in this to determine
these booklets. If all the booklets
house-to-house work. To obtain best! Remember, too, that our goal is to are out on loan when your request
results all must get out in the field’ reach this 10 per cent average inregularly and give the three books i
is received, we will place your name
the opportunity to speak for them- crease by the end of December, and on the list to receive a copy as soon
selves. No, it is not impossible to hear then strive for a 20 per cent peak as possible.
Write the Society at
and see the books speak. He directs
We did very 117 Adams Street,
giving your name
congregation’s attention to next scene. ; by the end of April.
well this service year. By Jehovah’s and address clearly,
asking for the
SCENEII (12 min) Three publishlet us do as Braille
ers on the platform representing any undeserved kindness,
edition
of Can You Live
Forever
in
Happiness
on Earth?
three of the late books. Following one well or better next year.

Awakening

the

New World
Translation
and Book in September
1 Every normal person desires
freedom. Although nations of peoples
have sweat, fought, bled and died
in order to secure freedom for themselves, yet they have never achieved
real freedom, but all are still slaves
of corruption. It is only God’s servants who have real freedom, because
they have been set free from enslavement to this old world through
the truth of God’s Word. In loving
obedience
to Jehovah’s
command,
and out of love for their fellow men,
Jehovah’s servants now unselfishly
preach the truths
that will help
others whoare still prisoners in this
old system of things to secure real
freedom.--Rom. 8 : 21, NW.
2 To help prisoners secure freedom, the combination offer of the
New World Translation
of the
Christian
Greek Scriptures
and a

Sleepers

hook will be presented during September, on ,a contribution
of $2.
Those who have been working in
the unassigned territory
may continue
during
September if they
wish. Others will be busy in city
territory.
3 All of God’s servants appreciate
the value of the New World Translation and the various book aids,
and this appreciation
can be best
shown by everyone’s sharing in the
presentation
of this offer. Do not
adopt the negative view that $2 is
too much and immediately
drop
down to a book offer.
If you are
convinced,
then you are ready to
convince the people that they too
need the New World Translation
and a book.
New Service Year
4 With September the new service
year begins, and all congregations
will fix their attention on the goal
CONGREGATION

Assisting
Young Publishers
Stock
Inventory
Z Avoiding the "Sunday school"
Two Stock Inventory forms (S-7)
Idea of training
children in true
are being sent to each congregaworship, Jehovah’s theocratic
ortion with this Informant.
An ac- ganization
places
almost wholly
tual-count
inventory of stock is to upon the parents the responsibility
to bring up their children "in the
be taken on September 1 and rediscipline
and authoritative
advice
corded on these forms accurately
of Jehovah." (Eph. 6: 4) However
and completely. All pioneers assothe congregation plays an important
ciated with congregations will take role
in assisting the young publisha count of their stock and turn in to ers associated,
just as it does the
the congregation
stock servant a older, more mature publishers.
2 When service arrangements are
signed slip showing how many 32made, children should not be negand 64-page booklets,
and books,
lected, but properly considered. Arthey have. The total for all pioneers rangements
should
be made for
associated
with your congregation
them to learn effective
ways of
will be shown at the bottom of the preaching the good news from house
to house as they grow to maturity,
Stock Inventory
form. Send the
physically
and spiritually.
The
original
to the Society not later
Watchtower (1/15/52)
stated:
"In
than September 5, and retain the apprenticing
the child in the minduplicate for your files.
istry the secret is to give it some
part in the actual work of preachfor
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1953 ing." Parents are responsible
training their children in field serv139,289Publishers
Ice, but occasionally
other mature
Monthly Field
Service
Report
ministers can assist in this regard.
Likewise, for variety,
sometimes
June Report
two young publishers
who are makAv. Av. Av.
progress in the ministry
may’
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. ing
work together.
As they grow older,
Sp’l Pios.
234 142.9 53.1
6.9 actual
experience
coupled
with
Pioneers
6,796 93.8 29.4
3.9
spiritual
maturity
will aid the
Co. Pubs. 138,315
9.1 2.8
.4
young publishers
to preach reguTotal Pubs.145,345
larly without too much direct assistance.
..... Public Meetings Held: 8,214

of 10 per cent average increase by
the end of December. Jehovah’s
servants cherish the real and true
freedom they now enjoy, and are, in
turn, happy to see thousands of others coming into the same freedom.
However, there must be no letup!
Continue to share in the increase by
helping yet other prisoners to secure
real freedom.
Coming Literature
Offers
September:
New World Translation and bound book on a contribution of $2.
October:
Awake! subscription
on
a contribution
of $1 ’with premium
of three booklets.
November
and December:
w
Ne
World Translation
and bound book
on a contribution of $2.
Publications
Now Available
Where Are the Dead? --Croatian
Theocratic
Concordance --French
ORGANIZATION
3 Young publishers
should be
made to feel they are an integral
part of the congregation and its activities.
In a proper manner they
should be encouraged and corrected
from time to time, so that they
will continue to advance to maturity
in the ministry.
Having a part in
congregation activities,
such as appearing in demonstrations occasionally and learning
to comment at
meetings In their own words, will
help them much in feeling they are
a part of the congregation.
Boys
should enroll in the ministry school
when old enough to profit from this
course so that helpful training and
counsel can be afforded
them in
becoming effective ministers of the
good news.
4 Servants should co-operate with
parents in training
their children
while having a share in congregation activity.
At the meetings, attendants
can assist
parents with
children In many ways, such as in
getting seated,
maintaining
order
and helping
them when it is reequired that they leave during th
meetings.
Likewise, while in the
service children can be given supplementary training
by servants
in
effective
field work. "Train up a
child in the way he should go: and
twhen he is old, he will not depar
from it."---Prov
22 : 6.

"WorshipJehovahin holy array."--P s. .29: 2, AS

SEPTEMBER, 1953
Helping

Prisoners

to

Secure

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Freedom

land and who long for real freedom
of the truth and its enlightening,
encouraging and uplifting
message.
Offer
Bible
and Book
calling
back upon, are good prosat the doors, will be found
pects for the combination.
Why not Here,
*The world today is like a vast
the ideal place to lay the groundpresent it to them ’immediately?
prison camp. Enslaved to the oldwork for good back-calls
and Bible
world system and its many forms They need it to make progress to- studies. Truly, there is no substitute
of evil and corruption
are the ma- ward liberty
and find the way to for the house-to-house work.
jority of the inhabitants.
How can freedom. But, after that is accom5 We ourselves
have been freed.
plished, what about a larger field in We want to stay free. So we want
those
who are honest
and love
righteousness
be set free from such which to sow this life-giving
mes- to express our appreciation for ,Jeenslavement and have the glorious
sage’.* Yes, the house-to-house work hovah’s provisions, our gratefulness
freedom that is the portion of the is the place meant. Here is where for the freedom we enjoy, by workchildren of God? (:[tom. 8: 21, NW) the "sheep" are to be found; here is ing to help others find this same dewhere the prisoners
can be con- lightful
To the many who are within this
freedom and the joy, happigroup of those who groan, yes, sigh tacted in great numbers; here is ness and blessings
that come with
and cry, we, as God’s children and where we are able to locate those it. Why not have an increased share
servants, can offer the means to gain who sigh and cry for the wicked of this by helping prisoners to sefreedom. How?
abominations that are done in the cure freedom?
2By means of the enlightening
truth found expressed so simply and
forcibly
in the New World TransNew Circuit
Servant
Schedule
lation of the Christian Greek ScripGreater
Emphasis
on
tures, and as presented in any one
ords of the congregation
to become
of the excellent
Bible study aid
familiar with its needs, having in
House-to-Horace
Ministry
books published by the Society, we
mind particularly
the publishers
*With thankful
hearts
we recan do the greatest amount of freewho require assistance
and also the
ceived
the
good
news
at
Yankee
ing. September’s offer will be this
publishers
who are qualified
to be
Stadium
that
the
circuit
servants
Bible and a book, for a $2 contribuused as teachers.
That evening he
would
be
spending
more
time
in
tion. And how can we best find the
will meet with all pioneers to disthe training of publishers for effec- cuss their
ones who are seeking for the truth
ministry
and how it
tive
house-to-house
preaching.
As
of
that sets one free? By going from
might be improved, and also to asSeptember
1,
1953,
the
new
arrangehouse to house, of course. Here is
certain
who among them will make
where the sheeplike
ones can most ment will go into effect and it is good teachers.
He will want to see
hoped
that
the
entire
organization
readily be found, fed and freed.
the pioneer daily record sheets for
for
spreading
the
glorious
Kingdom
3 We all know that the New World
the past year. After this will come
Translation is the best there is. We message will move forward in closer the service meeting and school, as
co-operation
and
with
greater
effechave studied it carefully,
know how
usual in the congregation,
followed
good its renditions
are, and are tiveness in the field. It is geared to by counsel on the part of the circuit
provide
more
personal
training
in
aware of the valuable contents it
servant.
the ministry for servants,
pioneers
s From Wednesday
to Friday
has for its possessor. We appreciate
and
congregation
publishers,
with
more fully what it has done for us
house-to-house
witnessing will be
a
view
to
their
being
better
minand, with that knowledge in mind,
arranged,
both mornings and afterand representatives
of the noons. The circuit servant will train
it is going to be an easy matter for isters
New
World
society.
us to present it in a very convincing
publishers to give an effective wit2 The circuit servant’s schedule is hess and make a good presentation
and effective manner..lust tell people in your own words how much it
a full one and will require planning of. the literature,
also to make hackhas meant to you, how you have and co-operation
by everyone in the calls and conduct Bible studies. He
benefited from its pages, the joy, congregation.
train servants and
All publishers should will particularly
satisfaction
and comfort you have regard his visit as a grand oppor- other mature publishers so that they
derived from studying and reading
will be prepared to continue instructo receive personal instrucit. A few appropriate
texts can be tunity
tion of less mature and new pubtion
and
training,
and
they
should
selected and read to the person to
ishers after he is gone.
therefore organize their personal af4 A congregation
book study will
give him a sample of" its clarity,
fairs
to devote as much time as be scheduled for Wednesday night,
simplicity and forceful expression.
possible to field service during that
1rid others for Thursday and Friday
Preach at the Doors
are more than one.
week. On Tuesday afternoon
the where there
4Persons
with
whom we are
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
studying the Bible, or whom we are circuit servant will check the recTake

Part

in

House-to-House

Ministry

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
"Baptizing Them"
"Go therefore and make disciples of
people of all the nations, baptizing
them," said Jesus; and he promised
that he would back up and support
With Bible
and Book
New World Translation
judiciously
such activity on the part of his foland snares.
lowers. (Matt. 28: 19, NW)The "Year1Why do you prefer
the New avoids these pitfalls
book" shows that this baptizing work World Translation.
3 "Also, we know that the original
of the Christian
is being done m all nations, the world Greek Scriptures?
Bible was written
in the living
Would you recover. :In the Far East, for example.
(132) In Latin America. (135) In
ommend that others obtain a copy language of the people of that day,
islands of the sea. (87) All of this of this Bible and use it for their
Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek. Many
marks a transformation
in the lives
are
of people, for it means they set out personal study? Undoubtedly, all of of our older Bible translations
upon a new pattern of living.
written in an old-style
English that
Jehovah’s
servants
will unaniWhile individual congregations some- mously agree that everyone seeking
we no longer
speak today.
This
times hold their own baptismal servin
ices, assemblies of Jehovah’s people an accurate knowledge of the Bible greatly increases the difficulty
the Bible.
On the
and the way that leads to life should understanding
provide
splendid
occasions
for
a
public
declarution of one’s dedication. (151,
a copy of the New World
other hand, the translators
of the
269) Sometimes it is the circuit serv- have
New World Translation
have proant himself who assists,
either by Translation.
2To people
who ask why they
vided a translation for the spiritual
giving the baptismal talk or actually
doing the immersing. (178, 221)
should get a copy of the New World instruction
of others and, thereReports show, too, that a person Translation
fore, have rendered it in language
when they have their
does not necessarily
have to study
reply that you and I use every day. To
for a year or longer to see and ap- own Bible, we may tactfully
preciate the need for baptism. In the as follows: "Since the time of the show you what I mean let’s compare
Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan i 14th century many English transyour Bible
with the New World
new publishers
are baptized after i
on the Scripture
pasthree months of study. (209) In Co-: lations of the inspired writings of Translation
lombia it is the same. (134)
Christ’s disciples
have been made. ysages at James 1:6 and 2 Timoth
Even ancient customs that allow All of these have their
There are many other wonown com- 3:l-5.
women little
freedom do not now prebut I suggest that
mendable features.
Much good has derful features,
vent baptism on the part of new sisters. (208) Persons baptized often been accomplished
by them and yet you find them out for yourself by
need continued help to keep in service will be. At the present,
however, accepting this Bible and book on a
regularly until they are spiritually
reasonable contribution of $2."
strong and able to stand on their own there is a growing demand for a very
4 If some inquire about the adfeet,as shownby the reportfromFin- more accurate and up-to-date
Bible
land.(159,160)Doesthe increase translation.
Many prominent Bible vantages of having a personal copy
your congregation
producecandidates
we
for baptism from time to time? Do not scholars, educators, newspapers and of the New World Translation
fail to help new ones appreciate this magazines have publicly lauded the can enthusiastically
inform them
important step and understand what improvement
that the translation
is based on the
of the more recent
it means.
and reliable
manutranslations
in comparison with old most ancient
Theocratic Tactfulness
scripts available.
Also, it has the
English ones. Bible scholars also
"Proveyourselves
cautiousas ser- agree on the fact that while both old advantages of the latest scholarship
pentsand yet innocentas doves"was and new English translations
have and research on ancient languages.
part
of thedisciples.
instruction
Jesusgave
to their points of merit, often they The Bible also features
marginal
is twelve
(Matt.
10: 16,
NW) Thereare all kindsof situationshave fallen victim to bias and pre- references
and footnotes,
and a
encounteredin preaching-the good ferred religious
views, ¯ and human, i system of tracing outstanding Bible
newsthatrequiretact.At timesit is
subjects
from
Matthew
to
Revelahave been interwoven
the tactful reply that will close the traditions
into them. Christ Jesus taught that tion.
The appendix is also notemouths of those who cause us trouble,
as shown by the report from Greece.
should be
traditions
of creed-bound men worthy and reference
(176) Again, what sometimes appears the
at first to be a closed mind may be make the commandments and teach- made to the maps and illustrations.
5
When
talking
to
the
people,
alopened by skillful use of tact. (114)
ings of God of no power and effect.
Witnessing in some parts of the
(Matt.
15:6,
NW)
Although
imlow
them
to
examine
the
Bible
and
world is very difficult because of the proved translations
are available,
encourage them to read a few passtrong hold of false religion upon the
people. Such circumstances
require
they are not easily obtained due to sages. Then encourage them to properseverance, consideration of the liv- the fact that they are very ex- cure this outstanding
combination
ing and thinking habits of the people, pensive and thus beyond the reach on a .$2 contribution:
it will be to
and use of tact. Have you had to work
under conditions similar to those our of the average person’s income. The their spiritual edification.
brothers cope with" in Eire? (119, 120)
Perhaps you have come across homes Circuit Servant
(Cont’d)
witnessing,
with a public lecture
where servants
always answer your Magazine house-to-house
work may and Watchtower study in the afterknock. In Hong Kong the brothers
have a rather novel way of overcoming be arranged before the study, and noon or evening, and a final 30-minthe servant barrier, appealing to the after the study the circuit servant ute service talk by the circuit servcuriosity of the householder himself.
Perhaps it would work at times for will talk to the group for about ant.
The circuit servant will continue
you. (187)
15 minutes¯ Saturday morning and
When working in a strongly relito spend the week of the circuit aswill be devoted to storegious community where you meet with afternoon
to-store
and house-to-house
work sembly with the congregation where
a constant barrage of sharp answers,
the assembly is to be held. During
do you try changing your tactics
in with magazines.
Early Saturday
order to achieve better results? See evening the circuit servant will meet the week prior to the assembly the
how the brothers
in Finland were with all Society-appointed
district
servant will be assigned
servants
successful in this at one home. (159)
and a meet- with the circuit servant, for trainTo know when to speak and when and study conductors;
not to speak, what to say and what ing with the entire
ing publishers
and to offer appronot to say, requires keen mental per- will follow at 8 p.m. congregation
Sunday morn- priate counsel and instruction to the
ception. We can learn much from the
(Continued on page 4, col. 1)
experiences of our brothers.
ing will be devoted to house-to-house

Publications
Now Available
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
NewWorldTranslationof the Hebrew
,scriptures
Thefirst demonstration
belowwill help publisherspresentthe Bible and book (Vol. l) (t hi) (Rates sameas No7
combinationin September,giving an effective short talk at the doors. The
--English
seconddemonstrationdeals with maturity and the necessity for publishers to "’MakeSure of All Things" (ms
)
(Cashitem.
be regular in house-to-house
ministry.
75e)
--English
"’NewHeavensand a NewEarth" (nh)--English
the
past
year
and
may
need
assistance
After
Armageddon--God’s
New
World
(aa)
SCENEI (6 min) Publisher introthis year from the regular publish--English
duces himself to householder
and in
presents "New World Translation
of ers who have overcome their problems. Basis for Belief in a NewWorld(bn) --English
can become regular publishers
Tracts" The Sign of Christ’s Presence(T9)
the Christian Greek Scriptures"
and All
the proper approach to the
Man’sOnlyHopefor Peace(Tl0)) Wh
ich I s
book offer. However, householder re- through
Irregular publisher in audithe Right Religion?(Tll) DoYouBelieve in
marks that he has a Bible and has problem
ence
raises
his
hand
and
objects,
"But
Evolution
or
the
Bible?
(TI2)
--English
tried to read it, but could not under- brother how can I be a regular pub- "’Preachthe Word’"
--Testimonyin 30
(tb)
stand what he read and would therelanguages
when my secular
work keeps
fore hardly be interested in obtaining lisher
Hopefor the Dead (TJ-S)The Trinianything else. Publisher immediately me busy until late every day and Tracts
ty--Divine Mysteryor PaganMyth?(T6-S)
Sunday is my only day with my famisees opportunity to show- outstanding ly?"
The question is referred to the
HowValuableIs the Bible? (TT-S); Life in
value of "New World Translation" and audience
and they offer such suggesa NewWorldITS-S)
--Spanish
book as an aid to this person. He tells
"’Equipped
for EveryGoodWork" --Hollandish
tions
as,
"Take
your
family
with
you
householder that his remark about not in the service on Sunday. If they do "’Let GodBe
True"
Ilocano
understanding the Bible reminds him not believe, then you will set the proper "The Kingdom
Is at Hand"
--Portuguese
of similar incident in the Bible where
Truth Shall MakeYou Free" --Tagalog
a God-fearing person expressed the example before them by going in serv- "The
and your example of "’This MeansEverlastingLife"
--Afrikaans,
same thing in substance, and how Je- ice yourself,
French,Greek,Slovak. Twi.Ukrainian,Xosa.
faithfulness
and regular worship may
hovah caused a servant of his to meet assist
them.
When
we
were
going
to
Yoruba,
Zulu
this person and aid him in getting a
--Finnish,
we went regularly
each Sun- WhatHasReligionDonefor Mankind?
proper understanding of the Bible. By church
icelandic, Spanish.Swedish
day, or at least once or twice a month;
this time the publisher has opened a so
we should be able to spend the CanYouLive Foreverin Happinesson Earth?
copy of the "New World Translation"
--Cebu-Visayan,
Ibanag(symbol-IG),indoneand begins to read the account in Acts same time or more in proper worship
sian, Japanese,Russian.Turkish
8:26-35 concerning Philip’s aiding the Perhaps you can locate a different job Evolution
versus
The
NewWorld--Chinese.
Hebrew,
Ethiopian eunuch in understanding the so you can have more free tithe, etc."
H01iandish,Norwegian.
Portuguese,Spanish
Brother expresses thanks for suggesprophecy of Isaiah.
God’s
Way
Is
Love
--German.
Greek,
Italian.
Publisher shows similarity
of work tions and says he will try to do better.
Polish,Russian,Slovak,Spanish,Twi
sister raises her hand and says,
of God’s servants at this time and how "IAhave
Religion Meetthe WorldCrisis?--Arabic.
four children and an unbe- Will
the "New World Translation"
and lieving husband,
Armenian,
Bicolano.]be, Icelandic, Pampango,
so I find it almost
book are aids toward getting a clear
P0hsh.Siamese,Ukrainian.Yoruba
impossible to get out." Audience re- Songbook
and correct understanding
of God’s sponds.
--Spanish
"The sisters meet during the
purposes.
To illustrate
he reads
you could work with them, tak2 Peter 3:5-7 (NW) and then shows week;
with you
briefly how chapter XXI in "Let God ing one or two children
Leather
Bound Bibles
while the others are in school; a
Be True" will help in understanding.
sister offers to stay with the very
Householder appreciates point of illusBoth the New World Translation
young children
while she goes in
tration and is anxious to contribute
service during week; perhaps husband of the Christian Greek ,Scriptures
for Bible and book combination.
of
will care for children; must be exam- and the New World Translation
the Hebrew Scriptures
(Vol. I) are
SCENEII (6 min) Publisher
preple of devotion to Jehovah, as serving
him
means
eternal
life
for
children
sents "New World Translation"
and
available with green leather binding.
book offer to householder, whereupon as well as you; no greater heritage
householder says he has his own Bible, for children than ministry,
etc.’" Pioneers may obtain these for $5 a
Watchtower," 1/15/52)
the "King James Version." Publisher
copy, and congregations
for $6.50.
points
out that the "King James
A third irregular publisher
raises Cash must accompany orders.
Version" was written in 1611 in the his hand and says, "I put in a few
archaic English of Shakespeare’s day. hours for four months, but the other
He asks householder if he finds it months, I don’t know why. but I just
Lost
and Found
much easier to read and understand
didn’t do any service.
Can you help
his daily newspaper than one of me?" Audience responds" "Arrange a
Articles
lost and found at both
Shakespeare’s
plays in Old English schedule of service and study and keep
City
with its "thees," "thous," "thys," and it, setting aside specific times to engage Yankee Stadium and Trailer
words such as "forbear,"
"curst,"
in service. Attend congregation book are now being held at the fac"giveth,"
etc A comparision of the studies and work with group. Brother
Brothers
text at Matthew 5:22 in the "King from his area offers to assist by call- tory at J17 Adams Street.
who lost
items during the conJames Version" with that of the "’New ing and taking him along in his terriWorld Translation"
is suggested by tory. etc." All are thankful for assistthe publisher. He points out the clarity ance. Other practical suggestions may vention may write for them, giving
of expression and meaning in the "New be offered to assist the ones suffering a full and complete description.
World Translation"
and then show’s from irregularity.
Please mark the outside
of your
how footnote at bottom of page aids
envelopes
"Lost and Found."
in better understanding
the text.
SCENE
II
(5
min)
Conductor
sums
Through the footnote an additional
up the information gained from disfeature, the appendix, can be evalu- cussing the problems of three irregular
ated by its information on the word publishers,
Congregation
and
pointing out how we must
"Gehenna," page 766.
properly our dedication to
Pioneer
Supplies
Publisher gives short talk on Reve- evaluate
in relation to our secular oclation 21:1-4 and ties it in with "Let Jehovah
Supplies for the 1954 service year
and other problems.
He
God Be True",
chapter
XXII He cupations
notes
that
the ones who work closely
are enclosed with this Informant:
briefly shows scope of book and explains howit compares Scripture texts with the organization, lean on Jehovah monthly report cards and a Congreand helps in understanding.
House- for his spirit’s guidance and study Je- gation Progressive
Report sheet.
holder agrees to take offer for $2 con- hovah’s Word regularly
at home and
tribution.
at the meetings are the ones who are Pioneers an([ special pioneers will
spiritually
healthy, mature, regular
their supplies direct,
as
SCENE III
(3 min) Summary by publishers. Close co-operation between receive
follows.
Pioneers:
monthly report
conductor to emphasize presenting
the regular and irregular ones makes
the offer at every door.
cards and Daily Record sheets.
the congregation stronger. Real diligent effort must be put forth by all,
Special
pioneers:
monthly Report
SCENE I (10 min.) Conductor em- but each one’s being a regular house- and Allowance Request forms and
phasizes the need for each publisher
to-house publisher in the new service
to display maturity by being a regular year will bring blessings of expansion Daily Record sheets. All other suphouse-to-house publisher during the to the organization and maturity to its plies should be ordered in the regunew service year. Manyhave failed in members.
lar manner.

Awakening
theSleepers
Prepare to Present Awake?
1To awake from sleep into the
brilliant
light of day is quite an
experience.
When Jehovah gives the
command to cease sleeping, his children vigorously respond by rising to
a condition of energetic activity in
the light of his Word. (Eph. 5:14,
NW) Behind are the heavy slumberings and dreams of old-world vanities and ahead are the prospects of
new-world blessings.
Awake! magazine helps to rouse persons from
slumbering indifference
to a keen
realization
and appreciation
that a
new day has dawned.
2 Never before has the command
to awake been more appropriate
and
demanding than now, when thousands sleep unaware that Christ
Jesus, the new world’s King, is ruling in the midst of his enemies. Last
October, 107,394 new subscribers
were given the opportunity
to observe the flashing
beams of light
from Awake! magazine’s beacon of
truth-filled
pages. Will you be ready
to give many more the same opportunity this October? You will be, if
you prepare in advance, keeping in
mind that
you must be awake to
present
Awake! to the sleeping
world.--Rom. 13 : 11.
3During the month of October

you will have two issues of Awake
!
specially
suited for presentation.
Read them over carefully,
and alert
your mind to tim appealing
high
lights,
so that you will be well
equipped to call these points to the
attention
of those who are tossing
and turning
in an uneasy sleep.
Make sure you have sufficient
copies
of these magazines on hand for distribution
(two S-66 forms are enclosed), as well as sufficient
sub-

CONGREGATION

House-to-House Ministry

"Every publisher
a regular
house-to-house
preacher
of good
news !" has been the Informant slogan. The goal of every congregation
should be to have everyone a wellqualified minister, able to effectively
preach the good news from house to
house, present the offer, make return visits
and start and conduct
Bible studies. With congregation activity properly organized, all publishers
who love Jehovah and sincerely desire to have a part in the
great work he is directing
can and
will be assisted to become regular in
the house-to-house ministry.
2Reports
show that
approximately 72 per cent of all Kingdom
publishers
in the United States
Circuit Servant
(Cont’d)
share to some extent in this basic
circuit
servant.
Circuit servants
part of the witness work. A good
will notify the congregation
servnumber are mature ministers,
able
ant in advance when the district
to go alone and to train
others,
servant will accompany him for a while some have not yet matured to
week.
the point of witnessing alone at the
The week of the circuit
servdoor ; and approximately
42,000
ant’s visit will be a busy but profitnever engage in house-to-house
able and joyful one. Jehovah’s serv- preaching.
This means that conants realize that they have the most siderable
training
work must be
important work on earth to do, and done. All qualified
servants, pioneers
they want to know how to do it
mature publishers,
as called to
best. Hence they will look forward and
our attention at the world assembly,
to the circuit servant’s visit, share should have in mind training others
in its benefits to the full, and then to become active and effective
in
continue
to apply what they have the house-to-house
ministry.--Acts
learned in ’thoroughly
accomplish20 : 20.
ing the ministry.’
a Congregation
servants
should
know the teaching abilities
of maUNITED
STATES
QUOTA FOR 1953
ture publishers,
and also those who
139,289 Publishers
need house-to-house
training.
Under
MonthlyField Service Report the congregation servant’s direction
July Report
book study conductors will assign
Av.
Av.
Av.
mature publishers qualified to teach
Pubs.
Hrs.
B-C
Bi. St.
to train one or more new or less maSp’l Pios.
213
94.6 30.7
4.6
ture publishers.
Individuals
priviPioneers
6,734
56.5 16.0
2.9
leged to have a part in this training
Co. Pubs.
120,786
6.3
1.8
.3
work should assist
the assigned
Total Pubs. 127,733
publishers
as often as possible unPublic
Meetings Held: 3,131
til they are able to witness alone

subscription slips. Three booklets will
be given free with each year’s subscription.
Publishers will remit 90
cents.

You ’shepherds of the flock,’ see
to it that effective presentations are
featured
on the service meetings,
and definite
arrangements are made
to assist all needy ones to share in
the blessings of this featured activity. This can be the greatest Awake!
campaign ever,
as Jehovah continues to prosper his organization
and many more share in awakening
the sleepers.

ORGANIZATION
and, in turn, teach others. Put this
arrangement
into operation
right
away. When your circuit
servant
visits, he will work with publishers,
offer appropriate
counsel and instruction to servants and publishers
carrying out the training
work and
also personally
assist
as many as
possible of those being trained.
He
will see to it that your organization
for training
is functioning
effectively.
4 Definite time should be set aside
for the house-to-house
ministry.
Every Sunday morning all publishers are encouraged to be at the contact point by 9:30 and to spend a
minimum of two hours presenting
the offer from house-to-house.
Many
can be trained during this period;
and, after presenting the offer for
two hours, they can he taught to
make back-calls.
Activity for group
work and individuals
assigned to
work together
should be arranged
during the week. Congregation book
study conductors will want to schedule house-to-house
magazine work
before the book study and take the
lead then, as well as on Sunday and
on back-call night.
When starting
new publishers,
why not train them in the house-tohouse ministry at the outset? Houseto-house
Magazine Day activity,
after only a little
training, affords
an excellent
opportunity
for new
publishers
and ones being trained
to present the offer.
Continue to
work with them regularly
and guide
them to become mature ministers.
6 With servants, pioneers and mature publishers co-operating in this
training,
and with the ones being
assisted
taking advantage of this
loving provision
to advance their
ministry,
every Kingdom publisher
will soon be a regular
house-tohouse minister
of the good news.
--1 Tim. 4:15, 16, NW.

"’worship Jehovahin holy array."--Ps. 29: 2, AS.
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Awakening
Arouse

Slumberers

the
to

Use Awake!
with
Premium
1 Asleep in the deep night of the
old world are many millions
of
persons who have no knowledge of
God’s Word of truth.
And the same
is true of the vast majority of mankind today when it comes to knowing the facts behind what goes on in
the world. These persons need the
truth,
which will act as an alarm
clock to awaken and alert them to
world conditions
and the cause and
remedy for universal distress.
It is
the privilege
of New World society
members to actively serve in awakening the sleepers
from their
slumber. Everlasting
sleep awaits
them if they are not aroused now
and helped to favorable
new-world
activity.--Eph.
5:16, NW.
U During October,
to make the
offer of a one-year subscription on a
contribution of $1 even more attractive, three booklets will be given
free. Publishers will remit 90 cents
for each new subscription.
With
such an excellent
and varied magazine as Awake/ to offer, it should
not be very difficult for each congregation publisher to obtain at least
one subscription, and pioneers, four.
In the campaign last year United
States publishers,
132,640 of them,
obtained 107,394 subscriptions.
Now,
with approximately 150,000 publishers, how many subscriptions
do you
think will be taken? Shall we be
able to make it an all-time
peak?
Last year, by Jehovah’s undeserved
kindness, we increased our hours in
the field .and rose well above the
previous peak of 78,888 subscriptions set in October of 1950. Over
28,500 more! Will we do better this
time ?
A GoodStart Necessary
a We can and will if each publisher will get off to a good start
this year. Yes, hit it hard right from
October 1, right from the very first
door we call on, and keep stressing
Awake! down to the last day of the
month. Engage in house-to-house

Circuit

Sleepers
New World

Alertness

ministry
every Sunday, and offer
Awake! at every door.
4 Be familiar with the magazine’s
contents
and thus use the awakening message most effectively.
In this
way more and more people will become acquainted
with Awake! and
be alerted by its enlightening
and
eye-opening features.
Use the material found in its pages, which you
enjoy" so much, to arouse the interest
of the person to whom you
are presenting
Awake! Phrase the
points found in it in your own words
and see the effect as you enthusiastically
and convincingly
present
it. Remember, you will have two
issues to work with this month, designed to appeal to all persons.
5Do we not feel and know that
the old world needs to have an
alarm sounded? Are not world conditions such that they practically
shout aloud the sadly neglected condition of the people? Why not obey
the command to "awaken the sleepers" by helping them to meet, see,
obtain and read Awake! and appreciate its full value. Offer it to everyone and at every opportunity.
Help
them to awaken and see the light
of the new-world day that leads to
life. Awake! is a valuable stimulant
for a drowsy world. Use it to best
advantage during October.
Keeping

the

Goal

in

View

This is October, the second month
of the new service year. Remember
that our goal each year is to achieve
a 10 per cent average increase by
the end of December, and a 20 per
cent peak by the end of April. This
increase
is to be based upon the
previous year’s average number of
publishers.
By Jehovah’s undeserved
kindness, we reached this goal last
year. It will require effort and planning on the part of all servants and
publishers if we are going to do so
this year. Keep the goal in view!
Let everyone be a house-to-house
preacher!

BROOKLYN N.Y.
Assemblies

Resume

Everyone
to Attend
and Support
1With
memories
of the
New
World Society Assembly still
fresh
in mind, Jehovah’s people look forward to another
progressive
year
of theocratic activity. Yes, the longlooked-for and prayed-for world assembly has come and gone, but the
blessings imparted there will reach
over many years to strengthen
and
enlighten
those who love and serve
Jehovah. Assembling together is indeed a provision
from Jehovah and
we appreciate his loving care in this
regard.
We were thankful to learn
that circuit
assemblies throughout
the country would resume shortly
after the world assembly. Assembly
blessings will therefore continue to
be enjoyed regularly
by Jehovah’s
people.
2 Last February the circuits in the
United States
were revamped to
keep pace with the expansion
of
true worship.
This will mean, in
most cases, getting acquainted with
publishers
in congregations
that
were formerly a part of other circuits;
but we are all one happy
family, and it does not take Jehovah’s witnesses
long to get acquainted
when assembling
and
working together in holy array. So,
when the circuit
assembly for your
circuit is announced, make definite
plans to attend
and share in the
many blessings.
Remember, it is
your assembly. Participate
to the
full and make it a success.
Engagein Field Service
a Likewise, in attending
the assembly, do not forget that field service is an integral part of each circuit
assembly. During each assembly, immediately put to good use the practical instruction
you receive from
the platform on house-to-house witnessing.
You do not have to wait
until you return home to make practical application of the information
that you receive.
There will be
house-to-house
and store-to-store
witnessing as well as advertising to
be done. You will receive
much
more from the assembly-if you share
in the field service.
Sunday morn(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Around the
with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

Clean Worship
"Therefore,
since we have these
promises, beloved ones, let us cleanse
ourselves of every defilement of flesh
and spirit, perfecting holiness in God’s
fear." (2 Cor. 7: 1, NW)Members
the New World society are careful to
conform to the high standards,
both
moral and spiritual,
that
Jehovah
sets forth in his Word. (102)
The "Yearbook" report from Costa
Rica shows that there is real pleasure
and blessing in bringing one’s course
of living into harmony with Jehovah’s
requirements.
(136) There must
firmness on the part of the organization in aiding newly associated persons to see and meet these requirements, so that the spiritual health of
the congregations is not impaired by
contamination with old-world standards. (155) And yet there should be
kindly spirit of helpfulness in dealing
with persons who are just learning of
the new world and who need assistance m these matters. (179)
If anyone feels that his problems are
too great to be straightened out, refer to the report from Nicaragua and
see how Jehovah blessed the action
taken by individual brothers in that
land. (222)
We should never conclude that holding to the Bible standards will in any
way retard the growth of the organization. Rather, just the opposite will
be true, as shown by the report from
Mexico. (211, 213) In Chile the determination to hold close to Jehovah’s
standards did not hinder progress at
all last year. (129) Jehovah blesses
those individuals
and congregations
that practice clean worship. It is the
only worship that has his approval.
--Also see commentson pages 121, 200,
235 and 246.
Suffering for Righteousness
"For if someone because of conscience toward God bears up under
afflictions and suffers unjustly, this is
a thing agreeable
with God."
(1 Pet. 2: 19-25, NW)This means following the example and course of
Christ Jesus, which is the way of
gaining Jehovah’s approval. Consider
the report from Cyprus and see how
our brothers there continue undaunted
by violent persecution. (142, 143)
When one appreciates
the great
issue now before all creation and he
understands that reproach from the
Devil’s old world is to be expected,
then he is not dismayed and discouraged by such experiences. He realizes
that, in the long run, such works beneficially to himself and others of good [
will who observe his stand for what
is right.--See the report from Dominican Republic, pages 146 and 147.
Even in violent, false-religious
[
strongholds persecution of Jehovah’s
servants brings the great issue to the
fore and causes many honest ones to]
make a right choice. It is certainly so
in Greece today, all efforts to the contrary notwithstanding.
(175) It must
be borne in mind that opposition in
modern times does not always mean
"goat," as it did not mean so in the
case of Saul of Tarsus¯ (220, 221)
It is true, as in the days of the early
church, that heated opposition that
scatters
our brothers often means a
wider witness is given. And the courageous attitude of God’s servants in
standing firm against satanic villainy
sometimes moves to theocratic
action
those who have long stood on the sidelines and watched. (249)

By Means
of Awake!
To obtain
subscriptions
for
Awake! one must be able to convince open-minded people that this
journal is what they need and want.
Familiarity
with the contents
and
enthusiastic presentations are therefore very essential.
For example, a
publisher
might introduce
himself
as engaged in a world-wide
Bible
educational
program, and then continue to this effect:
2 "As you know, there are hundreds of magazines and periodicals
covering the newsstands that deal
with fiction or are filled
with the
opinions and philosophies
of men.
Such material
does nothing to improve the lot of the people in a way
that really counts. But Awake’ is
constructive
and forward-looking,
and it deals with facts that are not
only interesting
but also vital to
new-world living, it is a journal for
serious-thinking
persons, yet it is
not lacking m human interest.
Above
all, it will acquaint you with the
most important
truth
you could
possibly learn, concerning the establishment of God’s kingdom for the
blessing of persons who desire and
look forward to a world much better
than the present one in which we
live. Awake! will show you how the
happenings of these times were foretold in the Bible and why they presage a new world now at hand.
Awake! is interested
in keeping you
alert and alive to the vital issues of
the day. A subscription for one year
is only $1, and these three booklets
are given free. Then the publisher

might select the article
"Awake! Is
Thirty-four"
(10/8 issue)
or another good article
and discuss it
briefly,
at the same time demonstrating the journal’s features.
3 Do not forget renewals on subscriptions taken last year. The Bible
study servant will transfer to slips
the names and addresses
of last
year’s subscribers (from S-10 sheets)
and give these to congregation book
study conductors for the publishers.
Following
is a suggested
way of
approach to encourage subscribers
to renew.
"Last year we were happy to include your name with hundreds of
thousands of other subscribers
for
Awake. t magazine. I hope you have
enjoyed the articles
presented in
Awake! The valuable information
in
just a few issues is worth the small
cost of the subscription.
Awake!
subscribers
are usually anxious to
renew their subscriptions
so as not
to miss an issue,
although
sometimes the rush and bustle of daily
life causes persons to overlook the
renewal notice in the magazine. Our
records show that your subscription is about to expire [or has expired] and I would like to assist you
in extending it for another year. The
subscription rate is still the same,
only $1 for 24 issues¯
I can take
your renewal right now and save
you the trouble of writing."
If a
renewal is obtained,
there may be
sufficient
interest
to have in mind
a later
return visit
and a home
Bible study. Do not overlook this
possibility.

Assemblies
Resume
(Cont’d)
ing has been reserved for house-tohouse activity on the part of all, so
that all publishers
can begin immediately to apply the good points
on house-to-house
ministry
presented at the Saturday night activity meeting. Bring sufficient magazines and literature
with you and
have a full share in house-to-house
and other witnessing activity.
4 Since circuit assembly locations
are usually not too far from each
congregation in the circuit,
why not
make it a special point to take persons of good will with you to the
assembly?
Have them attend
the
baptismal discourse Saturday afternoon to get acquainted
with dedi-

cation responsibilities,
and perhaps
they will symbolize their dedication
to do Jehovah’s
will.
Of course,
Sunday’s activity will be of particular interest
to good-will persons,
and arrangements
should be made
well in advance to help them attend
on this day, if they are unable to
take advantage
of the entire
assembly. By your attending every day
of the assembly and assisting others
to attend, the benefits of the circuit
assembly
will
reach even more
persons. Utilize its practical
and
timely instruction to the full as you
worship Jehovah in holy array.
Publication
Now Available
Evolution
versus The New World
---German

Pioneers
Increasing
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
Since the world assembly
more
The first demonstration below features the presentation of "Awake!" The
second demonstration illustrates the use of "MakeSure of All Things" in and more pioneers are being added
house-to.houseministry.
to the list
every day. Have you
’written
for your pioneer applicaSCENEI (4 min.) Chairman disSCENE i (3 min) Publisherwork- tion yet? Have you reviewed your
cusses "Awake!" campaign, using ish
t
i
sues of "Informant" of past few years ing from house to house w
to see whether you can
offeris con- position
to show what was accomplished.
He "Awake!"subscription
who, althougharrange to devote 100 hours a month
stresses point that dignity of message frontedby householder
requires clean, neat dress and thor- havingreadseveralcopiesof the mag- to field activity?
If so, then you
ough preparation of presentation. Last- azine,objectsto it becauseit speaksshould be on the pioneer list.
Why
ing impressions are made by first
againstotherreligions.
He feelsthat
thereis somegoodin allreligions,
that not plan to start
November 1 by
contact of witness.
allaremerelytraveling
different
roadsrequesting
SCENE II (4 min) Neat, clean,
a pioneer
application
friendly-looking publisher is seen ap- to the same happy end, and that it now?
proaching door. Businesslike, his pres- wouldbe muchbetterfor all religions
entation in mind, he prepares to meet to work togetherand try to exerta
When a pioneer
moves from one
on peoplewho do not go
householder. Rings bell, waits pa- goodinfluence
to another and intends to
tiently and then cheerfully greets to church. He claimsthat "Awake!" country
to divideratherthanto unite be gone for a period of six months
householder as door opens: "Good serves
peoplefor a good cause.Publisher or less, he should send his reports
morning. I’m Mr. --, and I’m calling
that if householderwantsto back to the Society’s branch office
on the people who are interested
in states
thereis goodin allreligions,
improving their
understanding
of believe
is hisright,but the Bibleshows in his home country. If he is going
world conditions
and seeing more that
differently.
"Where?"
inquireshousepeaceful times on earth. As an honest- holder.’Well,
be gone for more than six months,
I don’tknowexactly, to
hearted person, I am sure you would
should immediately request the
like to see a righteous world, wouldn’t but I know thereare many scriptureshe
to transfer
his pioneer
that show God does not approveall Society
you?" Householder responds favorably.
butonlythe trueworship,"records to the branch office in the
Publisher continues: "I have found a religions,
answerspublisher.
But the publishercountry to which he is going. Addimagazine that gives much information
to givea convincalong such lines and I would like you is justnotprepared
he will write a letter to
witness,and nothingworthwhile tionally,
to see it. ’Awake!’ is the name and ing
the Society
in that country upon
it costs only $1 a year." He produces is accomplished.
latest copy and begins to point out
SCENE II (6 min) Second pub- arrival,
advising of his plans; and
how "Awake!" constantly supplies im- lisher, who is equipped with his copy then he will send his monthly reportant reformation concerning world :of "Make Sure of All Things", calls
ports to that office. Missionaries, of
conditions and directs people to God’s at a home and receives substantially
"Word for hope. To housewives it ap- the same argument from householder.
course, always proceed as directed
peals with articles
on food, sewing He expresses
himself as glad that by the president’s office.
and fashions; for students, articles on householder has taken time to read
science, medicine, geography and his- several issues of "Awake:" and also
tory; for everyone, stories
on the says that he is pleased to have housewonderful things of nature and in- holder’s honest opinion of the magaConvention
Photographs
teresting
customs of other peoples
zine. Then he takes out his copy of
"But we have so many magazines we !"Make Sure of All Things" and turns
In response to many requests,
the
will not be able to read it," house- to "Interfaith,"
starting
with page
has made photographs
of
holder objects. Publisher tactfully
187. :He points out to householder that Society
shows that "Awake!" takes little time there are only two roads to travel, a the New World Society Assembly of
to read, yet, unlike the great majority fright and a wrong, and inquires if Jehovah’s Witnesses. A set of six,
of other magazines, offers real hope. i householder has read these particular
size S" x 10", showing fourteen difhouseholder
subscribes.
After pub- scriptures on the subject. Fie goes on
lisher leaves she is heard remarking to show (p. 186) that merely taking ferent scenes of the convention, may
on courtesy,neatness and intelligentthe name of God is not sufficient
to be obtained on a contribution of $1.
presentation
of witness.
She willlook get to the "same happy end." In fact,
There is also available an 8" x 24"
forwardto receiving
*’Awake!"
the "many roads, one destiny" idea is photograph
giving a panoramic view
SCENEIII (4 min) Publisher
is a misleading principle that can keep
shown just concluding
his weekly one from true worship and is really of the stadium during the public
the lecture
study with a family group. Speaking only another way to describe
on Sunday.
This one is
to head of the home, he asks, "Did you broad road that leads to destruction.
especially
suitable for framing and
read the article on ’Hypnotism’ in the (P. 186)
should be bung in every Kingdom
last copy of ’Awake!’ I left you?"
Jesus would not recognize religious
When a negative answer is received,
leaders as "brothers,"
nor did he !Hall. It may be had for $2. Orders
publisher quickly brings out his copy overlook differences
as "petty" and for these photographs may be placed
and points out that hypnotism through refrain from pointing out the shortaccompanied by remitconditioning
can be used to induce comings of professed servants of God. immediately,
persons to commit crimes; that con- (P. 185) It is impossible to compro- tance. All brothers wanting these
fessions have been gained by the Com- mise by "straddling
the fence," be- photographs
please
order
munists through hypnotism and that cause this would not please God. through the should
congregation
servant
it can otherwise serve the schemes of (P. 184) That is why "Awake!" must
honestly
state
the
truth
regarding
evil men. Husband and wife quickly
nov,’.
recognize value of knowing this. Wife other religions,
as well as adhere to
then mentions that she appreciated
true worship. But note that the magainformation on ineffectiveness of chlo- zine always compares religious teachMagazine
Bound
Volumes
rophyll products in same issue. School- ings or pronouncements
with the
boy son mentions he likes "Watching Bible, to show people the inconsistCongregations
and
individual
the World," ’because it makes it easy ency and let them judge for themto gather news for the current events selves. A full discussion of facts never brothers
who wish to have bound
part of his history class.’ Publisher hurts those following the truth. Thus copies of the 1954 Watchtower and
then brings out other copies to display householder’s objections are answered Awake! should place their orders
articles on science, nature study, etc., and publisher goes on to make presthat would help him in school. He entation of "Awake!" subscription.
now to ensure delivery.
These must
says,"Everyone
in the familycan enjoy ’Awake!’
becauseit*swrittenfor SCENEill (3 min) Conductorem- be ordered a year in advance so the
needto be familiar
withcon- Society will know how many addiyoungand old alike,and it costsonly phasizes
a dollarto get 24 copiesdelivered
to tents of "MakeSure of All Things" tional copies of each issue to print
yourhomeeachyear.It costsso little,and haveit withyou in fieldso that throughout
year. Individuals
and givesyou so much;you can’taf- it can help in overcomingobstaclesshould order the
through congregations
ford to be withoutit." Familydis- and in givinga successfulwitness
may be
cuss its valueand then the father whereyou mightotherwise
not do so. where possible so that they literasubscribes.
in manykindsof situa-shipped with congregation
CONCLUSION (2 min) Summary It is valuable
by chairman. Emphasize making sub- tions,but you have to know what is ture. This will save time and money.
scription presentation at every door. in it to use it to bestadvantage. The cost is $2 a volume.
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Loyalty

to

Theocratic

Bible
and Book Offer
Loyalty and service are inseparable. A heart in harmony with God’s
Word and organization,
backed up by
faithful,
dependable performance of
duty, shows loyalty.
Aware of the
need for further training in love and
allegiance,
Jehovah’s servants diligently strive to please him by adhering to the loyal principles of the
Bible and the counsel set forth by
his theocratic
organization.
This
means continuous
service
in compliance with Jehovah’s wilL--Josh.
23 : 8, Mo.
2 It is the Word of God that accurately defines true loyalty. Righteous-hearted
persons must learn of
this! Therefore it is our responsibility
to act upon the command to
"feed my little
sheep" by aiding and

Organization

[ instructing them in dependable theocratic service.
This We will do in
November by presenting
the New
World Translation of the Christian
Greek Scriptures
and a book on a
contribution
of $2. In the event we
call on persons who already have
the Christian Greek Scriptures,
then
we may place the Hebrew Scriptures
(Vol. I) and a book, on the same
contribution.
3 Not deviating from the purpose
CONGREGATION

of the sowing work, Jehovah’s servants will water the seed that they
plant by calling back faithfully
on
all placements
made, providing
further nourishment with effective
back-calls.
The Bible and book combination makes the obtainer an excellent
prospect for a home Bible
study.
4 Loyalty is known only when it
is demonstrated.
All of Jehovah’s
servants are determined to seek approval by their course of loyal service, and thus also influence
many
more to the side of true worship.,
ORGANIZATION

Preparation
for
parts prepared by those assigned to
serve on the service meeting. The
Circuit
Servant’s
Visit
1 Approximately every six months schooI servant will give out assignany who might
each congregation
is served by a ments and assist
Model meetcircuit servant. To enable all pub- need help to prepare.
ings should result so all in attendlishers
to
know
well
in
advance
the
A Note
of Thanks
will be edified.
exact dates, the circuit servant com- ance
5 The visit of the circuit servant is
Many thousands
of Jehovah’s
municates
with a congregation
witnesses
were housed by New York about two months before his visit.
a very special week for a congrecity householders
during the con- Upon receiving
gation. Not only should all publishthe advance notice,
vention.
Their hospitality
was ap- the congregation servant should an- ers support his visit, but persons of
good will in the area should be
preciated
by us. Some went to con- nounce the dates to the congregagiven a special invitation
to attend
siderable
trouble preparing rooms, tion, order handbills for the circuit
purchasing bed linen, etc., to care servant’s public talk and in general all meetings that week. Make arfor us. With their kindness in mind, start directing congregation matters rangements
to bring them to the
the Society believes it would be well so all will be in readiness for his meetings, if necessary, and let them
for each group who stayed with a visit.
know they are welcome to share in
of the week.
householder
to write a short note
2As the date of the visit
draws the various activities
of thanks immediately.
If personal contact cannot be made,
near,
a
letter
prepared
by
the
SoPublishers
in New York city are
a card or letter may be sent to perfor sons of good will.
now in the midst of calling
on ciety, outlining basic activities
Let them know
the
entire
week,
is
forwarded
to
the
householders
who opened their
that this is something special.
congregation
by
the
circuit
servant,
i
homes to conventioners,
and your In addition to reading this letter to!
CAll servants
and mature pubnote of thanks may help. Fine re- the congregation upon receipt, time l lishers
are encouraged to arrange
sults are being realized,
with many
be used on the service meet- to spend one or two days with the
Bible studies started.
They appre- should
ing
a
week
or two before the visit to circuit servant in field work. This
ciated having Jehovah’s witnesses
consider
what
is scheduled during will enable him to train and offer
and were blessed by their presence.
his
visit.
Publishers
should be as- counsel to those who will teach
Many publishers
made their own sisted to understand the
house-to-house
purpose of others in effective
arrangements
to stay with New
ministry after he leaves.
Usually
the
circuit
servant’s
visit
and
be
enYork householders.
If any would couraged to enthusiastically
publishers
can arrange to get off
support
like a NewYork publisher to call on
from secular
work a day or two
scheduled.
the householder, the person’s name, all activities
for service with him. Additionally,
a The congregation
servant will the congregation servant will make
address and other particulars
may
check with each servant to see that definite appointments for the circuit
be sent to 117 Adams Street.
his records are up to date and will servant to aid publishers in afterbe available for the circuit servant noon back-call
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 195:
and Bible study acto go over Tuesday afternoon. Territivity
where possible,
having in
139,289Publishers
tory to be worked during the week mind that he will be working with
tMonthly Field Service
Repor
will be selected, and, where the con- book study groups in large congregation book study arrangement is gregations.
August Report
fin effect, a tentative
schedule for
Av. Av. Av.
!visiting
them will be worked out for i 7 Circuit servants look forward to
under the Society’s
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. i the circuit servant to consider upon and prepare
Sp’l Pios.
204 138.4 53.5
5.7 arriving.
direction for being with a congregaPioneers
6,596 96.9 28.4
3.5
tion. In turn,
congregations
and
4The congregation
servant will publishers
C0. Pubs. 138,291 10.2 2.8
.4
who prepare for the cirplan and take oversight of the serv- cuit servant’s visit put themselves
Total Pubs.145,091
ice meeting.
Well in advance the in position to reap the benefits inPublic Meetings Held: 7,080
tended for them. (To be continued)

"Worship Jehovah in holy array."--Ps.
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associated
with the New World
society to loyally engage in houseto-house ministry.
5Unswerving continuance
in JeSupport
House-to-House
Preaching
hovah’s service is the keynote for
developing
loyalty.
Keep abreast
Bible
and Book Offer
of Jehovah’s theocratic
organizavery refreshing
and also enables
z Faithful
and true to God’s Jehovah’s servants to properly care tion as it takes the lead in renderWord the Bible! Tried and tested
service of
for the sheep found. It should be ing to God a consistent
in its allegiance,
loyalty, love and remembered that the back-call
and praise. It is the Word, the spirit and
duty to the Most High God, Jeho- home Bible study features
that stir us
of the Jehovah’s organization
vah! Unswerving continuance
in service are part of house-to-house
to vigorous and loyal worship. Thus
Jehovah’s
service
blessed
by un- activity.
every servant of Jehovah filled with
bounded privileges
and opportuni4 Prepare now to take advantage
appreciation
of God’s goodness will
ties t This is Jehovah’s organization
of the holiday observance and aid want to joyfully and zealously serve
and he is using it to accomplish his persons of good will to know how the Kingdom interests,
at all times
purpose of preaching the good news they can properly thank Jehovah for taking
fullest
advantage
of tim
of the Kingdom in all parts of the all his acts of undeserved kindness.
small opportunities
as well as the
earth.
Why should not Jehovah’s
Arrange for field work and help all large ones. This is loyalty to God!
servants staunchly
uphold and defend the "right works" and divine
principles of this theocratic organiIncrease
House-to-House
Ministry
zation?--Josh.
23: 8, Me.
2 If we are to act in harmony with
New U.S.
Quotas
for 1954
with back-calls
and home Bible
Jehovah’s will and receive his apAre you a regular house-to-house
studies. Can you give a discourse of
proval, we will happily give forth preacher of the good news? Do you ten to fifteen
minutes when making
the good news in company with
follow up placements of literature
a back-call and be prepared to anour brothers.
This not only will and interest
shown by persons of swer Bible questions? All of this is
bring us contentment
and joy but good will with back-calls
and ar- part of growing to maturity and bealso will serve to impress and in- range to start home Bible studies?
coming effective
preachers
of the
fluence others to recognize the or- If so, in addition to having a full good news.
ganization
Jehovah is using. As a share in this service yourself,
unOrganize Now
new-world society,
we will want to doubtedly
you can be of much as8 Since the new arrangement
for
move forward
during
November
sistance
to others as they begin
calling on the people by engaging in these vital features of the service.
the more mature publishers
to asthe house-to-house ministry and pre- If you are not a regular house-tosist the new and irregular
publishsenting the New World Translation
house publisher,
then you should ers in becoming efficient
house-toof the Christian
Greek Scriptures
became effective
work diligently
to improve your house publishers
and a book, on a contribution of $2. ministry
by availing
yourself
of September
1, each congregation
Loyally present this excellent offer the training
should organize this training
work
program in house-toat every door so all persons contacthouse preaching
now being con- immediately. It is not necessary to
ed will have opportunity
to obtain
ducted in each congregation.
wait until the circuit servant serves
2 In stressing house-to-house wit- the congregation.
the combination.
Rather, the connessing at the New World Society:
gregation servant, working closely
Sunday Work
Assembly, Brother Knorr made the! with his assistants,
should select
3 A well-balanced
and planned
following statement:
"The most es- capable servants,
study conductors,
service will bring us into closer
publishsential
and effective
service that pioneers and congregation
association
with Jehovah and his anyone can render
to God is to ers to train others who need astheocratic
organization.
Determine serve in house-to-house
These should be paired up
work. This sistance.
now to be at the Sunday contact
is the big step on the part of a pub- with the less mature and inexpoint at the time arranged by the lisher toward maturity and his aid- perienced
ones in house-to-house
congregation.
Discuss the text no ing someone else to get into Jeho- work. More experienced
publishers
later
than 9:30 a.m. and leave
vah’s organization." Further, in dis- tshould take the lead and instruc
to them in a
promptly for the field.
After work- cussing the house-to-house
work, he the ones assigned
the importance of making mature and loving manner. Effiing for two or more hours in the stressed
back-calls
and conducting home Bi- cient
organizing
can be done
house-to-house
ministry,
increase
studies, since this work is a part through the congregation book-study
your service opportunities by calling ble
of house-to-house
preaching.
Each arrangement. When the circuit servback on persons of good will who publisher
was encouraged
to work ant arrives a good start will have
have shown some interest
in the toward the goal of being able to been made in this new theocratic
Kingdom message.
A change from give a three- to eight-minute sermon arrangement for preaching the good
one form of activity
to another is at the doors and then to follow up
(Continued page 3, column 3)
Loyalty

to

Theocratic

Organization

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Defeating Persecution
"Weare persecuted, but not left in
the lurch; we are thrown down, but
not destroyed."
(2 Cor. 4: 9, NW)
Just as this was true in the days of
the early church, so it is true today.
Jehovah does not abandon his people
in their trials, nor can the adversary
by persecution
destroy them or remove them from the light of Jehovah’s
favor.
Persecution
may come from
many different sources, not the least
of which will be the false religious
guides. However, godly courage and
persistence can defeat this persecution, as shown by the report from
Belgium and India. (104, 105, 192)
Even political
persecution
can be
turned to advantage and defeated if
the brothers bear in mind that they
are Jehovah’s witnesses
and seize
every opportunity to talk the truth to
others. Our brothers in Hungary have
done this. (189)
State discrimination
against God’s
servantsand in favorof some other
religious
bodydoes not discourage
or
stopus from makingtheocratic
progress, as shown by the report from
Taiwan. (205) Sometimes what appears to be a crushingblow at the
hands of the enemy will actually
Drove to be a boon in the end if we
patiently
and calmly continue with
our God-given work. (215, 216)
Persecution in one’s own family can
be defeated too, often with happy results. (220) Personal bodily punishment and the seizure of personal possessions bring a great trial, but trust
in Jehovah will enable one to defeat
this persecution too. (262) Persecution will not destroy the New World
society under the leadership
of its
victorious King, who himself defeated
all persecution.

as some people consider slowness.’
By Using
the Bible
(2 Pet. 3:9, NW) Would it not be
At the Doors
to our eternal benefit, then, to con"Philip
opened his mouth and sider
what God has to say about
starting
with this Scripture, he denew world? When we turn to
clared to him the good news about his
his Word, we learn of his purposes
Jesus."
(Acts 8: 35, NW) Did you and how he will bless people of all
ever try Philip’s
approach in wit- nations in his set time and way.
nessing to persons? After introducFirst of all, he will soon destroy the
ing yourself,
making known your wicked persons. Then all mild-temmission and what you have for the pered ones will inherit the earth in
people, a very effective witness can harmony with the promise made at
be given by reading a few select Matthew 5:5, ’Happy are the mildtexts from the Bible and weaving tempered ones, since they will inthem into your witness. For in- herit the earth.’ Yon are invited to
stance,one mightsay:
obtain this copy of the New World
2 "The Bible containsmany prom- Translation that I have been quotises concerning
a new world and ing from and read for yourself the
the righteous
conditions
that will good things contained in the Bible."
exist in it. Prophets of old foretold
4 At this point you can highlight
its coming, and Christ and his dissome
of the outstanding features of
ciples preached of the Kingdom that
the New World Translation
and
would usher in these conditions.
how the individual
should live now
The apostle Peter wrote to Christians in his day, ’But there are so he might live in that new world.
Chapter 22 of "Let God Be True"
new heavens and a new earth that
we are awaiting according
to his shows how and when God will establish his new world. By thus reading
promise, and in these righteousness
scriptures from the Bible to
is to dwell.’ (2 Pet. 3 : 13, NW) But, pointed
substantiate
your witness, you can
undoubtedly,
you have wondered
variety
in your
just when these conditions
will be achieve greater
realized.
Man has kept hoping for three- to eight-minute sermons at the
work.
centuries
but he lives only a few doors in the house-to-house
years, undergoes much suffering
and Usually when the door is opened the
then dies. And, viewing world con- person wants to know who you are,
ditions, there seems to be little hope i what your mission is and what you
i have to offer. Cover these points
for improvement.
a,,But Peter also wrote, ’Jehovah first and then use the Bible in your
is not slow respecting his promise, witness.

ModernGamaliels
"Do not meddle with these men, but
let them alone." That was the wise
advice Gamaliel of old times gave to
those who would interfere
with the
preaching of the good news. (Acts 5"38,
NW)In modern times there are also
honest persons who render assistance
to Jehovah’s servants by exercising a
similar influence upon would-be disrupters of new-world activity.
(197)
In Syria a Moslem sheik intervened
"Hebrew
Scriptures"
to
Be Studied
in behalf of a pioneer brother who
was being held in prison and used his New School
Schedule
for
1954
influence to effect the brother’s retwo speakers. Then, under the direclease. (210)
Since its release
at the New tion of the school servant, the conOften the effort is made by opposers World Society
Assembly,
Kingdom gregation will have ten minutes to
to induce the law enforcement agenhave been acquainting
cies to interfere with the witness ac- publishers
make additional
comments on the
tivity,
sometimes with a measure of
with the New World material read by the first two speaksuccess. But there are still persons themselves
of the Hebrew Scripers and to express what The Watchwho are not afraid to stand for what Translation
is right, as shown by the "Yearbook" tures. It is good for this portion of tower has said on some points of
report from Peru. (244) The same
Jehovah God’s Word to be systemthat reading
not covered by the
seen in Switzerland. (274)
considered, verse by verse,
third speaker.
At times favorable intervention
to atically
A copy of the new ministry schedhelp overcome distressing
problems at the ministry school.
comes from unexpected sources, as in
The new schedule
provides
for ule is enclosed with this Informant
one instance
in Ecuador. (148)
and thorough coverage as for each member of the congregaLibya there are persons who regard careful
the witnesses with a "let them alone" follows: Special chain words have tion. In addition to providing the
attitude and whoare not afraid to say beenselectedfor instruction
talks. weekly schedule,
new instructions
so despite pressure from the clergy.
The first and secondspeakerswill
(152, 153) Swaziland and other Afri- each read about four pages of the for study are found on the reverse
side.
There are several
changes
can countries have tribal chiefs who
have taken a stand against unwar- Bible and then point out features from the arrangement
used in conrantedinterferenceby the clergy. of the footnotes as well as make sidering the Greek Scriptures,
so it
(266)It is prudent
forall whocontemwith the King James is suggested that at a service meetplateoppositionto ponderwell the comparisons
warningof Gamalielto desist from American Standard
or Douay vering in December time be devoted to
interference
with theseministersof
The third student speaker will considering
the new instructions.
good news,"otherwise,you may per- sions.
give
an
interpretive
talk
based
This will enable all to have clearly
haps be found fighters
actually
against God."
on the Bible pages read by the first
in mind the new arrangement.
2

YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
The first demonstrationillustrates how"MakeSure of All Things" can be
effectively used on a back-call. The seconddemonstrationhighlights talking
points that maybe used in presenting the "New World Translation of the
Christian GreekScriptures" this month.
SCENE I (7 min.) Mature publisher
"A" has new or less mature erence to use when answering quespublisher "B" along on back-call in tions and clarifying doctrines. Use it
home of Mr. and Mrs. Goodwill. Mr. always.
Goodwill remarks that he has wanted
to know more about Jehovah’s witAt the service meeting a week benesses and their organization. He has fore
this demonstration the congregaheard others say that "they claim only tion servant
will explain that we have
they are right."
"A" responds that
the "New World Translation
many persons say that without know- studied
of
the
Christian
Greek Scriptures" in
ing facts about Jehovah’s witnesses or our ministry school
and appreciate
what the Bible has to say on God’s its value. It has cleared
up many
witnesses, and takes out "Make Sure difficult
points
for
us.
We know what
of All Things" and reads aloud open- it contains,
can help peoing paragraph of the Foreword. "B" ple of good willandto we
profit spiritually
follows in his copy. "A" reasons along from it. November and
December give
lines found on page 5 and suggests
the opportunity to talk pure Bible
they find basis for religion advocated us
people and prove to them that the
by Jehovah’s witnesses by letting the to
is the basic textbook of JehoBible speak for itself. Checking con- Bible
witnesses.
He then announces
tents of "Make Sure of All Things" vah’s
that
at
the next service meeting com"Jehovah’s Witnesses" is located on ments will
heard from the congrepage 193. "A" gives high points found gation as tobe what
people like to see
in definition, points to Christ as fore- and hear when the "Greek
Scriptures"
most witness, selecting
appropriate
are
presented
to
What rouses
and key scriptures,
and has "’B" and their interest and them.
convinces them? He
Mr. and Mrs. Goodwill take turns
may assign to different
sections of
reading. High points of scriptures
audience (or individuals in a small
are emphasized as discussion
pro- the
congregation)
outstanding
ceeds. "A" tells of prominent men in such as Matt. 5: 24, 25; John portions,
11; 1 Cur.
past whoserved as faithful witnesses.
2 Tim. 3; Heb. 11; Rev. 12, etc.
Jehovah, not men, is Founder and 13;
They
will
prepare
to
tell
what
Christ is Leader; not u political gov- standing points in these chapters outcan
ernment. (Pp. 195, 196) Moving along, be used in presentation.
Comparative
"A" outlines work of Kingdom ambas- readings of the "New World
Transsadors--not conversion, but preaching lation"
the "King James" or
--and says that each witness is a min- "Douay" and
versions
may be given so
ister. (P. 197) This leads to life and that superiority
of the
many will yet join in this most impor- "’Greek Scriptures"in clearness
can be shown.
tant work. (P. 198) In conclusion "A"
When
the
demonstration
is
put
on
emphasizes to Mr. and Mrs. Goodwill at the service meeting, it will be dithe importance of adhering to God’s vided into three parts:
Word for complete and reliable
information,
and arranges to return
SCENE I (5 min) What do the
next week to further discuss the min- people
respond to? Comments from
istry of Jehovah’s witnesses.
the audience will be heard as assigned
above.
SCENEII (7 min) Next week finds
the two publishers ready to take up
SCENE II (5 min) Outstanding
subject of the ministry of Jehovah’s points of interest
in "Greek Scripwitnesses not completed last time. tures."
For this part brothers and
With "Make Sure of All Things" in sisters
may come to the front or
band "A" turns to "Minister of God." stand by their chairs.
(P. 263) Scriptures
are noted and
SCENEIll (8 min.) Successfully
read that tell of God’s Chief Minister presenting
the "New World Transand also pre-Christian ministers. OrBrothers and sisters who were
dination and training are next dis- lation."
successful
in
placing the offer in
cussed. (Pp. 264, 265) "B" points out September may be
selected and notithat women and children too may be
fied
in
advance
to come to the platministers,
which surprises
Mr. and
and
Mrs. Goodwill. (This is found under form with prepared explanations
"Women" and "’Children"
in the comments to relate.
They will tell
"Subjects for Study" section.) Preach- the method of approach and argument
ing is a must and there is no retireused when presenting
the Bible and
ment for God’s true ministers. (P. 267) book combination successfully.
This
Flock is God’s, not man’s. Various demonstration will aid the congregaforms of preaching are briefly touched
tion
to
prepare
and
give
a
more
on as "A" discusses added information
found under "Street Work" and "Con- effective presentation of the current
ducting Studies." (Pp. 269, ]41)
offer.
explains what comprises a congregation and why ministers use literature
in their preaching. (P. 270) "B" adds UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
that ministers of Jehovah do not prof153,962Publishers
it from or peddle God’s Word, giving
proof texts. Mr. and Mrs. Goodwill ad- Monthly Field
Service
Report
mit Scripturalness for all to be ministers
and that they understand the
SeptemberReport
preaching work of Jehovah’s witnessAv. Av. Av.
es better.
"A" brings out "Let God
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Be True" and points to chapter "Who Sp’l Pips.
203 142.1 56.2
6.0
Are Jehovah’s Witnesses?" and ar- Pioneers
6,223 92.9 30.1
3.8
ranges to call back next week for
Co. Pubs. 140,663
9.4 2.9
.4
consideration of it.
Total Pubs.147,089
SCENE III
(2 min) Conductor
sums up value and use of "Make Sure
Public MeetingsHeld: 8,131
of All Things". It is a convenient ref3

1954 Yearbook
and Calendar
Orders may be placed now for the
1954 Yearbook and calendar.
The
cost of the Yearbook is 50 cents n
copy, and calendars may be had for
25 cents each, or five or more to one
address for 20 cents each. Pioneers
on the list
before July 1, 1953,
should register
with the stock servant of the congregation
with which
they are associated
in order to receive a free copy of the Yearbook.
The stock servant
will keep this
list and take it into consideration
when ordering
the congregation
supply of the Yearbook; and he will
check off the names of the pioneers
as he gives out copies. Congregations will submit a Literature
Credit Request form in the usual way
for copies of the Yearbook they
place with pioneers. Pioneers not associated with a congregation will receive their Yearbook direct from the
Society, if they are eligible. Pioneers
who commenced work on or after
July 1, 1953, will not be eligible for
a free copy of the Yearbook.
Coming Literature
Offers
From January to April inclusive
we will be presenting
the Watchtower subscription for $1, with three
booklets
free.
Look ahead now to
this campaign and prepare for it.
Aim to make it the best your congregation has ever had, by Jehovah’s
undeserved kindness With this Informant you will find two Magazine
Distributors’
Order blanks (S-66)
that you can increase your supply of
The Watchtower to meet your needs
for the campaign. Also with this
Informant you will find ten copies
of the Change of Address
form
(S-2O).
Increase . . . Ministry
(Cont’d)
news more effectively
In the territory. He can then make recommendations for improvement.
Quotas
4 The United States achieved an
average publisher
increase of 10.5
per cent in the service year ending
with last August. This is indeed
splendid,
and we give thanks to
Jehovah for it. The new 10 per cent
quota for 1954 is 153,962 publishers.
We should endeavor to reach this
by the end of December, and then
go on to a 20 per cent peak of 167,959 publishers by the end of April.
Hitting a 20 per cent peak will help
to maintain a 10 per cent average
for the entire year. Are you working toward these quotas? Regular
house-to-house
preaching will aid
each congregation.

Worshiping

Jehovah

Call
Back on
November
Placements
1 Jehovah is the Holy One. His
servants manifest their devotion to
his righteousness
by maintaining
clean,
acceptable
worship and by
caring for his sheep. They count it
a privilege to give themselves over
completely to the worship of Jehovah in holiness.
(1 Chron. 16:29,
AS) We must be holy because he is
holy.--1 Pet. 1: 15, 16, NW.
2 Thousands of good-will persons
are looking for understanding
in
this distressed and weary old world.
When messengers
from the New
World society come to them, setting
before them clean, clear principles
of truth in new-world literature,
they rejoice,
and rightly so. They
find the message easy to understand,
in up-to-date
language. During December it is the joy of Jehovah’s
worshipers
to present
the New
World Translation
of the Christian
Greek Scriptures
and a book, on a
contribution of $2. With all publishers participating
the 10 per cent
increase will be met this month.
Sin addition
to presenting
the
offer from house to house, call back
on those with whom the offer was
placed during November. Have you
called back on your placements? Are
you helping them to study the Bible
Orders
Delayed
Due to very heavy demand for
new publications,
there will be some
delay in filling orders. We will appreciate
it if you will not write
about these delayed orders, as this
complicates
matters
further
and
causes extra
work. However, the
Society will ship orders as rapidly
as possible.
Bibles
Bound in Leather
Deluxe
editions
of the New
World Translation of the Christian
Greek Scriptures
and New World
Translation
of the Hebrew Scriptures, Vol. I, may be ordered now.
These editions are specially
bound
by hand to ensure durability
and
long wear. They have a green leather cover, leather end sheet and gilt
edges. Pioneers
may obtain these
deluxe editions for $5 a copy, and
congregations
for $6.50. Cash must
accompany orders.
Branches
may
also order these leather-bound
Bibles, but they should not stock them.
Branches should order them from
Brooklyn
only when they have
orders for the Bibles.

ments so the interest
does not grow
cold and die. Jehovah has set the
example by his pure love shown to
and book they received?
December us every day. We can best worship
may be a cold and rainy month, but him in holiness if, in the same pure.
many hearts
can be warmed if we loving manner, we care for those
help them appreciate
the treasures
manifesting
a desire to ]earn to
they obtained. Call back on placeserve him.
in

Holiness

CONGREGATION
The Week of the
Circuit
Servant’s
Visit
1 The new schedule
outlined
by
the Society
for circuit
servants
provides for five and a half days
with each congregation
and enables
everyone to derive maximum benefits from his visit. To assist circuit
servants in meeting their requiremeats and to ensure the full cooperation of all, the following information is given.
2 His week with a congregation
starts Tuesday at I p.m. The afternoon will be spent checking records.
At 6:30 p.m. he will talk
with
special
and regular
pioneers
and
check their records. The entire congregation will assemble at 7 : 30 p.m.
for the weekly ministry school and
service meeting. (Meetings may be
held in customary order. Only during the circuit servant’s visit will
they be changed to Tuesday.) At the
conclusion of the meetings the circuit servant will give appropriate
counsel and outline theocratic activities for the rest of the week.
a From 9 a.m. to 12 noon Wednesday, Thursday and Friday the circuit servant will take the lead in
house-to-house
work, training
publishers to give an effective
witness
and to become teachers of others. The
first
home should be reached by 9
a.m. Regular house-to-house witnessing or back-call and Bible study work
will be done from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Evenings will be spent with congregation book study groups. On Tuesday evening he will indicate which
groups he will visit.
House-to-house
magazine work may be scheduled before the study. Regular conductors,
except where a sister is appointed,
will conduct the study. The circuit
servant will give a fifteen-minute talk
after the study and invite all to participate
in field work the next day
from the study location,
which will
be the contact point for the next
day’s service.
He will work with as
many of the study group as he can,
having in mind first of all training
more mature ones so they in turn will

ORGANIZATION
be in position to train others in houseto-house witnessing after he leaves.
Congregations with one or two studies will have them Wednesday and
Thursday.
Devote the other evening(s) to back-calls and Bible studies. If there are more than three
congregation book studies,
the circuit servant will work with other
study groups on his next visit.
4 Saturday
is Magazine
Day.
From 9 a.m. to 12 noon and from
2 p.m. to 4 p.m. house-to-house
or
store-to-store
magazine work will be
featured.
Group contact will be at
the Kingdom Hall or some other
central location. The entire day for
the circuit
servant will be spent
training others to do magazine work.
At 6:30 p.m. he will meet with all
servants
and congregation
bookstudy conductors, and at 8 p.m. will
give to the congregation
an instructive hour talk on field service.
Persons of good will should be invited to attend this and all other
meetings during the week.
All will want to be at the Sunday morning contact point at the
time set by the circuit
servant.
Start witnessing at the first door by
9:30 a.m. and, if possible, continue
to 1 p.m. In the afternoon or evening he will give a public talk, followed by the regular
Watchtower
study,
and then a thirty-minute
final discourse.
6 The urgency of our times requires a full five-and-half-day schedule to inaugurate and carry through
the advanced training necessary. It
enables the Society’s mature representative to counsel, teach and train
many in house-to-house
preaching
as well as deliver instructive talks.
To properly care for his work and to
meet the quota set by the Society,
the circuit
servant
will require
proper rest each night. All should
co-operate
to this end. The entire
congregation’s
co-operation will be
assured
if each one will become
acquainted
with his schedule and,
among other things, be at meetings
and contact points on time and, if
possible,
spend full mornings and
afternoons in field service.

"Worship Jehovahin holy array."--Ps.
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A New

Worshiping
Everyone

Jehovah
a

Publisher

in
During

Holiness
December

Peak

of

Publishers
in December?
That is our goal! When all reports are received and tallied,
a new
peak of more than 153,962 publishers. our 10 per cent increase, will be
anticipated.
To make it a reality
requires only that each congregation
meet or exceed its 10 per cent
average increase in publishers.
Let
all publishers
and congregations do
the following :
2Each publisher
is encouraged to
engage in and report field service by
the 14th of December. Ones assigned
to train less experienced publishers
will want to do field work with them
before that date. Any publishers
who do not report by December 14
should be given special assistance by
servants and mature publishers,
who
will make definite
arrangements to
do field work with them.
eBesides helping those who hav
already published, newly associated
ones and those with whom we conduct Bible studies who are ready for
service should be given an invitation
to begin making public declaration
for salvation.
With special service

Plan Special
Field
Service
dom will usher in the blessing for
which man has so long looked and
It is lright
d
that all men shou
worship Jehovah. None can escape prayed. These points may be very
used in giving three- to
or evade this fact,
for he is the effectively
sermons at the door.
Fountain of life.
To receive ever- eight-minute
lasting
life
from his hands one Be sure to call back on all placements, having in mind the starting
must drink
the water of truth
to learn
his will and then be of Bible studies.
motivated to use the truth in renSpecial Field Service Work
dering acceptable worship. It means
4 In addition to regular witnessing
conforming with 1 Chronicles 16 : 29 opportunities,
the holiday month of
(AS), where we are commanded:
December offers extra time to wor"Ascribe
unto Jehovah the glory
ship Jehovah in holiness.
Many of
due unto his name: bring an offerwitnesses will have a few
ing, and come before him; worship Jehovah’s
days off from their secular jobs and
Jehovah in holy array."
school children will have a week or
2 Members of the New World so- two free, all of which can be wisely
ciety will join in the worship of spent in theocratic
activity.
Each
Jehovah during December by pub- one should ask himself this queslishing and ascribing
glory to his tion:
"How am I going to use my
name. Everyone a publisher
during time during this period?" Surely not
December is our goal : so the 10 per according
to the way of the old,
cent increase in publishers will be world. Members of the New World l
met or exceeded. Jehovah has pro- society will make December an out-:
vided us with wonderful
instrustanding
month by ascribing
more
ments to use : the New World Trans- than usual praise to Jehovah’s name.
lation of the Christian Greek Scrip(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
tures and a book, on a contribution
of $2. This offer is most appropriate,
for people will be celebrating
what
Regularly
Attend
the Congregation
Book Study
they feel to be the birth of Jesus.
They will be interested in reading of
2 Are you regularly attending the
and
a New
the things he said and did. The New "New Heavens
congregation
book study and enWorld Translation
provides a very
Earth"
to Be Considered
couraging others to attend? It is a
clear and accurate account of his
1 Among Jehovah’s gracious pro- pleasure to report that congregation
life.
If you have a supply of the
at the New World Society
book study attendance has steadily
New World Translation.
o/ the He- visions
brew Scriptures,
Vol. I, you may use Assembly was the book "New Hear- increased, until in the United States
i
it is now up to 60 per cent of the
ens and a New Earth".
The grand
that too. However, the Brooklyn
May more and
factory will not have Volume I in crowd of 134,333 assembled when it number of publishers.
stock again until about December i was released rejoiced to hear the more publishers come to realize the
15, 1953, so please do not order until speaker say it would be studied next benefits of this study. Regular atat the congregation
book study. By tendance at the congregation
book
then.
this time most congregations
have study should be the desire of all
Tactful Witnessing
publishers.
3 In going from house to house begun a study of it. Those who have
3This study also proves to be a
may well say, "This is just what
with the offer,
we do not need to we have needed." And rightly so, for source of blessing for people of good
take issue with people about the
will. Basic truths are learned and
knows what his people
date of Christ’s birth or bring up Jehovah
controversial
points.
Our commis- have need of, and he has provided in many frequently enjoy their first aswith the New World soknowledge sociation
sion is to comfort those who mourn the new book essential
by tactfully
presenting the truth. i for new-world living under the pres- ciety through this study arrangethe study to
Use the occasion to point out the ent reigning
new heavens.
What a ment. From attending
real purpose of Jesus’ coming to grand study book from start
to using the information learned in the
earth as a man and how his king
finish !
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
OvercomingObstacles
In 12"1 different lands Jehovah’s witnesses encountered and overcame all
kinds of obstacles in order to be able
to preach to men of good will. Rather
than stop or slow down when confrontedwith problems,
theyobey his
command:’Do with your might what
yourhandsfindto do.’Blessings
result,as shown in the 1953 "Yearbook."
In order to work unassigned territory in Norway publishers had transportation and other obstacles to overcome. By careful planning these were
worked out, only to find additional and
unexpected ones on arriving
in unassigned territory.
These, too, were
surmounted with grand results.
(233,
234) Many new congregations
are in
the process of being formed because
Kingdom publishers
overcame obstacles to successfully preach. (164, 165)
Pioneering is the ultimate goal of
all appreciative servants of Jehovah
on this side of Armageddon. In order
to enjoy the full-time service, often
obstacles in this materialistic
world
must be overcome. A publisher in Burma removed obstacles
and now enjoys greater happiness in New World
society activity. (125) Have you tried
doing so?
On obtaining a subscription we have
been counseled to call back with issues
of the magazine until the subscriber’s
copy starts coming through the mail.
-How would you like to deliver all 24
copies to each subscriber? In Belgium
a ban prohibits the delivery of magazines by mail. This obstacle was overcome with good results by publishers’
personally delivering all subscription
copies. (105)
Defending and Legally Establishing
the Good News
Under favorable
and unfavorable
conditions Jehovah’s witnesses take
advantage of all opportunities
to
preach the Kingdom message. Adverse
conditions do not stop them, though
at times they do result in their being
brought before local police authorities, into court and before rulers. To
comfort all that mourn God’s ministers
press on "defending and legally establishing" their God-given right to
preach.
Are you acquainted
with the Society’s booklet "Defending and Legally
Establishing
the Good News"? Could
you use it if called upon to do so? Its
effectiveness in defending our right to
preach is shown on page 65.
For years much time, effort and expense have been directed toward establishing our right to preach from house
to house with literature
in the Province of Quebec. How good it is to
knowthat the 600 court cases that have
been pending may be put aside because in October, 1953, Jehovah gave
his servants the victory in the case
in the Supreme Court of Canada! (128)
Nowliterature can be used in houseto-house witnessing.
In Switzerland police officials are no
longer able to charge Jehovah’s witnesses as peddlers or disturbers
of
Sunday peace. The courts of that land
have ruled: "The peddling law has
no application to the activity of Jehovah’s witnesses."
(274) Italian
courts, too, have given favorable decisions. (198)
When called before governors and
rulers Jesus and his apostles established their God-given right to preach.
Modern witnesses follow Jesus’ example (287) and have Jehovah’s blessing.

From

House

to

House

During
December
1 December is a religious
month
for so-called Christians.
During the
month much emphasis is placed on
the Christmas celebration.
Over and
over the story of the birth of Jesus
is told and many persons
become
more receptive to reading the Bible
than at any other time. During this
period it will be our privilege
to
present the New World Translation
of the Christian Greek Scriptures
and a book.
2 In presenting the Bible at the
door, using a three- to eight-minute
sermon, you might call attention
to
the importance of understanding the
reasons for Christ’s coming to earth.
One could say: "During this season
of the year much is said about the
birth of Jesus and our attention
is
drawn to the Biblical account found
in Luke and Matthew.
Have you
taken note of what the angel Gabriel said to Mary about the child
she was to bear? It’s found at Luke
1 : 32, 33." (Read it to them from the
New World Translation,
or let them
read it.) Then continue:
"We hear
much about the virgin birth and the
tiny babe, but note here that the babe
was to become king of a kingdom
that would have no end. At Luke
2:14 the angels sang [read it]:
’Glory in the heights above to God,
and upon earth peace among men of
good-will.’
Why? Because they knew
the part he was to have in establishing
God’s kingdom. This kingdom is the same one you pray for in
Worshiping Jehovah . . . (Cont’d)
Special field service arrangements
for the holiday week end should be
made and definite
plans to train
and assist every publisher to participate in field work during December. It will result in each congregation’s
reaching the 10 per cent
average increase in publishers.
5 There is only one group of people
on earth today who can "ascribe
unto Jehovah the glory due unto his
name." You who are reading
this
Informant are of that group. Wisely
obey Jehovah’s command to worship
him in holiness by ascribing to him
the glory due his name.

the Lord’s prayer. (Matt. 6:9, 10,
NW) A study of the Bible will give
you complete information about that
kingdom and its blessing.
To help
you get that understanding,
I’m
glad to be able to offer this modern
translation
of the Greek Scriptures
and this Bible study aid book to you
on a contribution
of only $2."
s Another presentation
might be:
"Probably you have heard that Jesus said in the sermon on the
mount: ’Blessed
are the poor in
spirit:
for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven.’ I would like you to read
that verse in the New World Translation.
[Read Matthew 5:3.]
See
how much clearer
the thought is?
It is not just a matter of those who
have a weak or poor spirit
learning
about and living under the reign
of the King, but it is those who have
become conscious
of the need for
spiritual
instruction
who will become happy ones. Further,
here at
John 17:3, Jesus tells us that everlasting life is gained only when we
take in knowledge of the only true
God and the one he has sent forth.
[Read it.] That is why we encourage
you to study the Bible and bring you
this translation
in modern English.
It is easier to read and the thought
is so much clearer that studying it
is a real pleasure. To further assist
you, this book with many chapters
highlighting
not only the birth of
Jesus but also the blessings of his
reign as King will help you in satisfying your spiritual
need. Together
they are yours on a contribution
of
only $2."
A New Peak . .

. ?
(Cont’d)
arrangements over the holidays, as
well as geared-up activity
from the
first
of the month on, Jehovah’s
blessing is certain to be manifested
upon our efforts
to worship him in
holiness as glory is ascribed to his
name.
4 With keen anticipation
all members of the New World society
are
looking forward to December’s report. Will it show a new peak of
publishers, our first10 per cent gain
over last year’s average? It will
----if each publisher does his share.
5 The Society will be glad to see
your note on the bottom of your
report card saying, "We made it."

Attend Study
(Cont’d)
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
field and becoming a part of the conThe first demonstrationshould be put on early in December.It emphasizes
the practicalness of the monthlyoffer. The seconddemonstrationdeals with gregation is a short step. Do not hesthe training workbeingcarried out in all congregations.
itate to invite interested persons to
attend the study.
SCENEI (2 min) Publisher
is in
The Proper Mental Attitude
theocratic court for failing" to engage
Study Suggestions
in house-to-house work with Bible and
a For a lively, interesting meeting
I (5 min) Study conductor
book offer. Attorney presents charges is SCENE
talking
to
publisher
New
View,
who
advance preparation
on
against publisher,
emphasizing the
qualified to teach and train others in to result,
dangerous position the publisher is is
house-to-house
work. New View is the part of the conductor and those
putting himself in by withholding life- assigned
to
assist
Old
View
who
has
attending is necessary, When all are
giving truth from others. (Acts 5: 42, not been doing house-to-house
work prepared each one can comment, and
NW)Lovingly the publisher has been
some time. New View is hesitant
brought into court so as to receive for
to the meeting. On
and asks how he can approach Old thus contribute
theocratic correction.
View, who has been in the truth much !opening
the study it is good to
SCENEII (3 min) Publisher is called longer. Conductor emphasizes instruc- briefly
review material considered
to the stand and questioned by at- tions received at the New World So- the preceding week. This gathers the
torney, who establishes from publisher ciety Assembly and how mature pubthat house-to-house work has not been lishers should tactfully encourage pub- thoughts of all in attendance to the
done in September and November, and lishers not doing house-to-house work material
to be dealt
with. Long
doubts if it will be done in December. to join in this feature of Jehovah’s chapters need not he covered in one
Why? Because publisher
feels the strange work. Whether young or old
"New World Translation of the Chris- in the truth all publishers should do evening. It has been generally found
tian Greek Scriptures"
is for wit- house-to-house preaching as set forth that six to ten pages can be profnesses, and, besides, $2.00 is more in the Bible. New View agrees the itably
covered.
Study conductors
new arrangement is a loving provision
than most people have for the offer.
will gladly do his part by making should oversee the coverage of maSCENEII (4 min) "NW" takes stand and
definite
arrangements
to
assist
Old
terial
so all attending
understand
and on being questioned by attorney
testifies it is not for witnesses only. View.
and grasp the points being made.
Its clear understandable language can
SCENEII (5 min) New View calls
number
be a blessing to all lovers of truth and on Old View and tactfully
and in a Knowing the approximate
is what the people need. Armageddon loving manner discusses the encour- of pages his group will cover, the
is impending! The Kingdom is estabagement all of Jehovah’s witnesses re- conductor
can encourage
advance
lished! People must understand the ceived at the New World Society As- study for the next week’s lesson.
trend of events if they are to live.
sembly. Also, the need for all to do
While one qualified reader is to
"NW"is glad it clears up doctrines,
house-to-house
work is continually
magnifies
Jehovah’s
name and can stressed
during an
in the "Informant."
New sum up all paragraphs
assist people of good will. As for being View relates the joy that one has find- evening (if no qualified brother exexpensive,
"NW" says it contains
ing other sheep in house-to-house ac- cept the study conductor is availknowledge necessary for people to find tivity,
and comments on Jehovah’s
pearl of great price. "NW"urges it be wisdom in having the witness work able, a sister may read), all in atused in house-to-house
work along done from house to house. He has a tendance should look up scriptures
territory
that has not been worked
with book, on contribution of $2.
with current offer, and asks Old View cited but not quoted. This will help
SCENE IV (4 min) Book takes
to
come
along
him Sunday. Old all to become acquainted with Bible
stand and testifies to questions of at- View replies he with
like to, but his book locations
and to handle the
torney that it goes well with "NW" son and family would
are
coming
Sun- Scriptures effectively. Different ones
and aids in systematic study. Material day. He just couldn’t makeover
it.
New
on various subjects is gathered within View understandingly
may be called
upon to read the
its pages for convenient study. Bible Old View’s position andacknowledges
says he will scriptures and give appropriate comand book have helped most persons in call again so definite arrangements
theocratic
court to understand more
ments.
of Jehovah’s purposes, and the two can be made in the near future.
6Before closing
the study and
will help many persons of good will
SCENEIII (5 min) Talking to him- making field service announcements,
--if publishers place them from house self Old View ponders over his discussion with New View. He used to go study books may be closed while the
to house.
in house-to-house
work, but conductor asks a few brief questions
SCENE V (4 mind Householder next out
hasn’t for years. It is true, as New covering high lights of the evening.
takes stand. Attorney uses points
View
said,
at
the
convention
the ne- By having the lesson well studied,
"NW" and book made in asking
of engaging in house-to-house
householder if he needs them. House- cessity
work
was
emphasized,
and
the
"In- conductors will lead an enthusiastic,
holder replies that they sound to be formant" continually
highlights it.
study.
just what he lacks in understanding
Old
View
admits
he
should
do
the helpful
7 The congregation book study has
more about God, for he wants to have work and really wants to. Why, then,
peace of mind in this troubled world. did he turn down New View’s kind a definite
place in theocratic
arAttorney questions him on $2 contriinvitation? Was it his pride that made rangements. Regularly attend it, and
bution for Bible and book, pointing
him
say
what
he
did
when
he
knew
out the need for spiritual
food that
well his guests were not coming invite persons of good will as well
the combination fills.
(Matt. 4: 4, right
until
the afternoon?
Brother New as publishers
not now attending to
NW)Householder agrees that spiritwas right. The other sheep are take advantage of Jehovah’s proviual diet must not be neglected and View
found
mostly
in
house-to-house
work
asks if he can obtain the offer now. and what joy there is to find one in- sion to learn more about the "new
Attorney then asks if others in his terested in the Kingdom. Whyshould i heavens and a new earth" at your
neighborhood might be interested
keep on depriving himself of the weekly congregation
book study.
Householder relates discussion he had he
of giving? And, too, Acts
with neighbor who did not understand happiness
20:20
outlines
the
need
to
preach
from
events of the day and expresses the house to house. God is not partial; it UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
hope that publisher
will go from means me as well as others. It is about
153,962Publishers
house to house calling upon them.
I time I get back into the good habit of
Service
Report
SCENEVI (3 min.) Judge calls pub- going from house to house. If every- Monthly Field
else can do it, so can I. When
lisher to the stand and summarizes one
October Report
me to
points made by Bible, book and house- New View comes and invites
holder. Then he asks publisher if his go with him next time, I’m surely
Av. Av. Av.
error in reasoning is seen. Publisher going to accept the opportunity to get
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
says "Yes" and wants to correct mat- started In the house-to-house preach- Sp’l Pios.
194 145.6 59.6
6.6
ters. Judge sentences publisher
to ing work, and, undoubtedly,
before
5,951 96.7 32.7
4.0
comply with 1 Timothy 4: 15, 16 (NW), long I’ll be in position to help some- Pioneers
and concludes with exhortation for all one else. I’m surely glad Jehovah has Co. Pubs. 140,957
9.8 3.2
.4
to Join in worship of Jehovah in holi- instituted
this new arrangement and Total Pubs.147,102
ness by sharing in house-to-house
work regularly
with Bible and book that his servants are willing to help
Public Meetings Held: 8,314
persons like me.
offer daring December.
3

Individually

Choosing

the

Prepare
for the
Watchtower
Campaign
1 In this day of momentous decisions none is more important than
the one that affects an individual’s
eternal destiny. But how will honest
seekers for life learn the truth so as
to be able to intelligently
make the
right choice? First of all they must
have the opportunity
to hear God’s
provisions for individuals to choose
the destiny of eternal life.--Deut.
30 : 19, 20, Nil’.
2 Starting
in January and continuing
through April,
the unexcelled source of reflected
truth
pointing out the way to life,
The[
Watchtower, will be offered to peopie everywhere.
Persons searching
for the road that leads to life need
The Watchtower,
for it keeps the
Bible light of truth illuminating the
pathway to life and acts as a guide
to direct one’s steps. The worth of

Destiny

of

Eternal

Life

this Bible study aid far exceeds the
mere $1 contribution
for a year’s
subscription.
Three booklets will be
given free to new subscribers.
Publishers will remit 90 cents for new
subscriptions.
3 From the first day of January on
through the campaign be subscription conscious,
have adequate supplies of magazines and subscription slips, plan to cover all territory,
etc. Know the magazine’s contents,
line up back-calls, Bible studies and
others as prospective
subscribers
CONGREGATION

Following
the
Circuit
Servant’s
Visit
The benefits of the circuit servanus visit
to a congregation
are
realized
not only during the week
he is with the congregation.
During
the week of his visit publishers are
133,466
taught and instructed
in the best
ways of performing
the ministry.
NEW SUBS IN U. S. A.!
The weeks that follow his visit
In the United States alone during should see the things learned put inthe past Awake! campaign we ob- to practice
and should result
in
tained 133,466 new subscriptions.
more effective
witnessing. This emThis is certainly excellent, in that it phasizes
the importance
of being
surpasses
last year’s Awake! cam- alert during his visit and sharing:
paign by more than 26,000 new sub- in all the activities
arranged, in orscriptions.
It is observed that this der that we might ’not be forgetful
means two-thirds of the publishers,
hearers but doers of the work.’
on the average, obtained a subscrip2 At the present time the circuit
tion.
servant
is spending
much of his
As we near the closing
of the visit training
publishers
to do efreport,
the Brooklyn factory
has fective house-to-house preaching. He:
thus far received subscriptions
from concentrates his attention on trainall parts
of the world for the ing and working with the more maAwake! campaign
to the total
ture publishers so they in turn will
amount of 161,800.
be able to teach and train others in
By diligent
work and Jehovah’s
the congregation
in the months to
blessing
upon our labor of love follow. Mature publishers
assigned
these new subscriptions
were ob- to work with less effective
and irtained
in the one-month
Awake! regular publishers
should take the
campaign. By manifesting
the same assignment
seriously.
The goal
vigor, relying upon the same blessshould be to eliminate irregularity
ing and engaging in a well-organin the service and have all become
ized four-month house-to-house
cam- mature ministers.
The training propaign with The Watchtower,
Jan- gram established
during his visit
uary through
April,
what grand
should be kept well organized under
total of new subscriptions
will re- the congregation
servant’s
supersuit? Let us work and see!
vision.
Each publisher
should cooperate fully. Already the Society
is receiving
very encouraging rePublications
Now Available
ports as to the outstanding results
Evolution
versus
The New World achieved by this training program’s
--Danish
being used and by all publishers’
Songs to Jehovah’s Praise --Zulu
endeavoring to give three- to eightWill Religion Meet the World Crisis? minute sermons at the doors.
--French
In addition to the training given

and think positively
as you and the
one you may be training
offer the
Watch tower subscription
from house
to house.
4 The holiday
week end, which
begins Friday,
January 1, starts
the campaign. Many publishers,
including those of school age, will
have several
days free.
Why not
make wise use of this time by devoting many hours to field service?
Show those desiring
life how to
start the new year right. Obtain their
subscription
for The Watchtower
and then follow through by personally helping
them to choose the
destiny of eternal life.
ORGANIZATION
in house-to-house
preaching,
the
circuit
servant
gives good admonition from the platform. His talks
encourage and edify the congregation and at the same time bring to
the attention
of all publishers
the
weaknesses that should be overcome,
along with counsel for doing so.
Servants should pay particular
attention to these weaknesses and the
counsel for overcoming them. However, the admonition is for all publishers.
Everyone should make it
his responsibility
to do his part in
improving the activity
of the congregation..
4At the end of his visit the circuit servant prepares a report on the
condition
of the congregation
and
sends it to the Society. A copy of it
is left with the servants for future
reference
in working to overcome
weaknesses
that manifest
themselves in the congregation. All servants should read the report and apply the counsel. Parts of the report
might be used from time to time in
developing parts on the service meeting as well as assisting
in general
congregation
organization.
On receiving the circuit servant’s report
the Society writes a personal letter
of acknowledgment to the congregation and gives pertinent
admonition and counsel.
5 By utilizing
all the counsel received during the circuit servant’s
visit and in the Society’s letter, the
congregation is sure to improve and
progress in its ministry. This is the
desire of all members of the New
World society,
and we are thankful
to Jehovah for so many provisions,
such as the circuit servant’s visit,
to keep us growing to maturity and
preaching
the good news more effectively.

